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1. Introduction

The research for the French community study was carried out in two urban contexts that differ 
substantially in relation to the size of the local population of immigrant descent. While the working 
class suburb of Paris in which the study took place is characterized by a much higher than average 
proportion of residents originating from the African continent, the urban agglomeration of Bordeaux 
has a relatively limited minority population compared to other French cities of similar size. In choosing 
two such contrasting sites we wished to observe the manner in which schools recruiting students with 
similar social and academic profiles might differ in their treatment of ethnic minorities, depending on 
whether they constituted the majority of the population or simply a significant minority. For this reason 
we limited our choice of schools to those in which the student population was overwhelmingly of lower 
class origin, in order to neutralize as much as possible the important effect of social class, and because 
of the concentration of our selected minority groups in such schools. Because we wished to analyze the 
role of tracking and to include students who were likely to be confronted rapidly with having to find 
employment opportunities, we decided to carry out the study at the high-school level and to interview 
students enrolled in their second year of various programs leading to a variety of different degrees, 
ranging from the lowest two year vocational certificate (Certificat d’Aptitude Profesionelle- CAP and 
Brevet d’Études Profesionnelles-BEP) to the general scientific Baccalaureate. 

We chose to study the case of four different high-schools, each located in a different 
municipality, but which all recruit a significant proportion of students from the more disadvantaged 
urban neighborhoods of the city and its surrounding areas. While the schools are very different with 
regards to factors such as size, ratio of girls to boys, programs offered and general atmosphere, they 
are all situated towards the bottom of the hierarchy of local high-schools and are attended mostly 
by students who would have chosen a different school had their academic results permitted them to 
do so. Our decision to focus on four high-schools offering solely or predominantly vocational training 
derived from the limited opportunities we had of carrying out fieldwork in non-vocational schools in the 
Bordeaux agglomeration in urban areas that would nonetheless furnish us with a substantial number 
of minority students. 

Because of the widespread practice of grade retention in France, the students ages ranged 
from 15 to 19, with most of them falling within the 16 to 17 year old age group. We could have 
chosen to carry out the study in junior high-schools in order to study an age group which was closer to 
those studied by other country teams. Our decision was influenced by the scarcity of existing studies 
on minorities at the high-school level in France and by the fact that it is at this level that the major 
distinctions between students in terms of future career prospects become most obvious. 

As a result of our choice of sites, of schools and of neighborhoods, the population studied can 
be qualified as ethnically very diverse and socially rather homogeneous. In this sense the study is about 
lower class youth enrolled in low prestige schools, more than it is about a particular ethnic group or a 
particular neighborhood community. The recruitment of students at the high-school level, particularly 
into vocational programs, is much less locally circumscribed than is the case in the comprehensive junior 
high-schools. For reasons linked to the residential dispersion of our population and to the difficulties we 
encountered in accessing their parents, the major part of the study was carried out within the confines 
of the schools. We interviewed over fifty students of both majority and minority origin who had grown 
up in various urban and semi-urban contexts and who were enrolled in eight different classes leading 
to different types of degrees and specializations. The information obtained on parents and on students’ 
home life conditions turned out to be quite limited, while the material on life in school and the material 
gathered from observations, discussions and individual interviews with students and with a variety of 
school personnel are very rich. Since we observed two schools in each site and two different classes in 
each school, we were able to analyze the information gathered according to a number of different axes 
by comparing our material at three different levels : that of the sites, the schools and the classes. 

The study aims at understanding the construction of ethnicity and the nature of ethnic relations 
among working class youth enrolled in low prestige urban schools in the French context. It addresses the 
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relations that specific ethnic groups have to schooling only in a very indirect way. In this sense our study 
should be regarded as a sociological approach of the educational institution and the manner in which 
the various actors participating in such institutions experience and understand ethnic differences. How 
are such differences played out in schools receiving students who have often been negatively selected 
according to a variety of factors such as low social status, poor academic performance and residence in 
disadvantaged urban areas? How do students and teachers make sense of the apparent contradictions 
between the values and practices of a school system which makes a point of ignoring the cultural and 
ethnic characteristics of students, and the fact that certain minority groups are clearly over-represented 
among students enrolled in the least desirable schools and streams? 

1.1. The sites of the qualitative research: the communities

As an introduction to this chapter it should be specified that in the case of the French qualitative 
research study, there exists no direct correspondence between the student population observed and a 
specific geographically circumscribed community setting, as would have been the case had we chosen 
to study the middle-school level, or had we focused on several neighboring schools serving the same 
district. The four high-schools in which we carried out the interviews and observations are each located 
in a different municipal district, which means that the pertinent urban areas were too large and too 
numerous to carry out in depth studies on the specific communities represented by the student body. 
Indeed, the specialization of the vocational or technical training offered at this level, at least in the 
particular schools under investigation, is such that the recruitment zones reach far beyond the limits of 
the immediate surroundings of the schools, bringing together students who may live in rather different 
urban, social and residential settings and who, for the most part, have had little or no contact with 
each other previous to their enrollment in the high-school. This is particularly true of the schools in the 
Bordeaux site, where the students come from residential environments ranging from semi-rural small 
town districts to large public-housing projects and historic central city neighborhoods. 

Hence, we shall attempt to offer an overall view of the main characteristics of the general 
setting of the schools, insisting particularly on the differences and contrasts between the two sites 
that have significant impacts on the experiences, identities and social relations of the students we 
encountered. One of the major lessons we learned from this phase of the research was that despite 
similarities in students’ social, cultural and academic characteristics, significant differences between 
the two sites in terms of the local urban contexts, the ethnic school mix and the position and status 
of the schools and neighborhoods relative to other schools and neighborhoods in the area all have a 
considerable influence on the way inter-ethnic relations and identities are formed and evolve. It is one 
thing to be a student from a visible minority in a medium sized provincial city like Bordeaux, where the 
immigrant population is relatively small and where there is frequent mobility between different parts 
of the agglomeration. It is a rather different experience to be a minority youth in a city like Saint-Denis 
that is part of a very extended working class area comprising a large number of different public-housing 
complexes and that probably has the highest concentration of African migrants of any major European 
city1. 

1.1.1 The Seine-Saint-Denis site : world city or urban ghetto?

The department of the Seine-Saint-Denis, located to the immediate North-East of Paris, is so renown 
for epitomizing the French version of the social and ethnic “ghetto” that it is often referred to simply 
as the “9-3”. It is located at the center of a vast and densely urbanized area formerly designated as the 
“red suburb” because of its long-standing tradition of Communist led municipalities. The department 

1 According to recent results from the Trajectoire et Origines study on the descendants of immigrants, among young people 
aged 18 to 20 living in the Paris region (Ile-de-France) close to 40% have at least one immigrant parent (Insee Première 
n°1285, March 2010). This is likely the case for only about 1 out of 10 of such youth in the Bordeaux area.
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remains associated with the traditional industrial working class and with very visible concentrations 
of African migrants, who first began to settle there during the 1950s and 1960s, following the end of 
the Algerian war of independence. With its high population density, numerous high-rise buildings, its 
patchwork of highways and overpasses and its industrial wastelands, this department epitomizes the 
industrial working class suburbs (banlieue rouge), even though it has changed quite dramatically over 
the past twenty years. 

The sprawling industrial area of the Plaine Saint Denis was very hard hit by the economic 
crisis of 1975 and has only managed to reverse its decline since the middle of the 1990s. With the 
construction in 1998 of the enormous sports Stadium of France, a large center for the movie industry 
and the development of many office buildings and of a network of companies linked to the health sector 
and to the growing service sector, the former industrial wasteland has been transfigured and is nowadays 
among the most economically dynamic areas of France. Although some of the resources have been used 
in order to create new public equipments, such as sports centers and public administrative buildings, 
most employees of the new industries do not come from the immediate area. The unemployment rate 
of local residents thus remains high, reaching close to 30% among young people, with peaks beyond in 
certain large public housing complexes. With the departure of many of the major traditional industries, 
the job structure has changed considerably in the department over the past twenty years, yet the 
proportion of blue-collar workers employed in the industrial sector (8%) remains the highest in the Île-
de-France region. 

When reading a series of testimonies and opinions about their city posted online by old and 
new residents (mainly of majority origin) of Saint-Denis one notices that although some appreciate 
the cosmopolitan mix of its population and the very dynamic nature of the local economy, as well as 
the relatively easy access to the center of Paris and the reasonable rents, most complain about the 
insecurity, the poor quality of the schools, the disappearance of traditional French food stores and their 
replacement by fast foods and kebab stands. Especially among the older residents, one can perceive a 
distinct feeling of having been displaced by a new generation of minority dominated local youth and 
recently settled African migrants, even though these feelings are rarely expressed in terms explicitly 
referring to ethnic or racial traits. 

While the proportion of immigrants nationwide is just under 8% and under 15% for the entire 
Île-de-France region, the proportion of immigrants among residents of the department is close to 25%, 
half of which come from the African continent. A recent study shows that since the beginning of the 
1990 the departments’ residential area of high public-housing concentration and higher than average 
poverty and unemployment rates, officially designated as “sensitive urban zones” (Zones Urbaines 
Sensibles) have served as initial settlement areas for newly arrived immigrants from sub-Saharan Africa. 
Most of the Maghrebian residents in these neighborhoods have been present longer, since the 1960s and 
1970s2. Although over the years many immigrant families originating from the African continent have 
had access to better housing and have experienced residential mobility into the less poverty stricken and 
dilapidated housing areas, this mobility is slower and more limited than for residents of majority origin. 
The segregation rates of these groups in the Paris region have tended to increase slightly over the past 
fifteen years due to the arrival of newcomers and to natural increase by births. Despite this trend, there 
are in fact very few neighborhoods in which non-European residents are in the majority. Two thirds of 
non-European minority households live in neighborhoods in which they represent less than 30% of the 
local resident population (Preteceille, 2009). It is probable therefore that the high concentrations of 
these groups in certain schools is due as much to the differential educational choices and strategies of 
majority and minority families than it is to the effect of increased residential segregation. Based purely 
on visual impressions gathered during our multiple trips to the schools, the proportion of Blacks and 

2 These trends are consistent with the results of our survey questionnaire, which showed that students of Maghrebian origin 
were more likely to belong to the second or third generation, while students of sub-Saharan Africa tended to be either of 
the first or second-generation.
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Arabs seems much higher among the student population in the two schools than it is in the general local 
resident population. For both economic and cultural reasons, parents of majority origin students are 
more likely to send their children to private schools, which are mostly identified as Catholic schools. 

The two high-schools participating in our study are located in the most densely populated 
areas of the department, in two neighboring municipalities. In contrast with certain isolated areas of 
public housing units located to the east of the department, which were hard hit by the urban riots of 
2005, these cities present a less hostile environment, easier access to Paris by way of the metro and a 
more diversified local economy. The center of the first municipality is lively, with its busy commercial 
streets and multi-ethnic street vendors. It is also singularly lacking in architectural harmony, with its 
odd mixture of historic buildings, such as the gothic style basilica, surrounded by rather unattractive 
pedestrian commercial areas and of seventies style public administrations buildings and offices. 

The communist party, which has lost most of its popular support in national elections over 
the past fifteen years, has managed to maintain its dominance over municipal politics in the area since 
the end of the second word war, thanks to some alliances with other representatives of the left. Both 
municipalities are led by members of the reformist communist party with municipal councils whose 
members are quite young, (in their thirties and forties), one third to a half being of African origin (either 
black or Arab). One of the municipalities has long been known for its initiatives in favor of immigrants 
and their descendants. In 2006, it held a popular local referendum in favor of giving resident foreigners 
voting rights in local elections. Although the administrative court deemed this initiative illegal, the 60% 
favorable votes was an impulse for the mayor to create a “consultative council of foreign residents”. 
This body is made up of ten men and ten women, who are associated with many of the local political 
activities at the neighborhood level and who participate in municipal council meetings. Individuals of 
African origin seem to be particularly well integrated into the municipal services aimed at local youth. 
Indeed, one notes that eight out of ten of the directors of the local municipally funded youth programs 
serving the various neighborhoods of the city have African surnames. 

The educational structure of the Academy of Créteil serving the area appears well adapted to 
its lower class immigrant population, although some might say that there is a scarcity of prestigious, 
high performing schools capable of fulfilling the aspiration of the very best and most ambitious 
students. Indeed, there are very few traditional academic high-schools preparing only for the general 
Baccalaureate. It should be mentioned however that over the past few years, in response particularly 
to the problems of urban rioting, several agreements have been passed between local high-schools and 
the prestigious and highly selective “grandes écoles”, such as the Institut de Sciences Politiques, in order 
to set up programs that select and train the best and brightest to enter into such institutions. In this 
department, most upper secondary schools are called multi-purpose and offer a combination of general, 
technical and vocational training. For this reason, not only are students with different academic profiles 
more likely to be schooled together than in Bordeaux, where the separation between vocational and 
non-vocational schools is more pronounced, but also, the best students among those who are enrolled 
in the shorter vocational classes are more likely to be able to move up into the higher technical path 
leading to post-secondary education without having to change schools.

1.1.2. The Bordeaux site : socio-ethnic distinctions and geographical proximity in a provincial city

The department of the Gironde on the Southwest coast of France has an entirely different, almost 
opposite profile. With its rather low level of urbanization and limited percentage of immigrants (7% 
for the department), Bordeaux is not regarded as one of the most cosmopolitan cities in France, nor is 
it viewed as having any particular social problems relating to its immigrant or minority population. The 
signs of social exclusion and strained urban relations are less visible than around Paris, judging by the 
very minor incidences of urban rioting which took place during the fall of 2005 in the area. The urban 
areas that receive special government funding for programs aimed at disadvantaged neighborhoods are 
fewer and smaller than in the department of the Seine-Saint-Denis. Census figures concerning major 
social trends in a the suburb in which one of the observed schools is located are, however, not very 
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different, with the notable exception being the proportion of immigrant households which is less than 
half. 

The city’s identity and socio-ethnic make up is closer to that of small to medium sized provincial 
cities such as Nantes or Toulouse, than it is to the larger more cosmopolitan cities like Lyon or Marseilles. 
This is mainly due to the limited size of the industrial and manufacturing sector, which attracted high 
numbers of immigrant laborers to France after the Second World War. Historically, the trading port of 
Bordeaux built its wealth on commerce, notably of slaves, and wine production. Today Bordeaux profits 
from investments in the service sector and in a network of modern technological industries. The image 
of Bordeaux is one of discrete prosperity and conservative good taste. 

The city has been a bastion of moderate right wing conservatism at least since the end of the 
second World War, while a number of socialist led municipalities have taken over several of the more 
industrialized suburbs located immediately on the eastern side of the Garonne river. By way of a tacit 
and long-standing political arrangement, often referred to as “the Bordeaux pact”, between the various 
municipalities of the agglomeration, the right wing party has maintained its uncontested stronghold 
over the central city, while many of the immediate suburbs, characterized by a much higher proportion 
of subsidized low-income public housing, have traditionally been governed by the left (more often 
socialists than communists). The Gaulist Jacques Chaban-Delmas, who was mayor of Bordeaux for 
almost fifty years until Alain Juppé was elected in 1995, initiated the construction on the right bank of 
the Garonne of numerous subsidized public housing complexes during the 1960s. These were destined 
to house the immigrants and French repatriates arriving in masses from Algeria, who mostly chose to 
settle in the southern half of France. The fact that these high rise buildings and the new industries in 
which many of their residents worked, such as the naval or automobile factories, were installed on 
the other side of the Garonne, tended to re-enforce the physical and social separation between the 
older middle and upper-middle class residents of historic Bordeaux and the newer more working class 
population of the agglomeration. The later became increasingly ethnically mixed during the 1980s and 
1990s notably with the arrival of migrants from Morocco and Turkey. 

The social, urban and political distinctions between the two sides of the river have deep roots 
which have marked the identities and the reputations of the different areas despite very significant 
changes in the overall urban configuration of the agglomeration since the major urban renewal program 
began in the mid 1990s. The vast area encompassing the working class towns to the immediate east 
of the Garonne has undergone major changes within the framework of a Great Urban Project which 
aims ultimately at the destruction of most high rise buildings containing close to 1500 apartments and 
their replacement by smaller housing units, as well as the diversification of the social and economic 
fabric of the area. This project is well underway and has made it possible for many families in the area 
to benefit from better housing conditions and to leave the “cité” (ghetto) environment. But it has also 
raised a host of concerns and fears, notably among the poorer residents, who are often of migrant origin 
and whose resources and large families make it difficult for them to obtain housing in the newly built 
smaller complexes. Although the public housing authorities have an obligation to offer similar housing 
arrangements to those whose building are being destroyed, for some families this entails leaving the 
immediate neighborhood to which most of them are very attached, despite its negative reputation. 

Of the 230.000 residents of the city of Bordeaux approximately 8% are foreigners, while 
this is the case for about 15% of those living in the smaller working-class suburb on the right bank 
where we carried out part of the reasearch. Approximately 40% of immigrants in the agglomeration 
are of southern European origin; while between 30% and 40% hold a North African nationality. Since 
1990, there has been a substantial increase in the Moroccan population as compared to the traditional 
Spanish of Portuguese immigrant population which has tended to stagnate and is on average of a 
much older generation. The North Africans and the Turks living in the department of the Gironde are 
relatively concentrated in publicly subsidized low-income housing (Habitation à loyer modéré - HLM), as 
approximately half of them reside in this type of building. A quarter of the foreign households who live 
in subsidized housing in the department are located in the city of Bordeaux. It should be noted however 
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that within Bordeaux proper over half of foreign households are renters in private apartments or houses. 
Indeed there exist several older historic neighborhoods with a significant immigrant, and notably North 
African, population in the central city, but these do not suffer from the same negative image as the 
suburban areas. In contrast to the right bank suburb, where close to 65% of the overall housing capacity 
is made up of subsidized low-income units, the minority population of Bordeaux is more dispersed over 
a variety of different types of residential areas and mixed in with the majority population, even in the 
few high-rise areas towards the North of the city. Although the actual size of the immigrant population 
in Bordeaux is at least as large as that which can be found in the three major working class suburbs to 
the immediate east of the Garonne, it is only these later areas that suffer from the very negative image 
associated with high concentrations of public housing units. 

With the completion of the tramway line linking this area to the center of Bordeaux, and the 
development of a substantial number of new office building and small scale industries and commercial 
establishments, these suburbs have undergone a general improvement of their urban environment over 
the past ten years and have started to attract a new category of more middle-class residents. Yet they 
have not yet managed to shed their reputation as disadvantaged “difficult” areas relative to Bordeaux, 
which retains its “bourgeois” reputation despite the presence of several pockets of poverty. 

The contrast between Bordeaux and its suburbs is akin to that which characterizes the 
relationship between Paris and the suburbs of the Seine-Saint-Denis, the main difference being the 
considerable divergence in scale. The smaller size and close proximity of the unequally desirable urban 
neighborhoods in the context of a provincial city like Bordeaux tends to exacerbate contrasts and to 
make the processes of distinction and stigmatization a more salient feature of everyday relations and 
local identities, especially for younger residents of the right bank who circulate much more frequently 
than their Parisian counterparts between their resident neighborhoods and the central city.  

In contrast to the Parisian suburbs observed, which have managed to integrate the minority 
population into the local fabric of public institutions on a diversity of levels and in a variety of areas, 
in the working class suburb of Bordeaux, and even more in Bordeaux proper, one finds few minority 
individuals in local government or in positions of responsibility in the local network of publicly sponsored 
social services and grassroots organisations. Moreover, the average age of those who hold local political 
mandates is much higher than in the corresponding Parisian suburbs, with an institutional apparatus 
that is dominated by a generation of people who are close to or beyond retirement age. Although 
the right bank municipality observed is known locally for its progressive political positions and its 
commitment to serving the needs of its more disadvantaged residents, a close examination of the 
names and faces of those who occupy prominent positions on a local level reveals the quasi absence of 
individuals originating from the African continent. Among the hundred or so grassroots organisations, 
which are listed on the municipality’s Internet site, one finds only a few whose leaders have non-
European surnames. They practically all appear in the “world cultures” sector that covers the more 
traditional organisations serving as representatives of a particular national community (the Senegalese, 
the Comorian, etc.) or which promote specific “exotic” cultural or artistic activities, and not in other 
more prominent sectors concerned with youth, housing, schooling or ordinary leisure activities. 

It is interesting to note that, in stark contrast to their relative absence among the adult 
representatives of the local population, the proportion of children with African names or faces 
is significant among those who have been elected by their fifth grade classmates to be part of the 
Children’s Municipal Council. These children number a dozen out of 60 in Bordeaux, and 15 out of 20 
in the right-bank suburb. 

Finally, there appears another important contrast between the two sites regarding the structure 
and organisation of the local educational market. The Academy of Bordeaux is characterized by rather 
polarized opportunities for secondary educational training. It comprises a series of high-schools which 
offer programs mainly leading to the general academic Baccalaureate on the one hand, and several 
trade schools with rather contrasting reputations leading to the short vocational degrees or to the 
vocational Baccalaureate, on the other hand. Opportunities for students to enter into the technical 
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streams leading to the intermediary level technical Baccalaureate, are quite limited. This later stream is 
well known to constitute one of the major and most efficient middle range opportunities for children of 
working class background to obtain a degree leading to specialized higher education and is often a more 
effective route for professional social mobility than the general streams. Hence, the educational context 
does appear to be more favorable to the social mobility of disadvantaged urban youth in the Parisian 
site, while the urban environment is much less threatening in and around Bordeaux. Our interview with 
one of the representatives of the Bordeaux Academy confirmed that the outlook of local representatives 
of public education re-enforced the already natural tendency in France to view vocational schools as a 
dumping ground for low-achieving and low performing students, rather than as an effective route for 
entering the job market. Within this context, the efforts of vocational school heads to promote a more 
positive image of their establishment go against the grain of very entrenched popular perceptions and 
the parental strategies that enforce them.  

The contrasts between the two sites in terms of their urban and sociological realities, but more 
importantly in terms of their identities in relation to the issue of ethnic diversity and their educational 
infrastructure, makes the comparison between the experiences of secondary school aged youth in 
Bordeaux and Paris an interesting means for exploring the effects of the objective and subjective 
dimension of ethnic distinctions and inter-ethnic relations. To illustrate these contrasts we shall mention 
the case of a student of Portuguese origin who had moved to Bordeaux three years ago after living in 
a very disadvantaged neighborhood of the Seine-Saint-Denis. Even though he had experienced severe 
problems of juvenile delinquency and violence in his former neighborhood which he had managed 
to overcome by moving away, he stated that he preferred living there because Bordeaux was “too 
bourgeois” and that when he mentioned the name of his high-school to girls he would meet in the 
center city they would immediately label him as a potential delinquent. 

1.2. Methodologies and the “homes” of the research : the schools 

During the first phase of the Edumigrom project the French team decided to focus on the upper-secondary 
school level rather than on the middle-school level for a variety of reasons. There exist an increasing 
number of studies on the French collège unique (comprehensive junior high-school), particularly on the 
effects of social and ethnic residential segregation on academic performances, educational trajectories 
and school relations (ethnic and otherwise) in such schools (Oberti, 2007; Felouzis, Perroton, Liot, 2005; 
Van Zanten, 2001; Lepoutre, 1997, Payet, 1995). The combination of the residential concentration of 
the most visible ethnic groups in neighborhoods of low-income public housing, as well as the fact that 
majority origin parents are more likely to circumvent school districting rules by, for instance, choosing 
to send their children to private schools, explains the over-representation of certain ethnic groups 
in the most disadvantaged schools (Felouzis, 2003). However, at the high-school level, the effects of 
residential segregation are diluted given the differentiation between types of school, and between the 
various programs they offer. In the urban agglomeration of Bordeaux, for instance, 53% of students 
attending a vocational high-school located in the central city reside in the outskirts of the city (Insee, 
Atlas de l’agglomération bordelaise, 2006). While it is after the last year of junior high-school (9th 
grade) that students are separated between the vocational and non-vocational streams, it is after the 
first year of high school that those who have entered the general and technical schools are separated 
into the various programs leading to the different types of Baccalaureates. Studies have amply shown 
the decisive influence these distinctions have on students’ prospects for future employment. 

At the end of junior high-school students formulate wishes concerning the stream (vocational, 
non-vocational) and schools they wish to enter. The vast majority of students obtain at least one of 
their wishes, but the proportion of those obtaining their first wish is greatly dependent on the ratio 
of requests for places in the given stream and school. Students’ wishes are generally dependent on 
their grades and on the advice they have received during the year from school personnel and from 
members of the class council. The end of year class council determines whether the institution supports 
or opposes the student’ choice. Parents have the right to contest the decision of the class council, but in 
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reality they rarely do. Over half of students who end up in a vocational stream consider that their grades 
were insufficient to obtain the desired stream. The freedom to “choose” ones high-school is therefore 
essentially a function of academic results, since the allocation of students to high-schools is centralized 
and treated anonymously through a computerized system. Students and their parents rarely have any 
direct contact with the high-schools requested previous to enrollment. 

In France, the high-school thus appears as a place in which students are more likely than 
in junior high-school to come into contact with peers who come from different neighborhoods and 
different ethnic groups, yet also as a place which to a large extent determines one’s future social 
status and career options. This dual process of mixing and sorting, which is particularly pronounced 
in vocational schools, makes these establishments an ideal ground for studying the manner in which 
ethnic and social identities and relations are shaped by diverging educational prospects and by the 
particular school context. 

For the community study section of the Edumigrom project we selected four different schools 
out of the six high-schools in which we had administered the questionnaire. Two are located in the 
Bordeaux area, two in the Paris area. The schools in Bordeaux are both strictly vocational establishments, 
while the schools in the Seine-Saint-Denis offer a few classes leading to the general or technical 
Baccalaureate. We would have liked to include a non-vocational high-school in each of the sites, but 
we were unable to find any school heads willing to participate in the project in the Bordeaux site. In 
order to maintain an equilibrium between the two sites, we thus decided to focus on schools offering 
predominantly vocational training, although two of the four classes observed in the Paris site lead to the 
more prestigious general and technical Baccalaureate. In each site, one school offering predominantly 
industrial training and one school offering predominantly service sector training were chosen in order 
to obtain a relative balance of boys and girls. 

Because we wished to follow up on a sub-sample of the student population which had been 
surveyed during the previous year, and since we assumed that second year students would have more 
to say about their high-school experience than incoming students, we decided to gather material on 
two 11th grade classes in each of the schools. As much as possible we choose classes with contrasting 
profiles in terms of the desirability of the streams, the general academic level of students and the types 
of training received. The classes selected have a proportion of students belonging to one or the other 
of our selected minority groups (Maghrebians and Turks / Africans and Caribbean) which ranges from 
just under half to all students. We tried to organize the fieldwork in such a way as to make it possible 
to carry out multiple level comparisons between sites, between types of schools and between types of 
classes within each school. 

All four of the heads of the schools were welcoming and cooperative with the research team, 
even though it was at times difficult to obtain the requested information (class results, school statistics, 
etc.) within the delays imposed by the research schedule. We have not been able to obtain a full listing 
of entering students from last year for the two schools in Bordeaux schools. Even though we have 
gathered some information about ethnic composition in the schools through observations interviews 
and survey results, obtaining name lists would be a way to ascertain the overall ethnic distribution of 
students in the school in a more detailed manner. It should be said however, that even names are often 
misguiding, since it is not easy to properly identify students origins based solely on this information. 

Throughout the qualitative research phase, it turned out to be much more complicated to 
obtain interviews with teachers than with students. This is due to the fact that high-school teachers in 
France have no obligation to remain in the school outside of their regular teaching hours, unless they 
must attend a meeting or some other official event. In each school there is a team of people in charge 
of “student life” or “student affairs”, who deal with all things extra-academic leaving teachers in charge 
of the pedagogical aspects of school life. We carried out interviews with at least two members of each 
of these teams in each of the schools. The degree to which teachers come into contact with students’ 
families varies according to the individual teacher and the schools’ practice, but compared to most other 
national school systems parent-teacher contact remains quite limited. Individual meetings between 
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teachers and parents take place only if the student is encountering severe academic or behavioral 
problems. This creates a situation which is not very conducive to relaxed parent-teacher exchange, since 
teachers usually see parents whose children are encountering or creating problems. Logically, parents 
meet teachers usually to be told about some negative aspect of their child’s performance or behavior.  

We encountered many regrettable incidents of teachers who didn’t show up at the appointed 
time or who cancelled the interviews at the last minute. These difficulties, added to the fact that we 
experienced important delays in the launching of the entire qualitative fieldwork process, led us to give 
up on the organisation of group discussions with teachers. Getting several teachers to commit to the 
same two-hour slot of time outside of their regular class hours proved to be an impossible task. We did 
however have many informal discussions with teachers, for instance during lunchtime on the days when 
we were present in the schools. We also attended at least two different class councils in each of the 
schools accept the one in Saint Ouen. In this school we were unable to get as many teacher interviews 
as in the other three schools, probably because of the opposition existing among many teachers to the 
newly nominated school head. It seems that participation in the research project was regarded by many 
as an unwelcome initiative on the part of the new administration, who was viewed as insufficiently 
concerned with maintaining order and discipline and with upholding teachers’ authority. 

A day or half-day long class observation was carried out in each of the eight classes involved 
in the study during the first semester of the year. We followed these up with six to eight individual 
student interviews for each class. We did not limit our interviews to students from the two selected 
minority groups (Maghrebian/Turkish and Afro-Caribbean), but rather questioned students who were 
most willing to participate in the interview process. Our sample represents a proper sub-sample of 
those who answered the survey questionnaire, in terms of gender, ethnicity and academic profiles. In 
Bordeaux, 17 students from the selected minority groups, 3 students of other immigrant origin and 9 
students of majority origin were interviewed. In Paris, 21 students from the selected minority groups, 
4 students of other immigrant origin and 1 student of majority origin were interviewed. Although we 
tried to give priority to minority pupils, we decided to carry out interviews with some majority students 
also, for diplomatic as well as analytical reasons. Indeed, in a context in which institutional personnel 
take great care not to differentiate between individuals according to these criteria, it would have been 
frowned upon both by teachers and by students if we had stated outright that we were only interested 
in interviewing minority students. Moreover, we believed that a more diverse sample would offer more 
information about differences and similarities between majority and minority students and would make 
it possible to further explore the issue of interethnic relations, one of the central themes of the survey 
questionnaire. 

Because it quickly became obvious that we could not count on students to show up for 
interviews taking place outside of their usual class time, we organized to carry out the interviews during 
the classes of those teachers who were willing to let students miss a half an hour or an hour of lessons 
(these were mainly sports and workshop classes). Although we did not encounter much difficulty in 
getting students to agree to be interviewed, we were somewhat constrained by the time slots allocated, 
and occasionally regretted not having more time to explore more in depth certain aspects or to gather 
additional information on the students. We were frequently torn between our interest in gathering 
information on students out of school life, and the need to question them on their in school relations 
and experiences. In most cases students were much more willing to speak about their lives in school 
than to answer questions on parents, family and community, which they often regarded as indiscreet 
and somewhat irrelevant to the research topic. This is due to the fact that teenagers, particularly of 
working class minority origin, are rather secretive about their home life with people who are not close 
friends. In France there exists a very definite separation between the world of school and that of home 
in a society in which the educational system sees itself as an institution that should be shielded from 
all outside influences in order to carry out its “universal” aims of education. 

We carried out student group discussions in two distinct cycles. We initially carried out five 
trial discussions with groups of a dozen students attending various classes in one of the vocational high-
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schools in Bordeaux on the same days as we administered the survey questionnaire. We tested their 
reactions to the scenarios elaborated for the focus group discussion relating to issues of segregation 
and discrimination. Due to the rowdiness of the students and their tendency to act out it was virtually 
impossible to carry out any kind of a structures debate in the four all boys vocational classes of mixed 
minority and majority group students. Nonetheless the spontaneous reactions and exchanges solicited 
by the stories furnished some interesting material on group dynamics and the collective discourses 
of students when confronted with the issues at hand. The discussion in the more selective optics and 
eyewear class mainly composed of majority origin students of both sexes was much calmer and more 
focused. Students in this class seemed much less influenced by their classmates and power relations 
among peers were less obvious. 

The second set of focus group discussions were carried out after the individual interviews 
with smaller groups of students (5 to 8) who had participated in the interview process. Two mixed 
minority-majority group discussion were carried out in Bordeaux, while the two discussions groups 
in Paris were exclusively composed of second-generation immigrants of mainly non-European origin. 
These discussions were structured somewhat differently from the first, since we chose to read various 
excerpts from the material gathered during the teacher and student interviews in order to solicit 
exchanges around a number of themes. The themes discussed were the following: the effect of group 
dynamics on performance and relations in class, peer relations and pertinent distinctions (ethnic and 
otherwise) among students, student-teacher relations, the expression and regulation of cultural and 
religious differences in school, amorous relations among members of different ethnic groups, racism and 
discrimination in school, parents’ ideas about school. These discussions, which were structured around 
the comparison between students’ personal and collective experiences and those of students from 
other sites and schools, were aimed at further exploring the importance of the contextual differences 
between schools and sites. Indeed, such distinctions appeared significant throughout the survey results, 
the classroom observations and the individual interviews. 

Only in the Bordeaux site did we carry out interviews with agents outside of the schools. The 
following people were interviewed: a member of the municipal council of a working class municipality 
who is also the former head of one of the schools observed, two persons responsible at the local level 
for overseeing educational programs aimed at aiding disadvantaged secondary schools aged students, 
the head of a local junior high-school, a member of the Academic Inspectorate in charge of issues 
relating to tracking, three members of a grassroots organisation working with local youth, their families 
and school personnel on problems such as early school drop-out and delinquency. The interviews with 
members of the Academic Inspectorate were not very pertinent to the study since they had little to 
say specifically about minority pupils and spoke mainly as representatives of a bureaucratic entity that 
is not used to addressing this issue as such. Interviews with the former head of the high-school and 
with members of the grassroots organisation were much more interesting, since they worked in direct 
contact with local youth on issues which were at the heart of the research project. With the help of the 
grassroots organisation we were able to meet with a group of ten North African fathers whose children 
have been through one or more of the local high-schools. During the discussion, which unfortunately 
lasted only one hour, we presented material gathered during our observations and interviews and 
discussed the issues of tracking, academic success and failure, school discipline and peer relations, 
the treatment of cultural and religions differences in schools, parent-teacher relations and racism and 
discrimination against North Africans in France. Although we were not able to gather much information 
on the individuals present, and were not permitted to tape the exchange, the discussion itself produced 
some interesting and somewhat unexpected information on the opinions of North African fathers on 
some of the key issue of our study. 
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Table 1: Summary of material gathered for the community Study

Paris site Bordeaux site TOTAL
Type of work Pluritec Jean Moulin Brassens Notre Dame

Student 
interviews

12 boys :
- 8 minority
- 4 other

14  girls :
- 13 minority
- 1 majority

14 boys :
- 8 minority
- 5 majority
- 1 other

5 boys + 8 girls - 
8 minority
- 4 majority
- 2 other

54

Teacher 
interviews

- 5 majority
- 2 minority

- 2 minority 
- 1 majority 

- 5 majority
-1 minority

- 3 majority
-1 minority

20

Other school 
personnel 
interviews

-School head
-head of 
student life 
- 1 minority 
assistant

- School head
- 1 minority 
student life 

- School head
- 1 student life
- 2 minority 
assistants
- 1 head of 
internships

- School head
- 1 head of 
student life 
- 1 
documentalist
- 1 mediator
- head of 
internships

15

Class 
observations

3 2 2 2 9

Class council 
attendance

2 4 5 11

Observation of 
school event

2 : reception 
of parents, 
distribution 
of prizes to 
students

2 : concert and 
debate about 
gender relations

3

Student group 
discussions

1 mixed 5 
boys

1 minority 6 
girls

1 mixed 9 boys  
+ 3 trial 
discussions w/ 
mixed groups 

1 mixed 2 girls, 
5 boys

7

Parent group 
discussions

1 with 8 minority 
fathers

1

Interviews 
outside of 
schools

- 4 members of educational 
institution
-  1 elected official
- 3 members of local grassroots 
organisation

8
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1.2.1. Georges Brassens

The lycée Brassens is a vocational high-school of about 400 pupils of whom 90% are boys. It is located 
in very close proximity to a very large low income housing complex on the right bank of the Garonne 
well known as being one of the more disadvantaged and « difficult » neighborhood of the urban 
agglomeration of Bordeaux. Access to this school by way of the tramway is relatively easy and the state 
of the buildings is quite good. 

While the school has a poor reputation, this is not due to its institutional characteristics or 
to the quality of its teachers and staff, but to its location near the most stigmatized neighborhood in 
the Bordeaux area and to the ethnic and social composition of its student population. According to the 
former principle’s estimate based on a close examination of students’ surnames, one third of the student 
body is made up of students whose parents come from the African continent. Its inferior status relative 
to the two more prestigious multi-purpose high-schools in the immediate area, which offer programs 
leading to the technical or academic baccalaureate, is also a factor which contributes to making this 
school undesirable from the point of view of the local resident population.

One of the most salient characteristics of this school compared to the other three schools in 
the study is that it benefits from a considerable amount of extra resources, particularly in terms of the 
ratio of personnel to students. This is likely due to the very efficient use that the former school head 
made of her extensive social networks and connections both in the public sector of education and among 
representatives of local industries. Thanks to her efforts, Brassens is the only vocational high-school in 
the department that has managed to maintain the status and the resources associated with the former 
Zones for Priority Education, which have recently been replaced with less ambitious programs aimed 
only at primary level education. This year, for instance, the school was attributed extra human resources 
in the form of three part time pedagogical assistants and three part time mediators. The turn over rate 
for teachers is relatively low as far as vocational schools are concerned, the seniority average being over 
9 year against 7.5 for the department. The propensity of teachers to remain in the school may be due 
to its proximity to the center of Bordeaux and to the fact that they benefit from slight advantages in 
terms of point allocations and extra stipends because it is part of a Priority Education Zone. About two 
thirds of teachers are male due to the industrial nature of most of the programs offered. The teaching 
staff counts about seventy teachers, close to a dozen of who are of minority origin (this is a very rough 
estimate based on our observation of names posted on the teachers’ mail boxes). Virtually all of the 
teaching staff works under stable full-time contracts. Thanks to the additional resources derived from 
the various programs aimed at reducing school failure, many of the classes, especially at the 10th grade 
level, are divided into half groups of 6 to 12 students each during a significant proportion of their class 
time (whole classes usually number about 20 to 25 students). 

The school benefits from a series of different labels such as that of « lycée des métiers » 
(professional trade school) given to vocational schools which offer a coherent and multi level set of 
training programs and which have succeeded in developing partnerships with large employers in their 
sectors of specialization. For instance, students enrolled in the rather selective marine maintenance 
class and in one of the specialized electro-technical classes leading to the vocational Baccalaureates 
both benefit from internships in major public sector companies during the course of their studies and 
have a good chance of obtaining employment once they have their degree. In addition to its regular 
vocational programs, it offers special remedial education programs to students who have left the school 
system for over a year as well as to newly arrived immigrants who have a poor mastery of the French 
language. It also offers pre-professional training classes to junior high-school students in their last year 
who pursue early vocational training. 

The school’s most attractive programs are those specializing in optics and in marine maintenance, 
as well as one apprenticeship program with the National Electrical company. These three rather selective 
courses of study offer on site training and employment opportunities for the students who successfully 
complete their degree. They attract candidates who come from all areas of the department and beyond. 
Their ethnic composition is less diverse than that of the more numerous production classes, particularly 
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those leading to the shorter vocational certification (BEP and CAP). According to the information 
gathered from our informal exchanges with school personnel, one rarely finds more than two or three 
minority students in such classes in a given year. The existence of such “elite” programs does not 
however suffice to compensate for the negative image of the school as a whole, which mostly receives 
students of working class often minority origin who are there because of poor academic performance, 
and to a lesser extent because of disruptive behavior in junior high-school. The relative prestige of these 
sections tends to negatively impact the self-image of students enrolled in the other classes, particular 
those in the shorter vocational BEP programs, who legitimately feel that they are at the bottom of the 
hierarchical structure of the establishment. During our group discussion with a mixture of boys from 
the two shorter vocational classes observed, participants insisted heavily on the fact that their classes 
were disregarded in comparison with other classes. They pointed out that they were rarely given the 
opportunity to participate in outings and extra-curricular events and mentioned that, following several 
instances of in school theft, members of their classes had been the first to be accused. Students from 
the optics and glasswear class were described as being the “intruders” of the school, signifying in this 
that they didn’t mix with these students who tended to be viewed as “nerdy” because they didn’t fit the 
image of the tougher urban ghetto-style youth which dominated their projections of themselves and of 
the school’s reputation. 

The school offers training in three distinct areas: maintenance of industrial equipment, electro 
technical work and optical work and eyewear. The maintenance and electro technical sector are divided 
into two distinct cycles leading to two different types of diplomas. The first is a two year cycle leading to 
the Brevet d’Enseignement Professionnel (BEP) the second a three year cycle leading to the Professional 
Baccalaureate with several distinct specialisations in areas such as marine maintenance and servicing 
of computer programmed security equipment, which make it possible for students to enter directly into 
a specialized trade. About half of the students from this school who obtain the BEP pursue their studies 
into the second year of the vocational Baccalaureate stream, as the more basic two-year vocational 
diploma is not so effective for finding work. The optics and glass wear program, limited to only one class, 
leads only as far as the BEP, yet it is in rather high demand as it offers specialized training already at 
the BEP level. 

While the exit rate (which include true school leavers as well as students who transfer into 
other types of training such as apprenticeships) for students finishing their first year had been relatively 
low (about 6%), over the past two years it has reached the departmental average of close to 13%. While 
the success rates on the BEP examination vary from one year to the next, they do not differ significantly 
from the average rates for the department, at least in as far as the streams under investigation are 
concerned. Success rates for the vocational Baccalaureates however are about 10 points lower than the 
national and departmental averages for similar streams. 

The student body is 90% male, and there are no girls in the classes we have chosen to focus 
on. The proportion of incoming students who have repeated one or more years during their previous 
schooling is close to 70%, which is about 15 points higher than the departmental average for students 
entering into the vocational streams. The distribution of students according to the socio-economic 
background of parents is average for vocational schools in the department with close to half being of 
disadvantaged background (parents who are either manual laborers, unemployed, retired blue collar 
workers or inactive), one third belonging to the medium range professional strata, and the remaining 
15% to 20% being of advantaged or very advantaged family backgrounds.

Our interview with the former principle offers information on the history of the school and 
stresses the fact that despite the substantial efforts she has made to develop an attractive set of 
vocational programs and to re-enforce school discipline, the school remains among the last choice 
resorts for many students and their families. 
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The tracking into vocational school, especially this one, was experienced by parents 
as a source of apprehension, because first of all it’s in the middle of the high rise 
buildings. Now these are going to be destroyed, but in 97-98 that’s all you could 
see, it’s all people would talk about and of the population that lives there. Very 
few young people from the town and from those high rises were enrolled in this 
school. So I also had to work with the local middle schools in order to improve the 
image of the high-school. (...) So with the help of others, I managed to improve 
the reputation. But to begin with its industrial training, so it means the workers 
blue shirts, as opposed to the white collars. Then there is immigration, there were 
a lot of Arabs, and parents would tell us : “well, yes but , really in the classes and 
in the courtyards, all that...”. There’s a large population of color, 32% of students 
of foreign culture... And even then I based my calculations on the first name... And 
you see it was encouraged in the junior high-schools, the families didn’t want our 
high-school because it’s the suburb., it’s the location in the middle of the high 
rise projects.(...) I really had to bring parents into the school in order to reassure 
them. So the idea was to keep everything as clean as possible, everything shiny, no 
graffiti, clean toilets. So first of all it was simple domesticity, to show that inside 
we were well protected. There was this strong apprehension about L., a reputation 
which is not justified, but that I regret to say still exists. There are also the social 
criteria which you can’t deny. Only one third of the population who pay taxes. If 
you look at any of the statistics we are the last of the 27 communes in the urban 
agglomeration, because we have 75% public housing. As far as stolen cars are 
concerned we’re not on top, but it’s in peoples’ minds. 

It should be mentioned here that in France high-school principles have virtually no power over 
their teaching staff, who, on the contrary, often have quite a lot of collective power of opposition by 
means of the teachers’ unions. A principle’s style and personality, as well as the particular aspect of 
schooling he or she chooses to develop, play an important role in determining the general atmosphere 
in the school. Yet they have no power to choose, to sanction or to promote teachers who are free 
and independent in their teaching methods, provided they respect the constraints of the educational 
program defined at the national level. The previously cited principle, considered by most as having had 
a very positive effect on the high-school, put much of her energy into developing an attractive panel of 
training schemes and reinforcing partnerships with the local economic sector with the aim of offering 
attractive employment opportunities to the highest performing students. She also managed to strengthen 
links with parents, particularly of minority origin in view of improving their image of the school and of 
the vocational training options it offers. She seemed however less concerned than for instance the head 
of Pluritec with developing actions aimed at the lowest performing students and those most at risk of 
dropping out. She admitted during the interview that she and her staff had perhaps been insufficiently 
vigilant about problems such as bullying and victimization of students by classmates. 

The two classes which we chose to focus on are the only existing maintenance class leading to 
the shorter vocational BEP degree and one of the three second year BEP electro technical classes. These 
classes are less in demand than the optics BEP and than the classes offering training in the same sectors 
but which lead to the vocational Baccalaureate. In 2008 for instance, only slightly over 70% of those 
who were admitted into these classes had requested them as their first choice, while such was the case 
for 100% of those admitted into the other programs, which received first choice requests in numbers 
representing between 170% and 140% of the total capacity of these classes, against about 70% for our 
selected streams.  It should be noted that the two BEP sections, particularly the maintenance class, were 
in particularly low demand in 2008 compared to the preceding year and to the present year (2009), for 
reasons which remain unclear even to the school administration. 
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The maintenance class was presented to us as being the “toughest” one of the school when 
we administered the questionnaire. It is composed of an equal number of majority and minority group 
students. It seems that during the first year two or three white students were victims of constant verbal 
and occasionally physical harassment on the part of a small group of mainly minority students. This 
tended to negatively impact the attitude of the other students, many of whom were fearful of taking 
sides. We were told by the councilor in educational and pedagogy (Conseillère pédagogique d’éducation 
– CPE) that two students had seriously considered leaving the school because of problems with fellow 
classmates and that two more had expressed the desire to leave because of the attitude of one of their 
teachers. 

The general atmosphere of the class was much less aggressive and tense than during the 
previous year. This is due to the departure for other types of training programs of five students who were 
dissatisfied with their orientation and the “exclusion” of a group of three very difficult North African 
students who were not admitted into the second year. At least one of them is no longer schooled, 
according to one of his former classmates. This year’s class is therefore particularly small with a total 
of only 16 students, several of whom are frequently absent. There does not appear to be much group 
solidarity among students. Indeed they tend to interact in sub-groups of two or three during class and 
recess time. 

 The second class under investigation is made up of students in their last year leading to 
the BEP in electro technical work. In this class eight students out of about 20 belong to our selected 
minority groups. This is one of three classes offering the same training at this level in the school. Thanks 
to the school’s resources, first year students in this section are divided into five classes of 12 to 14 
students each. At the second year level, three classes of about 20 students are composed by mixing 
the five first year classes. Because of this necessary grouping, teachers and school personnel must take 
both individual and collective factors into consideration when deciding who to displace from one group 
to the other and which class groups to reconfigure most substantially. The class we have chosen to 
focus on is composed of all students from the previous year plus eight students from the other classes 
who were placed in this class often in order to isolate them from their first year classmates in the 
hopes of positively influencing their attitude and performances. Since this class was considered to be 
among the “better” more cohesive of the five classes from the previous year, teachers hoped that the 
generally positive group dynamic would outweigh the negative influences of the transferred students. 
For instance two students (one black one white) described as having a bad influence on classmates were 
transferred to this class from two other classes. Students and their parents have no say in such matters, 
but we would guess that as long as the change does not have negative implications on future prospects 
or modify the training received, parents would probably approve of the measure. 

Contrary to what was expected, the new composition of the class negatively impacted the 
group dynamics. This year the class is described by teachers as being rather aggressive both as far 
as student teacher relations and relations between students are concerned, which was not the case 
last year. According to teachers this is due to the competition for group leadership of two strong 
personalities who have distinctly oppositional school attitudes and a considerable influence on other 
students and who are among the transfers from other classes. The overall academic level of students 
and their motivation is said to be superior to that of the maintenance class but the general atmosphere 
of the class is distinctly more volatile and agitated. During our day of observation we noted several 
incidences of verbal (bordering on physical) harassment of two Black students on the part of a few 
white and Arab students. 

1.2.2. Notre Dame  

The lycée Notre Dame is a small vocational high-school receiving under 300 students of which nearly 
60% are girls and with a teaching staff that is close to 90% female. It is located in a residential 
neighborhood to the northern side of the center of Bordeaux which makes the transition between a 
rather upper-middle class mixed commercial and residential area close to a large public garden and 
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the pleasant riverside walkway and a smaller residential area of mixed public high rises and private 
residential buildings. The location of this school in close proximity to the historic city center and to an 
upper class neighborhood distinguishes the school from the three other schools under investigation. 
Since the completion of the new tramway line two years ago, students come mostly from the poorer 
public housing complexes to the north of the city and beyond. Many students also come from the 
smaller semi-rural towns beyond the immediate suburbs of Bordeaux. The list of schools in which the 
hundred or so entering students were enrolled in 2008-2009 suggests that this school has a very wide 
recruitment area. Students come from about thirty different middle schools, most of them furnishing 
only one or two students, as well as from fifteen different high-schools, which indicates that there is 
a significant number (about 15%) of students who are repeating a grade in this school after having 
failed in a different high-school program. However, the school’s privileged location tends to mask the 
disadvantaged background of its student population in the eyes of the public. 

- What’s the reputation of this school outside? When you meet someone and tell 
them about it?

-All together : They never heard of it.

-S. second-generation Algerian boy : They say it’s rotten here.

-R. majority origin boy : Nobody knows about it.

-L. majority origin girl : I met an accountant this week-end who comes from here 
and he said this high-school was very good.

-Others : Most people don’t know about it. There’s no reputation. 

-L. majority origin girl : Before this school had a good reputation but it’s gone 
down hill. 

-S. second-generation Algerian boy : In junior high-school they said that there 
were retards here. 

The building is a traditional old style school. It has a certain charm but is lacking in modern 
equipments and adequate classroom space. The renovation of the school has been ongoing for over two 
years. Some classes take place in a small prefabricated building, and students have to go to a neighboring 
middle-school for lunchtime, since the school has not yet been able to open its own facilities. 

The overall socio-economic composition of the population is even more disadvantaged than 
in Brassens. Approximately 60% of students come from disadvantaged families (against 44.4% for 
Brassens) and only 3% come from the most advantaged group (against 8% for Brassens). Based on our 
observations, we estimate the proportion of minority pupils in this school to be between a half and one 
third, depending on the classes. There appears to be an over representation of black girls as compared 
to their presence in Bordeaux. 

We noted previously that Brassens had managed to exploit its reputation as a under-privileged 
school receiving a “difficult” population in order to obtain additional resources, while at the same time 
developing a few attractive vocational programs. One might say that the opposite is true of Notre Dame. 
Despite the very disadvantaged social background of students, the high drop-our rates and the lack of 
any attractive training program leading to higher education, the school is not identified in the local 
context as being particularly “difficult”. In individual interviews and during the group discussion students 
stated that most people had never heard of the high-school and that if they had, it tended to have a 
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pretty good reputation, although this is mainly based on its location in a “bourgeois” neighborhood. 
While this may have some positive effect on the self-image of students, it deprives the establishment 
of the additional resources to which it could be entitled. The person in charge of student life told us 
that when she arrived several years ago she proposed to oversee the procedure necessary for the school 
to be classified as part of an Educational Priority Zone. This initiative was discouraged by the school’s 
administration who probably believed that the time and effort and the outcomes in terms of additional 
resources might be an insufficient trade off for assuming a label which would undoubtedly undermine 
the positive image of the school left over from its past history as a rather elite school.

This used to be a prestigious school. It was the high-school for accounting. But 
when I arrived it was already declining. Historically the girls who used to come 
here were from good families who lived in the neighborhood, who would come and 
learn a bit of accounting, a bit of secretary work to become their husbands’ medical 
secretary. So it was a relatively privileged milieu with ratios of requests to places 
which were incredible. There were twenty places for hundreds of applications. So 
teachers who have experienced that are now faced with ratios of 0.4 to 1, with 
students of immigrant origin. I’ve got at least one teacher who is very racist, who 
can’t help but say so some days3. So we’ve ended up with teachers who are a bit 
lost. Everything is changing. One teacher is on sick leave because everything has 
changed too much and she couldn’t take it. I heard that when some teachers who 
are still here used to go to other schools they would look down on their colleagues, 
because it was something to be a teacher here. It’s not the case anymore. The 
recruitment has widened thanks to the tramway. Students come from the north, 
the sensitive urban zones, and from other disadvantaged towns. But the strange 
thing is that the school has kept its good reputation... even for the authorities and 
the academic inspection. The first year I kept saying that we had to do something 
to make people realize that it was difficult here, because otherwise we were going 
to lose some resources. When I arrived it was a real slap in the face, because 
everybody had told me that it would be cool here. We have a lot of depressions, 
really a lot. But when I would talk about it outside, people would say : “Really? 
There are problems here?” It was so bad that I got a psychologist to come and 
see the kids every Monday afternoon. She was really impressed to see so many 
distressed students. We had an educator who came here for four months and who 
couldn’t believe it, she had never seen such a thing. From the outside people think 
everything is fine. It’s as if things were just as they had been thirty years ago. 
(Head of student life)

The school offers training in secretarial work and accounting leading to the BEP and the 
vocational Baccalaureate, as well as shorter vocational cycles (CAP) in sales. In secretarial work, and 
to a lesser extent in accounting, there is an over-representation of students (particularly girls) forced 
into these programs because of insufficient grades necessary to enter the programs they selected upon 

3 The interview with this teacher did not reveal much of his anti-immigrant sentiments, nor was this teacher ever mentioned 
by students. Intolerance to minority students is very rarely apparent in any direct manner in teachers’ behavior towards 
students. Students testimonies about this should not be taken as an objective measure of the actual tolerance of teachers 
to minority students, since their judgement of teachers are often influenced by the general atmosphere of the school 
and the overall relationship to authority which prevails. In a school where student-teacher relations are passified (Notre 
Dame) a teacher’s racist remarks might go unnoticed, while in a school where relations are tense (Brassens) a minor sign of 
disapproval or condescension on the part of a teacher might be easily interpreted as an expression of racism by students.
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leaving lower secondary school. Indeed, the proportion of those who requested the section and the 
school as a first choice is only about 50% in these classes, while the sales sections receive twice as 
many first choice requests as available places. In spite of the fact that the training program in sales 
offers only the lowest existing secondary vocational degree (CAP), it is five times more in demand than 
those leading to the professional Baccalaureates. This can be explained by the fact that opportunities 
for finding even very low paying temporary jobs are more numerous in sales than in the other two areas. 
Most employers, when hiring secretaries or accountants, tend to favor young people who have obtained 
advanced post-secondary degrees. The proportion of school leavers is high, both among those aiming 
for the vocational Baccalaureate (26%) and those who are enrolled in the shorter vocational courses 
(35%)4.

Fifteen years ago Notre Dame was know as a highly selective elite vocational school which 
trained young women from Bordeaux’s middle classes in accounting in order for them to work in their 
husbands’ or family’s legal or medical firms. At that time, the school selected a limited number of 
students from among a very large pool of applicants and the presence of black or North African students 
would have been thought of as an anomaly. A number of factors combined to radically change the profile 
of the student population within a period of only a few years in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s. The 
main cause is the change in the system for distributing incoming students with the centralization and 
bureaucratization of the procedures at the local level. While high-schools used to receive applications 
directly, student requests are now examined first by a commission of experts from the academic 
inspectorate which consider their grades, their wishes, their residence and the recommendations of the 
end of junior high-school class councils in order to distribute students among the various high-schools 
of the area, who then classify students’ applications according to the score attributed by the Academic 
inspectorate and the number of applications received. If the student’s score is insufficient for him or 
her to be accepted into his or her first choice, his application is then passed on to the second choice, 
and so forth. The lowest performing students, as well as those who have formulated very “unrealistic” 
wishes, are obviously most at risk of ending up in those programs and schools which are the least in 
demand and in which the ratio of candidates to spaces is low. This procedure has however done away 
with any explicit or implicit profiling of candidates which may have been practiced by the high-schools 
according to criteria such as the reputation of the previous school attended or factors such as social or 
ethnic origin. 

With the generalization of access to upper-secondary education during the 1980 and 90’s, 
there was a significant increase in the proportion of working class and minority pupils who chose to 
pursue into vocational and non-vocation high-school and beyond. The development of post-secondary 
training programs and diplomas in areas such as secretarial work and accounting also tended to devalue 
the shorter vocational degrees such as the BEP and vocation Baccalaureate, increasingly making them 
a last choice resort for students who had been negatively selected because of poor performance in 
middle-school, or who did not succeed during the first year in more demanding programs. 

At the local level, the development of rapid means of public transportation from the urban 
periphery to the center of Bordeaux has made it possible for students living in the low income complexes 
to the north of the city to commute daily into the center city, thereby further increasing the pool of 
potential candidates from such areas. 

While the student body is nothing like what it was during the school’s “golden age”, the 
teaching staff has been much slower to renew itself since the privileged location and the favorable 
reputation of the school tends to discourage teachers from requesting transfers to other establishments. 
Only over the past two or three years has the new generation of incoming young teachers supplanted 
the older generation, who have progressively reached retirement age. As far as we were able to judge, 
there are only 3 teachers of minority origin among the staff of about 30 teachers. 

Among the older generation of teachers there are those who have adapted quite well to the 

4  Figures on school leavers may include students who then pursue their training in private institutions or as aprentices.
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changes in the student population and who take a certain pride and pleasure in teaching to a much more 
diverse and disadvantaged student population. Two female teachers, whose classes we observed, stated 
that their work was much more “interesting” and “enriching” (albeit much more exhausting) than fifteen 
years ago when they felt less useful and when there was little communication with student on other 
than purely academic issues. Other members of this generation have not adapted so well according to 
members of the administration. The frame of reference of the old and new generations for judging of 
the student population are often quite different. Indeed many of the younger incoming teachers have 
had to undergo an initial period of teaching in the Parisian suburbs or in the more industrial working 
class areas in the North of France, where the proportion of minority students and the general level of 
violence and insecurity are much higher than in Bordeaux. 

The “hidden” nature of the school’s social problems is also largely due to the fact that it 
predominantly receives a female student population. While instances of fighting and bullying among 
students are rare, more typically female problems of depressions, anorexia, unwanted pregnancies 
and such are very frequent according to the person in charge of student life. Although her previous 
experience working at Pluritec in Saint Denis5 and the “false” representations about Notre Dame had 
led her to anticipate the transition to a much easier environment when she arrived five years ago, in fact 
the opposite proved to be true. The combination of the relative lack of resources and the incompetence 
of part of the personnel in dealing with the problems experienced by students has made her work much 
more difficult and exhausting than she had anticipated. Contrary to the students met at Brassens, these 
students’ low-self image is not linked to the reputation of the school itself. In fact the school appears 
as a friendly safe haven for students who have often had very chaotic and unsuccessful schooling 
experiences, to the point that some low performing students wish to remain in the school even when 
adults believe that they would be better off in other types of training schemes or seeking employment. 

In this school we chose to focus on two 11th grade classes, one in accounting and the other in 
secretarial work. The first class is composed of an equal mixture of boys and girls and of majority and 
minority black and Arab students. It was described to us as one of the more undisciplined classes and 
one in which students are often absent. The general academic level is better however than that of the 
secretarial class, which is composed only of girls, one third of which are of minority origin. 

During our day of observation of the accounting class, we found the students to be more 
attentive and participative than we had expected based on the portrayal of this class by teachers, 
although they were certainly far from what might be considered studious. The general atmosphere of 
the class was more relaxed and friendly than in the classes observed in Brassens and we did not detect 
the same level of resistance on the part of students to teachers’ efforts to engage their attention. No 
obvious gender or ethnic group based tensions or oppositions appeared in this group and we did not 
witness any instance of verbal harassment among students, who seemed generally to get along quite 
well. A few pairs of students of the same origin obviously entertained more privileged relations, but this 
did not prevent them from interacting positively with most of the others from the class. We were struck 
more by the poor preparation of some of the teachers, whose lessons seemed very unstructured, than 
by students’ lack of good will. 

The secretarial class, whose students were presented to us as “depressive” and lacking in self-
esteem appeared less cohesive. During our observation we noted a clear distinction between a small group 
of three or four unruly girls and a larger group of more attentive, or simply more passive girls. The minority 
students in this class are equally divided among the best and the worst students. The most striking feature 
of this class is the obvious lack of assurance of most of the girls. Teachers, particularly of the more academic 
disciplines, are obliged to encourage students much more than in the accounting class if they wish to 
make them participate. In several classes students’ inability to understand what was asked of them was 
quite obvious but did not provoke the uproar that we observed in similar situations at Brassens, where the 
problem appeared to lay more with students’ unwillingness to furnish the necessary effort and attention. 

5 This is a pure coincidence, but has been quite usefull for comparing the two schools. 
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1.2.3. Pluritec 

This mixed vocational and technological high-school receiving a predominantly male population of 
close to 700 students is located in a busy commercial area at the center of Saint-Denis. It is not as 
visible as the other high-schools of the city which are in predominantly residential neighborhoods of 
low-income high-rise complexes. It shares a very dilapidated building with a large institute for teacher 
training of which it used to be an integral part. When the status of such institutes changed twenty 
five years ago, the school was meant to be relocated to another site, but neither the regional nor the 
central authorities have taken the necessary steps to make this possible. Pluritec has therefore remained 
the responsibility of the central government even though the laws on de-centralization passed in the 
1980 transferred the responsibility for the construction and upkeep of high-schools to the regional 
authorities. This anomalous situation explains why the school has remained in a state of disrepair over 
the past twenty years. Although it is in permanent negotiation with the authorities to obtain the right 
to renovate and to extend the area allocated to the high-school, which was built in 1970 to house 
400 students, very little has actually been done. For instance, it is dangerous to open the windows as 
they might come unhinged. Several of the workshop rooms are poorly heated and there are virtually no 
common indoor areas for students to gather. Because of the limited space, classes have to be scheduled 
Saturday mornings, even though students already have a very heavy work week, and though some must 
travel daily up to two or three hours in public transportation.

The overcrowded classes, lack of facilities, and general state of disrepair of the building 
makes this establishment by far the worst of our sample in terms of its physical environment. The fact 
that, like other schools in the sample, it benefits from the label lycée des métiers, does not suffice to 
counterbalance the lack of resources and very poor quality of its infrastructure. It is also part of a Zone 
for Prevention of Violence, but this only allows teachers to receive an additional stipend and does not 
entitle the school to benefit from extra resources. Because of the school’s particular status it is not 
part of an Educational Priority Zone even though its disadvantaged population would warrant such a 
label. Indeed, the socio-economic composition of the student body is even less favorable than that of 
the other schools in the area, with over 55% of students belonging to the most disadvantaged group 
and only 3% coming from privileged households. The proportion of students who have repeated a year 
or more among those entering the technological classes in 2008 was similar to that of Jean Moulin 
(about 40%), and figures for those entering the vocational streams were much higher (close to 90%). 
This reflects the particular fragility of the school’s population. 

The school offers training in the industrial production sector such as electrical work, metal 
work, as well as electronic engineering. It prepares students for certifications ranging from the lowest 
vocational degree (CAP) to the general scientific Baccalaureate with specializations in science and 
engineering. Unlike most of the other high-schools in the area, it offers no post-secondary training. 
Although it is not known as the “worse” of the local high-schools, it occupies a rather inferior position 
within the local upper secondary school market, particularly in relation to a very large neighboring high-
school which offers the same relatively sought after programs leading to the scientific Baccalaureate, 
but whose recruitment is more mixed socially and ethnically. While the more prestigious school received 
over twice as many requests for this section as it had places in 2008, Pluritec received less than its total 
capacity (30 requests for 45 places). Given the school’s poor reputation, only the lowest performing 
students who wish to follow this stream prefer to apply to Pluritec in order to increase their chances of 
success. In fact the school is reputed to receive students whose very poor academic performance makes 
it impossible for them to apply elsewhere. It also has remedial programs aimed at teenagers who are at 
risk of leaving school without any degree. 

Depending on their course of study, students come from local neighborhoods or from further 
away. The problem of in school violence between students from different neighborhoods appears less 
prevalent than in other local establishments. This is perhaps because the recruitment is not predominantly 
local and because the school is not located next to a public housing complex. It is undoubtedly due also 
to the relative stability and support of the school head and teaching staff, whose efforts to encourage 
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the progress of even the lowest performing students have contributed to the general atmosphere of 
acceptance and support which characterizes this school. 

The most striking feature of this school is the discrepancy between its poor reputation and 
dilapidated buildings, and the rather friendly and cohesive atmosphere. The potential for students’ 
discontent is very high in this school, since a majority of them did not obtain the desired stream or 
school. The fact that relations appear cordial and relaxed says much about the consideration with which 
students feel they are regarded, despite their limited academic performances. With its unattractive 
buildings and its predominantly underprivileged black and Arab male vocational students, it is rather 
naturally regarded as a concentrate of all the ills of the “ghetto”. Yet those who work there, students 
and teachers alike, are unanimous in saying that the reputation is unjustified and that relations are 
friendlier and teachers more involved and attentive to students’ needs than in many other such schools. 
The pedagogical assistants are available to help students outside of class time when they have trouble 
understanding the material in disciplines such as math and science and particular efforts are made 
by the administration to keep in touch with parents, particularly in the numerous cases of unjustified 
absences or tardiness. With the encouragement of the school head and the mobilization of a small 
group of teachers, concerted efforts to limit the school failure of students entering the least desirable 
vocational streams have been made over the past few years. For instance, rather than maintaining 
students automatically in the program they were assigned to upon entering the school, as is usually the 
case, teachers adapt students’ course of study during the first year in order for them to prepare the type 
of vocational degrees (CAP, BEP, or Baccalaureate) which best fits their potential. Although the school 
head is often described as disorganized, she is also regarded as particularly humane, open minded and 
sensitive to students needs. 

The concentration of students according to ethnic origins in the different streams, as among 
the teaching staff according to vocational and non-vocational disciplines, is quite visible. 

The least desirable class leading to the shortest vocational CAP degree, which recruits most of 
its students from special remedial classes, is almost exclusively composed of students bearing names 
of sub-Saharan African origin. The most prestigious class leading to the scientific Baccalaureate has 
an enrollment that is much more mixed, with a higher proportion of Maghrebian students and white 
students of a variety of national origins than of Blacks. 

The uneven ethnic distribution of students in a context in which whites are very clearly in the 
minority, does not translate into any form of racial or ethnic preferences or tensions among students. 
Outside of class students tend to mix together regardless of their ethnic origin. Teachers of the general 
academic disciplines are predominantly young and white and more often female than their colleagues 
of the vocational classes, who are predominantly men of minority origin. Among the latter many are 
immigrants who have professional degrees but have resorted to teaching for lack of other employment 
opportunities. The style of teaching and expectations differ substantially between the two and there 
is a certain tendency for colleagues of similar disciplines and subsequently similar ethnic origins to sit 
together for lunch or chat together during breaks. We did not however detect any particular tensions or 
attitudes of avoidance according to origins or specialization. Between one third and a half of the teaching 
staff which numbers close to a hundred is composed of teachers with African sounding surnames. 

All the teachers we spoke to mentioned the very difficult economic and social situation 
faced by many students. Non-teaching staff is regularly obliged to call upon nurses, social workers or 
psychologists in order to assist students encountering grave problems within their families. We were 
told that there were many students who lived alone at least part of the time, or who lived with family 
members or people of the same origin as them, and that a significant proportion of students were lacking 
in the basic care and security necessary for them to adequately concentrate on their studies. Students 
often come to meetings accompanied by older siblings or other family members, either because their 
parents are absent, are working two jobs or feel unworthy of meeting with teachers because they are 
very poorly educated. Students are described by adults as needing of the affection and attention which 
they do not receive at home. In this sense the school appears as an important stabilizing element in their 
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lives even though many legitimately feel that they have been relegated to the bottom of the academic 
hierarchy. 

We have chosen to focus on two very different classes in this school. The first one is a second 
year non-vocational scientific class with an option in engineering, which is considered to be the most 
demanding section in the school. The other is a second year class in metal work and boiler making 
leading to a vocational Baccalaureate. Most students in this section did not choose to follow such a 
program as their first wish. 

The scientific class, in which there are only two girls (one Indian, one white), is composed of 
fifteen students: three students of majority origin (one girl and two boys), one Indian girl, four North 
African boys, four black boys, one mixed minority student, and one Romanian immigrant. This section, 
which is rather an exception in the school, was created a few years ago by a teachers who migrated 
from Algeria as a university student and who obtained a Doctorate in electro-technical engineering and 
began a career in scientific research before becoming a high-school teacher. He appears much more 
qualified than most of his French colleagues, and has managed to put his expertise to good use by 
offering an opportunity for academic advancement to the highest performing youth in this school. 

1.2.4. Jean Moulin

This large technological and vocational school of over a thousand students has a fifty-fifty ratio of 
boys and girls. It is located in the same general catchment area as Pluritec. It is surrounded by several 
disadvantaged public housing complexes that are well known for their high rates of unemployment 
and criminality. The school is both more visible and less accessible than Pluritec, protected as it is by 
gates and the presence of a guardian who is responsible for letting people in and out. The buildings are 
modern and recently renovated and the facilities are more adequate than in Pluritec. Here too, however, 
the number of classrooms is insufficient and students must often change rooms from one week to the 
next depending on availability and teachers’ absences. Students do not have any enclosed space in 
which to gather and tend to hang out in the large entrance hall or in the courtyard. The school originally 
offered purely vocational programs, but like many other such schools in the area it has progressively 
opened one general class and several technical streams. It offers secondary training in several areas 
which are in relatively high demand such as engineering, health and social services and maintenance of 
heating and air-conditioning systems. It also has several post-Baccalaureate programs in these sectors. 
It is designated lycée des métiers (professional trade school) because it offers certification in the area 
of health and social services ranging from the lowest vocational CAP degree to the Professional Licence 
(bachelor). It has developed partnerships through the Ministry of Health with a large hospital in the area 
and with engineering schools that encourage students to pursue their higher education and internships 
in these institutions. 

The fact that several of the school’s vocational programs offer real employment opportunities 
and options for pursuing on to higher education does not suffice to counteract the poor reputation 
associated with the immediate neighborhood and with its former status as a vocational school.  Indeed, 
it is avoided by the more privileged families and better students in favor of the neighboring high-schools 
that have more developed general academic programs. 

Slightly more than half of the student population comes from disadvantaged households, while 
only 4.3% belong to the most advantaged social category. Over half of the students entering the general 
and technical classes in 2008 had repeated one year or more, while almost two thirds of those entering 
the vocational classes had repeated at least one year. The proportion of students who were kept back at 
the end of their first year of technical training was particularly high (close to 30%). The overall socio-
economic profile of the student population is not much different from Pluritec’s or from many other 
vocationally oriented high-schools in the area. As in Pluritec, the usual problems linked to poverty, 
unemployment, single parent households and migration were mentioned by teaching and non-teaching 
staff. The school’s results in terms of the success rate of its students at the different final examinations 
(CAP, BEP, Baccalaureate) are however worse than Pluritec’. 
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According to the new school head, one of the major reasons for the school’s poor reputation 
and bad results has to do with the negative dynamic which a number of older teachers who “have 
a lot of power” have instilled over the past years. We were told that in their exchanges with their 
new colleagues as well as in their portrayal of the school to the outside, they tended to overplay the 
image of students as violent and unruly. The repeated exclusions from class, punishments, demeaning 
comments and negative evaluations of some teachers have created an atmosphere that is not conducive 
to students’ success, according to this school head. It should be mentioned that contrary to the norm, 
the present school head has no teaching experience. This undoubtedly adds to the suspicion with which 
new schools heads are often regarded when they are called in to replace a principle in place for many 
years and who has developed an understanding with the teaching staff.

We were told that the previous principle, who had held the positions for 17 years, had a 
much more authoritative style of management better suited to many teachers belonging to the older 
generation. Since the arrival of the new principle, we were told that this group of teachers has gone so 
far as to suspend classes in protest against what they feel to be a lack of discipline and understanding 
of their difficult teaching conditions. Many of the younger teachers and most of the non teaching 
staff feel on the contrary that the more positive image which the new principle has of students, and 
the tendency to favor dialogue and negotiation over punishment and confrontation, has put an end to 
certain teachers’ overly authoritative behavior. It is quite obvious from our observations and exchanges 
with teachers in the lunchroom and in the teachers’ room that the general atmosphere is much less 
cohesive and friendly than at Pluritec. Teachers of the more academic disciplines and those of the 
vocational classes do not mix much in the teachers’ rooms and during lunchtime and there is little to 
no form of collective work or activities among teachers. As in Pluritec the ethnic composition of the 
teaching staff is quite polarized with a concentration of immigrants and minority among those who 
teach the vocational subjects. Similarly to Pluritec, the proportion of minority teachers ranges from 1/3 
to ½ of the teaching staff. 

Although we were told about a few incidences of gang or neighborhood related violence and 
of the existence of drug trafficking activities which have had occasional repercussions in the school, 
during our days of presence and observation we did not note any particularly confrontational or violent 
attitudes on the part of students. There seem to be more instances of tardiness and student absences 
than in Pluritec. According to the person in charge of student life, this is due in part to recurring problems 
in the local public transportation system and to the fact that a dozen times a year police surveillance 
of some of the surrounding housing complexes prevents students from leaving their neighborhood to 
come to school. Frequent absences of teachers also seem to be a recurring problem in this school. Three 
different teachers were absent during our three days of presence in this school. 

Non-teaching personnel play an important role in this school. They deal with the numerous 
students who are excluded from classes and organize out of classroom activities in place of teachers. They 
also serve as mediators between the school head and the teachers with whom he has poor relations.  

Of the four schools participating in the study, the teaching staff in this school was the 
least welcoming and the least interested in our research, some of them even appearing somewhat 
uncomfortable with our presence and probably regarding it as yet another nuisance imposed by the 
administration. 

In this school we chose to focus on two very different classes. The first class leads to the 
technical Baccalaureate in science and technology of health and social work. This is the most in demand 
among the programs offered in the school. The second class leads to a short vocational degree that 
prepares for working in the restaurant trade and is mostly composed of students coming from special 
education. Students in this section often have very limited academic skills and have not chosen to enter 
the program, while students in the other section have usually requested it as their first choice. While 
students in the restauranting class consider themselves to be failing educationally, students in the other 
class often have high, and according to some teachers, rather unrealistic ambitions such as becoming 
nurses or medical assistants. 
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The vocational class is composed of three North African girls (two of whom are first generation 
migrants), one North African boy, two black boys, and six black girls. There are no majority origin 
students in this class. Many of the teachers who teach to this class are also of minority origin. These 
students, who have limited attention spans, are usually subjected to nine-hour days. There is a tendency 
for a small group of rather undisciplined black girls to sit together, and for two of the North African 
girls to stay together apart from the rest of the class, but the general norm is for students to mingle 
together. Students are rather agitated during class, girls being less attentive than boys. Overall there 
did not appear to be much solidarity among students who tended to compete with each other in a 
negative fashion. The more vocal black girls were especially quick to criticize and make fun of the other 
students. 

The teachers of this class are relatively permissive, often allowing students to talk together 
and move around the classroom. The most striking feature is the very undemanding and basic nature of 
the lessons, which are adapted to the low academic level of many of the students, but which leave the 
better students unchallenged. Most of the teachers observed demonstrated a certain familiarity with 
students and tended to encourage their efforts, although the science teacher seemed rather exasperated 
by their limited grasp of the material. 

The salience of ethnicity is much more apparent in this class than in the other classes observed. 
Students constantly refer to each other’s color or origins, making stereotypical remarks and derogatory 
comments that would only be voiced outside of the classroom in other groups. It appears that references 
to ethnicity in an attempt to assert ones own and to put down others is a way for many of these 
students to counteract the negative student identity. 

The health and social services class is composed of 14 black girls, one black boy, 5 North 
African girls and one majority origin girl. On the day of our classroom observation we observed four 
different lessons: one in history with a young white female teacher, one in Spanish with a young female 
teacher of minority origin, one in French with a middle aged white female substitute teacher and on 
sports lesson with a young white female teacher. 

Overall we observed a tendency for ethnic intermingling in this class in which even the only 
boy and the only white girl appeared well integrated. Although there is at times a form of typically 
adolescent female competition with remarks about other’s appearance or dress style, this is not ethnically 
marked. The black girls, most of them of African origin, appear much more comfortable in showing off 
their femininity than the North African girls who tend to dress more conservatively or more boyishly. 
During an informal group discussion between six or seven girls of majority and minority origin we noted 
that even when such ethnically marked practices as the use of certain types of beauty products such as 
henna and kohl were mentioned all the girls participated freely. The fact that the white girl was speaking 
about her older black boyfriend while several of the North African girls mentioned that they didn’t go 
out with boys at all, did not solicit any form of moral condemnation or negative judgment from either 
party. It should be noted however that no demonstrations of adolescent love relations such as kissing 
or holding hands could be observed in this school where the norms of behavior are quite different from 
those which prevail in middle class high-schools. 

Outside of the classroom students tend to stay with members of their class and intermingling 
among students from the different types of streams appears more limited than at Pluritec. Only students 
from different classes who know each other because they come from the same neighborhood can be 
seen interacting during breaks. 

Of the four teachers observed only the sports teachers seemed to a have a friendly more 
personal relationship to the students, while the other three were rather distant and formal. No time was 
spent on individual exercises and one on one interaction between students and teachers, except for a 
limited part of the rather unstructured Spanish lesson. The large size of the class and the more academic 
nature of the disciplines observed may explain this fact. Although many students did make efforts to 
participate during class, raising their hands to answer question, reacting spontaneously to the material, 
and noting most of what the teachers said, the overall impression was one of relative boredom and 
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restlessness. Unlike the all male classes observed in Brassens in which the lack of interest of students 
was much more visible and vocal, in this class it tended to express itself in activities such as doodling, 
whispering, consulting or sending cell phone messages or sleeping on one’s desk. It should be said 
that the presentation of the material by teachers seemed somewhat disorganized and maladapted to 
students’ interests and cultural references. The literature teacher for instance spent over a half an hour 
dictating from a text on the reign of Louis the 13th, using terms and phrases which likely made little 
sense to many of the students present. After the lesson, a brief exchange with this teacher, during which 
she declared that “most of these students should not even be in high-school, let alone become nurses”, 
made it quite obvious that she felt very disqualified by having to teach to students who appeared so far 
removed from the standard middle class students of the more general academic streams. 

2. Factors and motivations behind varying school performances and diverging  
educational careers

As an introduction to this section we wish to remind readers of the major results of the various studies which 
have attempted to measure the differences between the academic performance and school trajectories of 
children of immigrants and of those whose parents were born in France to French parents. Compared to their 
peers of majority origin, minority students are over-represented among those who have repeated a year or 
more in primary school and who drop out of school without having obtained a degree. They also tend to 
pursue their schooling in vocational programs. They are over-represented in schools serving disadvantaged 
urban neighborhoods. This said, neither their ethnicity, nor the fact of having been through middle schools 
with high concentrations of minority pupils explains their educational disadvantages in high-school. 
Indeed, majority students of similar social status, as well as minority students who have been schooled in a 
non segregated environment, do not perform any better, and even have less likelihood of pursuing on into 
the non-vocational streams at the high-school level (Vallet&Caille, 1997 ; Felouzis, 2003). The effects of 
both ethnicity and of ethnic segregation thus appear much less clear than that of lower class background. 
Low social status has a very negative effect on all students’ educational prospects. Although the French 
school system is highly socially selective, one cannot say that any particular ethnic group is massively 
relegated into the least desirable streams, such as is the case, for instance, for second-generation Turkish 
students in the German school system. A recent study comparing the school and employment trajectories of 
second-generation Turks in Germany and second-generation Maghrebians in France concluded that, while 
the first group is relegated early on within the school system itself, the second group does not experience 
marginalization within the school system, but rather during their initial attempts to integrate the 
workplace (Tucci, 2010). We see here how the particular French paradox makes for high levels of frustration 
and resentment among minority youth, who are more prone to collective expressions of oppositions to 
inequalities and discriminations, such as urban rioting, than is the case in Germany. 

Studies on students’ experience of streaming at the end of junior high-school and the beginning of 
high-school show that students born of immigrant parents of North African and Sub-Saharan origin more 
frequently perceive institutional decisions concerning their orientation into upper secondary school as an 
injustice than students born of non immigrant parents. This appears largely to be the result of the higher 
aspirations which these students and their families entertain compared to students of non immigrant 
families with equivalent academic performances and similar social status (Caille, 2005). A significantly 
higher proportion of them feel that the decision formulated by the end of junior high-school class council 
concerning their further studies in high-school was unfair (29.5% and 28.1% against 17.4% of students 
of non immigrant parents). Second-generation North African and Sub-Saharan Africans are much more 
likely to feel that the final decision concerning their orientation in high-school did not conform to their 
wish because their grades were insufficient for them to obtain the desired stream or due to the rejection of 
one of their choices by school authorities (52.5% and 58.8% against 38% of students from non immigrant 
families). This means that students belonging to our selected minority groups, particularly those who have 
been placed in vocational programs, often begin their upper-secondary school career with a feeling of having 
been negatively selected and unjustly constrained in their educational options. 
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2.1. Unequal distributions of minority students across streams and diverging performances 

The survey results did not reveal any pronounced ethnic segregation between classes in the schools. This 
is partially due to the composition of the survey sample itself, which comprised only certain classes, 
often those in which minority students were over-represented. The qualitative research allowed us to 
make a closer analysis of the situation, which revealed much more obvious patterns of within school 
differentiation. In at least two out of the four schools observed there exist rather important differences 
in the ethnic composition of the most desirable and the least desirable classes, which did not show up 
in the survey results. This is apparent when one analyzes the class name lists for those enrolled in the 
first year.

In the boys multi-purpose school Pluritec in the Paris suburb one finds a disproportionate 
number of black students in the shortest vocational classes leading to the CAP. One such class, in which 
all 24 students were in remedial sections before entering the high-school, is made up almost exclusively 
of African boys. As one moves up to the better vocational classes leading to the BEP, then to those 
leading to the professional Baccalaureate and on to the three general and technical classes, one notices 
that African sounding names become fewer. In the most prestigious classes leading to the scientific 
Baccalaureate there are few students with surnames from Sub-Saharan Africa, while North Africans and 
students of other origins (French, other European) are over-represented.

In Brassens, the boys’ vocational school in the low-income suburb of Bordeaux, the distribution 
of minority students is also uneven. Minority black and Arab students are under-represented in the 
most prestigious classes leading to the professional Baccalaureate, while their presence in the classes 
leading to the shorter vocational degrees is quite visible. Moreover, within these classes they are over-
represented among students whose average grades at the end of the first year was under the middle 
threshhold of 10/206. Such distinctions in academic performance according to ethnicity did not appear 
in the answers students gave to the survey questions asking about their results during the last year of 
junior high-school. This discrepancy is probably due to the differences in the average academic level and 
consequent differences in grading scales which characterize the middle schools which each category 
of students attended prior to entering the vocational high-school. While majority origin students tend 
to come from less urban and more socially mixed residential areas, minority students often come from 
disadvantaged urban neighborhoods where teachers have a tendency to adapt their grading scales to 
the overall lower levels of the student population. Thus, while majority vocational students are more 
likely to have been among the lowest performing student of their more middle class schools, minority 
vocational students are more likely to have been among the average students of their schools given the 
predominantly lower class recruitment. A much larger proportion of students from the more socially 
mixed junior high schools enter into the general and technical streams, while those from the more 
disadvantaged neighborhoods are more frequently oriented into vocational schools. Among our sample 
of interviewed students in Bordeaux, those belonging to the majority had often been reoriented into a 
vocational stream after having failed in a non-vocational stream, and thus felt somewhat relieved to 
have escaped from a situation in which they were failing. Minority students on the contrary were more 
likely to feel frustrated by the fact that they had not been permitted to try for the non-vocational stream, 
and to view this as something of an injustice (although in individual interviews it was rarely expressed 
in terms of ethnic discrimination). This may also explain why the transition into vocational school seems 
generally to be better accepted by majority origin students than by their minority origin peers.  

One can also note that in Brassens fifteen students out of the twenty three who were not 
admitted into the second year of the vocational training program last year were of North African or 
Turkish origin. The motives for this were almost always poor grades and disruptive behavior, while the 
motives for the departure of majority origin boys were more often linked to their dissatisfaction with the 
particular school or training scheme and their wish to pursue their studies elsewhere. 

6  The French grading system is based on a 20 point count with most grades falling between 7 and 14.
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In the other schools receiving a predominantly female population, the unequal distribution of 
minority students across streams does not appear so obvious. In Notre Dame, where the proportion of 
minority students is similar to that of Brassens, albeit with a higher proportion of black students, there 
is a relatively even distribution among classes. Contrary to Brassens there exists no clear hierarchy 
among classes in this school in terms of the type of diploma being prepared. 

In the accounting class, which is composed in equal proportion of boys and girls and of minority 
and majority origin students, the academic results of the minority students were distinctly inferior to 
those of the majority students. Seven out the 12 students belonging to our selected minority groups 
obtained an overall average grade inferior to 10/20 at the end of the second semester of their second 
year, while such was the case for only three out of the 14 non-minority students. All four of the black 
boys were often absent during the year and at least three of them had or were in the process of dropping 
out by the end of the second year of the three year program leading to the vocational Baccalaureat. 
The three North African boys were less often absent, but during the end of year class council teachers 
reproached them for disturbing the class, for being immature and for being disinterested in their studies. 
Of the four minority girls (two North African, and two black), two were relatively serious students, while 
the other two were quite often absent and seemed distinterested in their course of study. It appeared 
very clearly that the few majority origin students who were failing were doing so because of obstacles 
that were beyond their control, such as very limited intellectual ability or grave family problems. While 
the failings of the minority students were linked more to oppositional anti-school behaviour and lack of 
implication in their studies, rather than to limited potential. 

In the all girls secretary class the problems of oppositional behaviour and unrulliness were 
much less prevalent. Yet minority students also appeared over-represented among the students with 
a high number of absences and among the lowest performing students, with six  out of nine of them 
obtaining an average grade below the 10/20 threshhold and the three others being among the highest 
performing of their class at the end of the second semester. Only four out of the fifteen girls who did 
not belong to our selected minority groups obtained an average grade of less than 10/20. Here too many 
of the majority origin students who obtained very low grades did not do so because of their lack of 
efforts but because of other types of difficulties (dyslexia, limited intellectual abilities, disruptive family 
situations).  

Our observations of class names lists in Jean Moulin did not reveal any obviously unequal 
distribution of students across the various classes which range from the lowest vocational degree to the 
general academic classes. Although similarly to Pluritec, black African students are over-represented in 
the least desirable classes, the most desirable class leading to the Baccalaureate in Health and Social 
services counts at least 15 black students, making this the most numerous ethnic group in this class. 

Based on the overall sample of student interviews, on our eight days of class observations, on 
examination of class reports and grades and attendance of class councils we can safely say that, while 
minority students are often over represented among the lowest-performing students, they are also to 
be found among the highest performing ones. Compared to majority origin students, who usually fall 
somewhere in the middle range, they tend to stand out, either because of their oppositional anti-school 
behavior or because of their studious attitude and high ambitions. It is quite obvious that particularly 
in the vocational classes the issues faced by very low performing vocational students which explain 
their academic failures are often of a rather different nature for majority and minority students. While 
low performing majority students often face obstacles linked to their limited intellectual potential or 
to problems such as dyslexia or other cognitive difficulties, low performing minority students are much 
more likely to be failing because they have developped a blasé anti-school stance due to feelings of 
stigmatisation and resentment at having been placed in programs which they did not request or which 
do not correspond to their true aspirations. While low performing majority origin students would thus be 
more likely to feel thankful to the vocational schools for accepting them despite their personal failings 
and limitations, minority students are more likely to hold schools and teachers in general responsible for 
their failure and the limited oportunities open to them. 
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These students’ behavior in school is typical either of “involuntary” minorities’ entrenched 
oppositional culture or of “voluntary” immigrant minorities’ high valuation and respect for schooling 
(Ogbu, 1983). The tendency of one or the other stances to predominate had more to do with the school 
atmosphere (positive or negative student-teacher relations), the type of class observed (vocational/non-
vocational), the length of residency of pupils in France (1st generation/2nd generation) and the type of 
neighborhood in which the student grew up (public-housing complex or not), than with gender or social 
class background. As an illustration of these opposing trends let us note that the highest achieving 
student encountered was a first generation North African enrolled in the non-vocational scientific class 
in Pluritec who lived in a lower-class residential area on the outskirts of a public housing complex, while 
the one who most epitomized the oppositional stance and “ghetto” persona was a second-generation 
North African boy enrolled in the shorter vocational program in Bassens and who had grown up in one 
of the more stigmatized public housing complexes of the area. 

2.2. Variations in academic aspirations and strategies according to ethnicity

As far as expectation for further studies and career plans are concerned, the over ridding distinction 
was between students attending the non-vocational stream, who had usually chosen this path and 
had specific career plans, and those in the vocational streams, who often had little idea of what they 
wanted to do. In these classes, the majority students interviewed (all in Bordeaux) had more definite 
career plans which appeared more in line with the training followed than minority students, who were 
either uncertain about what they wished to do or desirous of entering a profession which had little or 
no connection to their present training. These students had often been poorly advised by “councilors 
for orientation”, and simply ended up in their program because of a pre-determined set of factors 
(grades, proximity of the school, record of undisciplined behavior, knowledge of others who have gone 
to the school). Only a few vocational students had an informed strategy or a clear career plan. This 
was only the case of those few who benefited from the example and advice of someone in their family 
working in their area of specialization. While most students believe that educational qualifications are 
the major key to success, few clearly perceive a link between what they learn in school and the skills 
needed to work. When asked about their plans, the aims mentioned more often refer to a particular 
level or diploma, than to the content of a particular course of study or to concrete employment plans. 
On the part of minority students, whose parents often know very little about the workings of the 
educational system, statements about the fact that parents just want them to get at least the BEP or 
the Baccalaureate were frequent. Most parents of both minority and majority students have not had a 
significant influence on students’ “choice” of educational stream, but rather have simply approved or, 
occasionally, disapproved of it7.

Keeping in line with national statistics showing that North African parents wish their children 
to pursue studies in the non-vocational classes more often than those of majority origin or of Portuguese 
origin of similar working class status, we observed that students of this group tended to state either 
that they had initially wanted to try for the general classes, or that their parents had put pressure on 
them to do so (in the case of those engaged in the two non-vocational classes observed). During group 
discussions with boys as well as with North African fathers there was some debate about whether a 
vocational degree represented a better guarantee for future employment, than a more general degree. 
The manner in which this idea was formulate among those who were in favor of vocational training 
made it clear however that this opinion was based on an appraisal of the present economic crisis, and on 
their observation of the obstacles encountered by North African youth they knew who had managed to 
obtain a higher education degree, and not on any intrinsic cultural or economic preferences or collective 
strategies. 

7 Quantitative studies show that students born of immigrant parents from North Africa or Sub-Saharan Africa are less 
numerous than students of non immigrant parents to have received a lot of help from their parents during the decision 
making process concerning their post-middle school studies (48.8% and 43.5% against 60.5%) (Caille, 2005)
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Although the number of Turkish students interviewed (3) is too small for us to detect any 
definite trend, the former head of the vocational school in Bordeaux offering training in maintenance 
and electro-technical work told us that parents of Turkish students often discouraged their children from 
pursuing beyond the shorter vocational certificates. Because they were able to find ready employment 
in the numerous small local businesses in the building trade held by members of their ethnic group, 
even high performing students were often discouraged from continuing their studies even when their 
teachers thought they should. She stated that Maghrebian parents, on the other hand, tended to feel 
that entry into a vocational high-school was a sign of failure for their children, since their aim was for 
them to pursue their studies as far as possible, preferably in non blue-collar sectors. These differences 
are undoubtedly due to differences in the work experiences of parents and to the differing modes of 
economic integration of each of these communities. While North African fathers have mainly been 
employed as manual laborers in large industries and have often experienced early retirement or been 
laid off because of the crisis in the industrial sector, Turkish fathers, who have migrated more recently 
than Maghrebians, are more likely to work in small Turkish lead business in the construction or service 
sector. In the eyes of second-generation North African youth their father’s experience often represents a 
negative model. Moreover these parents cannot furnish their children with any connections that might 
help them to obtain employment. On the contrary, first generation Turks are more likely to serve as 
models for the second-generation, or at least to offer them an initial entry into the job market by way 
of community based networks and their ties to ethnic entrepreneurs. 

The former head of Brassens, as well as the head of a local grassroots association working 
mainly with North African families, stated that one of the challenges they faced was to convince North 
African parents that their children had at least as good a chance of finding stable and satisfactory 
employment with a specialized vocational degree than they did with a general university degree in 
areas offering few immediate employment prospects and in which parents usually had no connections. 
Similarly, one of the main workshop teachers of the metalwork and boiler making vocational class in 
Saint Denis insisted on the fact that he had a great deal of difficulty to convince his students that 
there existed advantageous employment opportunities in this trade, and that the demand for qualified 
manual workers was higher than the supply. Anticipating the difficulties which children of immigrants 
who have been schooled in the more segregated lower class junior high-schools might encounter when 
entering into the more socially mixed general academic streams, school personnel occasionally try to 
limit what they perceive as the unrealistic ambitions of parents and students who are not aware of the 
discrepancies which may exist between their academic level at the end of junior high-school and that 
which is required to succeed in the most demanding streams. However, results of the study carried out 
by George Felouzis in the Bordeaux academy reveal the paradoxically “positive” effects of schooling in 
the most segregated junior high-schools. Indeed, the chances which minority students have of entering 
into a non-vocational stream are actually higher for those who come from the more segregated junior 
high-schools. This paradoxe can be explained by the fact that students obtaining similar results at the 
end of junior high-school will not be regarded in the same manner in a school in which the overall 
student population is disadvantaged and rather low-performing and in a more middle-class school in 
which overall performances and expectations are higher. 

Students of Sub-Saharan African origin constitute a very heterogeneous group composed of 
children of poorly educated rural migrants and those of recent migrants who have often acquired 
university degrees either in France or in their country of origin. The results from the survey questionnaire 
indicated that parents of this group had received higher education much more frequently than those 
of other minority or even of French born parents. Observations in the schools, interviews with African 
students from the vocational classes in the Paris site as well as information gathered about the 
shortest vocational programs reserved for students from remedial classes (which were not surveyed) 
revealed however that a significant proportion of students of this origin were encountering rather 
severe difficulties in school, due in part to difficult family situations. The presence of very large families 
and of polygamous households, the frequent returns of parents, particularly fathers, for long stays 
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in the country of origin, the difficult housing conditions, and sometimes the migration of students 
themselves who have not received much primary education, all contribute to making this population 
over-represented among the lowest performing classes in the two schools in the Paris site. It should be 
noted however that African girls in particular are also well represented in the more prestigious programs 
training for employment in the public health sector. This sector is well known for employing a significant 
number of women from Africa and the French oversees territories, given the lack of nurses and health 
aids among the native population. The principle of the school offering training in this area noted that 
while he occasionally encountered discriminatory practices among the companies who were solicited 
for placement of apprentices in the industrial trades, this was never the case in the public health 
services, thanks to the over-representation of foreign women in this area. 

2.3. Variations in students’ perceptions of schooling between sites, schools and streams

Although we did detect some trends and differences based on ethnic origin, it should be stressed that by 
far the most differentiating factor of students’ general attitude towards school and of their evaluation 
of their own trajectory was the particular school, the stream and the class in which they were enrolled. 
This tended to override differences between ethnic groups, and even between students belonging 
to more or less educated families. In this sense the material gathered from the individual student 
interviews tended to confirm the major results of the survey questionnaire. Indeed these showed that 
contextual factors and differences born of the structural inequalities between schools, classes and 
educational tracks played a central role in shaping students’ perceptions of themselves and of their 
educational and professional opportunities. For this reason it makes sense to offer a brief description of 
what students from each of the classes think of their school. There are indeed huge differences in terms 
of their general attitude toward school and their career plans between for instance the Maghrebian 
boys in the vocational classes of Bordeaux and those of similar ethnic origin enrolled in the general 
scientific class in Paris, or between the black girls from the short vocational classes reserved for remedial 
students and those in the non-vocational health services class in the Paris site. In addition to these 
differences between vocational and non-vocational students, the particular atmosphere of the school 
has an important impact, particularly on students’ appreciation of teachers. In Notre Dame and Pluritec 
students’ appreciation of teacher was quite positive and they were generally regarded as friendly and 
supportive. The two or three teachers who were criticized by students for their teaching style appeared 
as exceptions to the rule, while the inverse was true in Brassens, and to a lesser extent in Jean Moulin. 
In these schools, the two or three teachers who were described as understanding and friendly were 
presented as the exception to the rule according to which teachers’ natural tendencies was to reproach 
students for their lack of work and undisciplined behavior.

The 14 students enrolled in the accounting and secretarial classes from Notre Dame in Bordeaux 
had a very positive evaluation of their school, stating that they appreciated its small scale, teachers’ 
availability and the generally friendly atmosphere among students. Although most of them had hoped 
to enter other types of programs with better prospects for employment or which better reflected their 
personal interests (hairdressing, nursing, the arts), they did not feel belittled by their status as vocational 
students. Several students of both minority and majority origin stated that they were uninterested in 
the subjects, bored or very tired in class, but this lack of motivation did not translate into oppositional 
behavior towards teachers or administrative personnel. In this very small school, which is situated 
in the very center of Bordeaux, the image of the potentially delinquent youth associated with many 
students’ neighborhoods, is mitigated by the fact that most students are girls and by the lack of any 
hierarchical distinctions among classes, as well as by the efforts of many of the teachers and members 
of the administration to remain available to students and understanding of their often difficult home 
life conditions. Even students who are viewed as troublemakers, or who are often absent, such as the 
maghrebian boys from the accounting class, seem to appreciate the relaxed atmosphere of the school. 
Their appreciation depends much more on the friendly interpersonal relations and on the availability of 
many teachers than on the actual content of lessons and on the pedagogical style. 
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It’s not a big school where there are lots of people who make problems. We’re a bit 
like a big family. I like it. There’s a good atmosphere. 

(F., second-generation Senegalese girl)

Well the atmosphere of the high-school is not heavy. It’s friendly, it’s open. Yes, it’s 
good. It’s better when there aren’t too many students. Because then teachers know 
our trajectories, they know our difficulties and they can help us. 

(W., second-generation algerian girl)

The teachers are nice to us. Even the rules and everything, they’re good I think. It’s 
not so strict. There are schools where you’re not allowed to bring your cell phone. 
That’s awful. 

(S., majority origin girl)

What I like about teachers in this school, it’s that they don’t put you aside, and 
they take the time to explain things. When I don’t understand, I ask and they take 
the time. It’s not like junior high-school where you are set aside, I mean I was in 
math and all, because I really don’t get it. I like teachers here. 

(F., second-generation turkish girl) 

Really I’m very happy to be in this high-school. It’s a super team, and great teachers. 
Really you’d think they spent 200% of their time for us and I think it’s great and 
rare. 

(A., second-generation tunesian girl) 

Frankly I like it here because the school head is friendly.  Classes too, and a few 
teachers are too. 

S., second-generation algerian boy. 

In the morning you see everybody is relaxed, you say : « so how are you, what 
did you do this week-end ». It’s friendlier (than his previous school). It’s a little 
high-school, it’s relaxed, everybody knows everybody. There are no problems in the 
school.

(R., second-generation spanish boy)

The appreciations of the 17 students enrolled in the maintenance and electro-technical 
vocational classes at Georges Brassens were much more critical of the atmosphere of the school and 
of teachers. Students, particularly those of immigrant origin, voiced more frequent feelings of having 
been negatively selected, and many regretted that they had not been able to continue their studies 
in the general academic classes. While their present course of study leads to the shorter vocational 
BEP, many of them hope to eventually obtain at least the vocational Baccalaureate. The gap between 
these students’ aspirations and their limited chances of success in a program which is nonetheless 
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relatively demanding, as well as their inferior position in the hierarchy of the various programs offered 
in the school, create a diffuse yet persistent feeling of dissatisfaction and de-motivation. This feeling 
is expressed through unruly behavior, constant bantering in class, absenteeism and hypersensitivity to 
expressions of distain on the part of teachers. Students in both of the classes observed were much more 
aware than students in the other three schools of the negative image of their school, which explains 
their more oppositional attitudes. Students feel obliged to be “true” to the poor reputation of the school, 
yet are also resentful of the stigma associated with it. The fact that the school is located in the most 
stigmatized neighborhood of the Bordeaux area, that it is at the very bottom of the hierarchy of local 
schools, that within the school the two classes observed are among the least desirable streams of the 
school, explains why many students acutely feel the weight of a negative image which reaches beyond 
the confines of the school itself. In such a context, students of both minority and majority origin feel 
obliged to act out their identity as “bad boys” and to keep the image of the serious student at bay. 
The few students of these classes who fit this stereotype are subject to verbal and at times physical 
harassment on the part of the rest of the class.

The following quote from the discussion we carried out with a group of students from the two 
classes observed expresses the negative identity associated with the school and with these classes. This 
seems to permeate social relations even outside of school. The group was composed of 8 minority and 
majority students. The most participative were two black students  (Students 3 and 5) one majority 
origin student (Student 6) and one student of Portuguese origin (Student 1). 

Student 1 : You see the look of this high-school, there’s nothing to do here. It 
doesn’t make you want to work. There are no outings, there’s nothing. That’s the 
truth. We’re the only two classes of the school who never did any outings. 

(General agreements all around)

Interviewer: And why is that according to you?

Student 2 : Because we’re too turbulent! 

Interviewer: You mean it’s a kind of punishment?

All together : Yeah. 

Student 1: Maybe if they made some efforts, we would too, and we’d have 
outings. 

Student 3 : This high-school has screwed us more than once. 

All together : Yeah! 

Student 3 :  Last time we won some tickets to the movies, because there was a 
contest with each class, and we were all supposed to get passes. Well they told 
us that since we were…. it means little assholes, well the passes, we know where 
they went…

Student 4:  They found some excuse not to give them to us.

Student 3: Because it hurts them too much here to give us the passes. 
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Student 4:  There are even teachers who told us : “You’re so turbulent that we can’t 
take you out”

Student 2 : They’re afraid to take us out because they think something will 
happen.  

Student 1: Take the example yesterday (about a couple of high performing students 
from the class who enquired about transferring to a more prestigious school). You 
went yesterday, when you said you were from here. “Oh, OK…” Right away you’re 
cooked. If you come from here, you’re cooked. Even when we speak to people in 
the trade : “Where do you come from? Oh, OK…” 

Student 2 : It’s right away. 

Student 5 : They never heard of (the neighboring town). 

Student 3 : You get the feeling that everybody knows when you go to the center. 

Interviewer: And it’s the high-school, it’s not the neighborhood?

Student 3 : No, but it’s because the school is next to the neighborhood. 

Student 4 : It’s necessarily the neighborhood. 

Student 5 : What’s certain is that it’s got a nasty reputation. 

Student 3 : It’s first of all the whole neighborhood around it, and after that 
everybody knows that the high-school is right in the middle. 

Interviewer: But there’s also school A (more prestigious neighboring school).

Student 5 : That’s like she said (in the excerpt of an interview from the Paris site). 
All the Gaulois (whites) are there.

Student 1: The guys from A didn’t want to come and get us here they were so 
afraid. When they had the student manifestation and blockade for the strikes, they 
would stop and turn around. We never saw them. 

Student 6 : They know that if there are problems, it’s not two students who will 
come, but a whole class. It was the same thing with the manifestations two years 
ago. Everybody was there, all the high-schools, and you’d think they had passed 
the word around saying that it was guys from here who had broken everything. 
When in fact it wasn’t, it was guys from (neighboring general academic high-
school), it was them who had broken into the other high-schools. 

Interviewer: But actually most of the students here don’t come from the projects 
(low income housing areas), which is not the case in Saint Denis where they all 
do. 
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Student 6 : How to explain… if you stay here for a year you take on the 
personality. 

Student 3 : Right. You arrive with a brain, and when you leave it’s empty. If you 
have a best friend who’s always getting in trouble, and even if you’re an angel, if 
you’re with him all the time …

Student 6 : You want wings too? Saint Denis is known for what ? For their hot 
neighborhoods, the riots, the burning cars. In Bordeaux, we’re known for what ? 
Because we’re in the middle of the projects here. And so it’s got the reputation of 
being hot. 

Interviewer: But when you go to the center of Bordeaux, you don’t say that you’re 
students here?

Student 6 : All they need to do is ask for the atmosphere to change immediately

Student 1 : “But where is Brassens ?” “Oh in (town name)”. “Oh, euh excuses me”. 

Student 5 : How many times that has happened to me? She says : “Where do you 
go to school?” I say (town name) I don’t even say Brassens. I say “Right. I’m from 
over there”. 

Student 1 : Yeah it counts. We don’t say it too much if we want to pick up a girl 
from the center of town. For the nice rich girls, it counts. 

In the Paris site, because of the multi-purpose nature of the schools, the contrast between 
students profiles from the various classes observed are much stronger, with a clear distinction between 
those who are aiming for the general and technological Baccalaureate and those involved in the shorter 
vocational programs. Yet competition and comparisons between different classes are much less salient 
than in Brassens, perhaps because students are following very different types of training.

In the lycée Jean Moulin we interviewed six minority girls from the vocational class in the food 
industry and restauranting services. Most students in this class had been in remedial programs in junior 
high-school, since this particular short vocational degree reserved most of its spaces to such students in 
order for them to have the opportunity to obtain some form of professional qualification. Many of these 
students mentioned rather serious family problems (sibling in prison, absent fathers, parents with severe 
health problems, etc.). Virtually none of the students had chosen to be in this section, and most voiced 
their disappointment at having been “placed” in what they perceive to be a dead end program. Several 
entertained professional ambitions that were very unrealistic and disconnected from their training. They 
had not come to terms with their limited educational prospects. Contrary to most students from other 
classes, who declared that they were more comfortable in high-school than in junior high-school where 
they had often felt infantilized, several students from this class said that they regretted their junior 
high-school days. This is probably due to the fact that their passage into the upper secondary level 
coincided with a definite narrowing of the educational prospects they may have entertained previously. 
Absenteeism is a recurring problem among students of this class. The general dissatisfaction and the 
inferiority complex which characterize these students is not openly expressed through oppositional 
behavior or criticism aimed at teachers. Rather it appears through negative competition among students 
who are quick to tease each other, often in racially derogatory terms. 
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In this high-school, it’s simple ; if you don’t get along with some chicks, they look 
at you badly. It’s girls compared to boys. Boys don’t care about gossip, but girls are 
too much, they’re always trying to make out that they’re better, saying this and 
that. In junior high-school, it wasn’t like that. 

(T., seond-generation from Zaïre, vocational class)

I don’t feel good here. They’re always making fun. It’s a class of immature kids. 
They’re always talking. Yeah, there’s racism. It’s jokes, but sometimes it really 
annoys me. My girlfriend, she calls me a dirty black and I don’t like it. 

(M., second-generation Malian, vocational class)

It was better in junior high-school. It was more mature. Here they’re all kids, I find. 
The girls especially. They try to pick fights about nothing.

(S., second-generation Algerian, vocational class) 

There’s to much aggression, too much meaness in this class. That’s what bothers 
me is my class. The criticism, the making fun, the vulgarities, the provocations, 
that’s what really bothers me.

(N., 1st generation algerian, vocational class)

In the other class, which trains girls for the technological Baccalaureate in health services, 
out of the six students interviewed all but one had selected this section as their first choice, and most 
had professional plans that were much more in line with their training than the previous class. Many 
however complained about teachers’ high expectations, and about subtle competition and jealousies 
between girls Yet this was not expressed in terms of ethnic competition so readily as in the previous 
class. Students from this class appeared aware of the poor reputation of the school relative to other 
neighboring schools, but tended to find that this reputation was not really merited. They certainly did 
not feel that the school’s reputation was an integral part of their personal identity, in the way that boys 
from Brassens did. 

We talked about the reputation in 9th grade. Teachers spoke badly about this 
school. They said it was a vocational school, that nobody works there. They also 
said that there were only delinquents there. It’s (neighboring school) which has a 
good reputation. But I think this high-school is normal. The boys are OK, they’re 
not aggressif.

 (Z., first generation Moroccan, non-vocational class)

I prefer junior high-school for the ease of learning and for the atmosphere. Students 
talked less about each other, there was less hypocrisy, less stories between girls 
and boys. They gossip too much here. 

(A., second-generation Comorian, non-vocational class)

It sucks, it sucks. I never really knew why, although now that I’ve been here for 
three years, I’m starting to understand why there were rumours about this school. 
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Two years ago there were acid bombs. The lady at the entrance was attacked. I 
understand why they said it was bad here. But if you just stop at that, there aren’t 
really that many conflicts. No more than in other schools.

(E., second-generation French west indies, non-vocational class) 

It didn’t have a very good reputation. They said that here everybody fought. That 
girls were bad. I don’t know, I think it’s the way they dress. It was a bad reputation. 
They said they were whores. The way they dressed and made themselves up. Nobody 
talked much about (neighboring school), but about this school, yes. It was the 
place to avoid. The people outside, they always think that here there are whores, 
but really we see that (neighboring school). is no better.

(B., second-generation Moroccan, non-vocational class.)

They said there’s only riff-raff, that it’s not too great. But just like all the high-
schools in Saint Denis anyway. Like there are people who make trouble and get 
into fights. I haven’t heard about a high-school that’s better. It’s not justified. 
People gossip here, but it’s OK. 

(K., first-generation senegalese, non-vocational class.)

At Pluritec we interviewed a dozen boys enrolled in the metalwork and boiler making vocational 
class, and in the science and engineering general academic class. In the former, as in the vocational 
class at Jean Moulin, all but one of the six students interviewed had wished to enter into another type of 
program. Yet they appeared much less dissatisfied with their lot than the girls in food and restauranting 
services, probably because of the much better professional prospects and the possibilities for continuing 
their studies after having obtained the vocational Baccalaureate. Although half of them do not intend 
to seek work in their particular area of training, several of them have come to the realization that there 
exist employment opportunities in the area provided they are willing to work in physically demanding 
circumstances or to pursue further specialization in the industrial sector. It should be mentioned that 
there is a concerted effort among teachers of this class to expose students to the variety of existing 
professional opportunities and to adapt the academic requirements to the weakest students in order for 
them to obtain at least the minimal vocational certificate (CAP) before leaving school for good. 

In the scientific engineering class, we were struck by the studious attitude and the high 
motivation of most of the students. Many of them spend time in the school beyond their regular class 
hours in order to benefit from the help of fellow classmates or teaching assistants who help them to 
compensate for their weaknesses and those of one or two teachers whose pedagogical style is not 
adapted to their needs. Students from this class know full well that they are in a school that suffers from 
a “bad” reputation. Yet at the same time they are at the very top of the internal hierarchy of classes, 
since theirs is one of the very few classes leading to the general scientific Baccalaureate. Although 
several of the six students (all from the selected minority groups) said they would have liked to go to 
a “better” school, they were content to have obtained their first wish of streams. All insisted that the 
general atmosphere of the school and the friendly relations among students and between students and 
teachers belye the school’s negative reputation. They have rather ambitious plans to pursue on to higher 
education in order to become engineers in areas such as computer programming or aeronautics. When 
asked about the reputation of their school, students from this class were the only ones to mention issues 
such as the percentage rates of success at examination and the quality of teaching. Students from other 
classes spoke almost exclusively of social relations between students and of the general attitudes of 
teachers, rarely of the more academic dimensions of schooling. 
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I wanted (more prestigious neighboring school) because it’s the best school as far 
as I’ve heard. The reputation of Pluritec was so so. I knew people who went here 
and said it wasn’t too great. At first it was strange, but after a while you get used 
to it. I feel fine here.

(L., second-generation Moroccan, non-vocational class)

The reputation was that it had no girls, only boys. That it’s dirty, that you have to 
speak Arabic, all that. That the high-school is gonna cave in. In fact the atmosphere 
is pretty good. Because there are no fights or anything. It’s surprising, because all 
the people here, how to say, they’re a bit dangerous, let’s say. Almost everybody 
comes from a housing project.

(U., first generation serbian boy, vocational class) 

Even if it’s a high-school in Saint-Denis, there’s a certain harmony. Everybody gets 
along. There is really a kind of complicity among everyone in this school. Each time 
you need some help, even if it’s not the right person, you can always find someone 
who will help you. The assistants, the head of student life, etc. There are very rarely 
fights in this school. When it happens it’s because of some really trivial thing, and 
it’s over quickly.  

(O., second-generation Moroccan, non-vocational class) 

The reputation was that it was a school for gays. There are only boys. You’d hear : 
« That school is a ghetto, because there are only kids from the projects, only boys. 
It’s gonna be shitty when you go there ». And I came here, and it’s really quiet 
and friendly. What bothers me most is the classrooms. Some don’t have any air 
conditioning, no heating. Sometimes it’s cold and I can’t take my coat off. In my 
other school we had a big courtyard, a soccer field, a basketball court. We don’t 
have any of this here. 

(M., second-generation Malian boy, vocational class) 

The general scientific class is the only class observed in which peer group interactions and 
recognition appeared to be in harmony with academic requirements and teachers’ expectations. Saïd, a 
recent immigrant from Morocco who is by far the best student obviously has a very positive influence 
on his classmates’ attitude towards schoolwork because he manages both to maintain a high standard 
of performance and a certain atmosphere of academic competition and to offer his help to those who 
are experiencing difficulties. One of the main teachers of this class, a highly qualified first generation 
Algerian PhD graduate and former researcher in engineering science, was responsible for setting up 
the program in a school which formerly only offered vocational training. During the class observation 
and individual interview he appeared to be very concerned with adapting his teaching methods to his 
students and making sure that they fully understood the material while maintaining high expectations. 
In this sense his attitude tended to mirror that of the leading student, also a first generation migrant. 
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2.4. Perceptions of minority students and ethnic conflicts by school personnel

In all but the previously mentioned scientific class there exists an internal distinction among students 
between “nerds” or “intellectuals”8, i.e. those who best conform to teachers’ expectation and are viewed 
rather negatively by their peers on the one hand, and the most undisciplined and oppositional students 
on the other. Although the latter might be criticized in private for disrupting the class, they tend to 
have the upper hand as far as power relations between peers are concerned. Whether this anti-school 
peer pressure permeates the general atmosphere of the class and student relations such as is the case 
in the boys vocational classes at Brassens, or whether it appears more latent and intermittent, such as 
is the case in the classes where girls are present, is not linked in any obvious manner to the proportion 
of minority students in the class or to their particular influence. Although the opposing figures of the 
submissive vs. rebellious student tend to be racialized in common sense representations, in the actual 
situations observed or recounted those who are teased and rejected by their peers for being too studious 
may be of minority origin (especially if they are first generation migrants), while one finds majority origin 
youth among some of the toughest most oppositional students (especially those who have grown up in 
public housing projects). The racialization of the image of the victim and of the aggressor, which exists 
even in situations when the students involved are all of minority origin, or when no minority students are 
involved, was described by the director of one of the schools in the Paris site when recounting the various 
reasons for which students had left his school during the course of the year9 :

- Here is a type of abandon, I wrote here : “Help student to find another school”. 
She dropped out in December because of harassment by the rest of the class : 
“You’re a buffoon, you’re well regarded, etc.”. She didn’t dare tell us anything. We 
understood it five or six weeks later.

- And why did they take it out on her?

- Little blond, blondy, blondinette so to speak. She isn’t blond at all, but it’s the 
“syndrome of the blond”. We have another one like that who hasn’t dropped out, 
but whom we’re going to help to find another school because....

- What’s this issue about blonds here? It’s because they’re French?

- It’s discrimination, that’s it, discrimination. Here it’s not at all the case, she’s not 
blond, she’s from Martinique, one of the few in the high-school, with the profile 
of the good student, too well regarded by teachers and all. She was supposedly 
attacked by other students from her class. I was never able to find out exactly, 
because five or six weeks after she left we had some contact with a member of 
her family who had received her. So I asked to see her mother in order to shed 
light on the affair, and she never came. There are others you know, what I call the 
“syndrome of the blond”. Here’s a real blond this time. We’re going to help him to 
find another school. There are cases that are real caricatures. Luckily there aren’t 
too many. 

Similarly, the head of the boys’ vocational high-school in the suburbs of Bordeaux spoke to us 
of incidences of abandonment of students due to their failure to conform to the norms of peer group 
culture. Although the tendency of French school personnel is to avoid any ethnic or racial identification 

8 The terms used most frequently to designate such students are bouffon or soumis (submissive).

9 The school head counted 80 students who had left the school in the course of the year, all of them vocational students. 
This represents 13 to 14% of the total of the student population. 
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of students, her account made it quite obvious that while ethnicity was not in and of itself the cause 
of the rejection of certain students from the more rural surroundings of the city, this factor likely 
reinforced the distinction between victims and aggressors  : 

I experienced some things that were really difficult professionally speaking. For 
example kids from the junior high-school (located in a socially mixed more rural 
area). I worked very well with the principal who did a great job on tracking. So her 
students who arrived in vocational 10th grade were disciplined. When I would go 
inform them about our high-school, the lunchroom was full, meaning 250 students 
who were there with their teachers, and we wouldn’t hear a word. We would not 
have been able to do this elsewhere. So then when they arrived here, I can’t tell 
you, they had this shy attitude, a bit of fear about coming here. But it was close by 
and the principal had said it was a good career to do electro-technical work here. 
The families trusted her. I can assure you that there were students who had to 
leave my school because they were scapegoats. They weren’t the worst, they were 
average students, with real vocational projects. So they had to drop out, because 
they were really the scapegoats, the victims. They had to pursue elsewhere, because 
they were even attacked outside. Because they didn’t know how to get along, they 
didn’t know how to defend themselves. The others had noticed the one who raises 
his hand in class, who really wants to succeed, who acted the same as in junior 
high-school. Who hadn’t changed his attitude when transitioning to high-school. 
Or the smallest kid, the skinny one, the isolated one. I had five or six cases like that. 
So even if you work with the families, in the high-school, word gets out. Well I saw 
that the recruitment from that junior high-school dropped. The parents would say 
: “Anything but Brassens”. (...) It was also those who seemed a bit effeminate. I also 
had some real problems with that. They would quickly come cry in my office, and 
this would be terrible, but I went along. There were two or three who would come 
and complain in my office that they had received the worst insults. 

-And did those distinctions sometimes have racist overtones? 

-I think to start it’s a form of competition between junior high-schools. They 
are recreated in the high-school. For example, the two local junior high-schools, 
they were kids who were much tougher, much more difficult. Because now with 
internet you can know that at schoolsuch and such they have very good results, or 
at (another more rural school) has very good results. And they would arrive with 
the middle school certificate. At Brassens, less than 50% of students have the 
certificate. And so right away it creates tensions. At the end for instance we would 
avoid putting student from the local schools in the same class. If there were four 
or five of them, they would impose their law. We had to break that up. 

It might appear paradoxical to say that minority origin students are over-represented both 
among the most oppositional students and among the highest achieving ones. In fact it is likely that 
the oppositional attitude of many, particularly those in the vocational classes, is at least partially a 
consequence of the pressures to succeed in a context in which the odds are against them. They have 
integrated the dominant discourse which devalues vocational studies even more than their majority 
origin peers and their parents are often more intent than native working class parents on seeing them 
escape from the status of blue collar workers. The discrepancy between the ideals which are upheld both 
by the school and the family, in a context of very limited resources and poor chances of success, create 
feelings of worthlessness and frustration which are easily transformed into aggressive behavior aimed 
at those students who seem to epitomize the ideal which they have failed to attain, or who are the most 
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vulnerable to rejection from the peer group. Minority students’ contradictory attitude towards schooling 
was described to us by the principle of the boys’ vocational school in Saint Denis that receives many 
students who have not been accepted anywhere else due to poor grades or disruptive behavior. 

- As far as the school progress of the students are concerned, would you say 
that they have ambitions or have they integrated the idea that they are bad and 
that they won’t succeed, that studies are not made for them? Is it frustration or 
defeatism?

-It’s a real question. It’s very complicated because it’s both at once. In students in 
general, and even inside the same student. There is both. We have students who 
are ambitious and who know what they want and who want to go the farthest 
possible. But is it ambition? They have the discourse : “I want to go on to higher 
education anyway. I want to get a BTS (higher educational degree in technology)”. 
But is this ambition? It’s more that : “I must, and I have the right to and I will get it. 
And I have the right and I’ll get it even without working”. That’s what makes me say 
that it’s not true ambition. It’s a discourse of social claims, which is not a political 
discourse, but which I find dangerous. There are a few who have real ambitions, 
that’s for sure. But at the same time, in this discourse of : “I want to go on to the 
BTS, but I’ll get it anyway without working”, there is fear. I think that regarding 
this refusal to work, there is fear. It’s better not to work than to get a bad grade, 
that’s well known. And also there’s a lot of pressure from the families. We have the 
case of a girl. She is dead set on getting a scientific Baccalaureat, and for the past 
two years things haven’t been going well. And she is sick over it, really miserable. 
I’m thinking of another one who missed her Baccalaureate twice and who wanted 
to repeat for a third time and who was so unhappy, and whom we had told so 
many times that there were other things she could do. We don’t see the parents, 
but we feel the pressure, the will to suceed. 

Among teachers’ portrayal of minority students we also find this image of students who have 
a very ambivalent and often conflictual relationship to schooling and to adults. We questioned both 
workshop teachers of the boys’ maintenance class in Pluritec about what appeared as the self-defeating 
attitude of students from this class. This general attitude seemed to have been fueled by a small group 
of North African students who were expelled from school at the end of the previous year for disruptive 
behavior. The first teacher, who is well liked by students and appreciated for his support and friendly 
attitude towards them, spoke of his experience from the previous year teaching in a vocational school in 
a more rural neighboring city with a significant population of North African students. The two toughest 
students who had been expelled the previous year, and whom this teacher had thus never met, were 
from this city. They had already been expelled from a high-school in their home town after completing 
tenth grade. 

When I was in (neighboring city) the students of immigrant parents were by far 
the best. But they didn’t want to work because they were in revolt against their 
parents’ situation. They had seen them working all the time in the wine industry 
and saw that they didn’t have anything to show for it. Their parents knew the 
value of things. They had nothing at home and when they arrived they got work, 
and social security, and apartments and they saw their social standing increase. 
But their children, who were born here, they only saw their parents work so hard 
all day picking grapes and earning nothing. So they are really rebelling against 
society. They don’t want to accept anything from this society. So they didn’t want 
to do anything, even though they totally had the intellectual capacities to do 
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something different. Here I haven’t heard them criticize the way society functions. 
Between those from (neighboring city) and the students here it’s a totally different 
discourse. They just talk about wanting to earn money, money is important. 

The second teacher, who entertains rather conflictual relations with students of this class, 
spoke of the negative dynamic which permeated the class during the previous year. 

- This class really breaks the record since the ten years that I’ve been here, this class 
holds the record for being problematic, and for making trouble which we had never 
encountered up until now. Dangerous problems for some. Violent unmanageable 
reactions. Fights, and defiance among each other. Permanent defiance towards 
teachers with expectations of responses and fights between students and teachers. 
Really, stuff we hadn’t encountered. We’ve had some cases, but never as many in 
a single class. 

Interviewer : Is this due to chance recruitment or is it because some, the leaders, 
already knew each other? 

- First there were elements who knew each other, so I think this tendency to chose 
according to the compass, means that they were together again. There was also 
this other problem, another problem which is also especially trying, it’s the problem 
of communitarianism. I mean, we were faced with one community who was in 
the majority, really in the majority... in the class. With kids who wanted to impose 
certain things, their community. I think the media have some role to play here.

Interviewer : Was there really a strong division between groups according to their 
origins?

- Yes. I mean there were groups who had organized it so that... The class delegates 
were only from this group. And so on and so forth. And this group influenced the 
work or the non-work.  (...)We were mentioning the issues of ethnic groups or 
communities. What comes up regularly is racism. We are racist and we resent them 
because... so there. As I said to him, I said : “Listen. When I hear this kind of remark, 
I say listen, I’ve been here for ten years, and don’t you think I would have gone 
somewhere else”. 

Interviewer : But when they say that, do they really believe it or is it just used as a 
strategic argument in situations of conflict in order to put some extra pressure?

- For some yes, for some no. Because among those who were kicked out, some 
reproached me for not asking them whether they followed Ramadan. I told them : 
“Listen, I really don’t give a damn. And mainly I don’t have the right to ask you since 
we are in a secular school, and if I asked you I would be making a grave professional 
mistake”. And for them this was a lack of respect. Because I should have taken into 
account the fact that they did Ramadan. 

Interviewer : In order to adapt your teaching?

- To adapt my teaching, to not do the exam, to not ask too much of them and so on. And 
for them it wasn’t a pretext, for some really it wasn’t. 
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It is often difficult for teachers to ascertain whether minority students’ cultural differences are 
used as instruments to manipulate teachers into putting less pressure on them and thus are part of a more 
general oppositional strategy, or whether to consider their claims as legitimate expressions of values and 
norms which should be respected and taken into consideration. The potential for misunderstanding 
is very great here between students who are often seeking for ways to circumvent the rules, and 
teachers who are torn between their tendency to explain problems by referring to stereotypical ideas 
about cultural differences and to their professional culture built on the principle of equal treatment 
regardless of ethnic origin. The main teacher of the previously mentioned maintenance class spoke 
of the dilemma which he faced with students whose parents’ educational style, particularly regarding 
the use of physical violence, appeared to him to be far removed from the norms of middle class 
French society.

- I was surprised by the difference I encountered when I call parents in. If I call 
in the parents of a student like Ali it’s not at all the same thing as when I call 
in parents of Jean-Pierre. Because the image that Ali’s parents have of school is 
that we are right anyway. The image of the teacher remains, I would say, sacred. 
So if ever I call in Ali’s parents, he will be very scared. I mean really scared. He’ll 
be worried. Whereas Jean-Pierre, well “it bothers me a bit, but go ahead and do 
it”. So there is that difference. Then as far as schoolwork in concerned, the impact 
that this might have, I don’ know. I don’t know parents enough, and I think also 
that most of them don’t speak French10. So when I manage to call in parents, 
sometimes it’s the older brother or sister who shows up. 

- Interviewer : So this fear that these students have re their parents who still have 
a sacred image of school, is it a kind of leverage that you can use?

- It’s dangerous. Because in this case, when I told Ali that his results were not good 
and I should see your parents, not for the punishment, but so that we can work 
together to see what isn’t right, another student, Amine, said : “You know sir, Ali is 
really uncomfortable because he’s afraid, if you do this with his parents, he’s really 
gonna get it”. So I don’t want to terrorize the student. I don’t want to use parents’ 
pressure for that. It might be good for certain students for sure, but I can’t put 
them in extreme trouble and provoke some family drama. So there is no general 
answer. I have to adapt to each to see the impact. 

It is interesting to note that when this excerpt was read during group discussions with minority 
students and to a group of North African fathers, the general reaction was one of indignation and criticism 
of the teacher for having a stereotypical vision of North African fathers as being violent and beating their 
kids. The fathers were particularly critical of the fact that the teacher had, as they saw it, let himself be 
manipulated by students into not calling in the parents, when according to them he should be working 
hand in hand with the adults who are equally responsible for students’ future. Although minority students 
agreed that immigrant parents put a lot of pressure on their kids to succeed in school, and that fathers 
in particular could be very harsh when their children’s results were not good, they tended to think that 
teachers had false representations about them. 

- R. (second-generation Algerian girl) : I’ve noticed that when teachers have to talk 
to someone who is not an Arab, not a Maghrebian, they don’t even think about it. 
They talk to them normally. 

10 Recent studies show that over 80% of young people born of two immigrant parents have learned to speak French at home 
with their parents (Insee-Première, n° 1287, March 2010).
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- S. (second-generation Moroccan girl) : We’re normal people, you know. 

- R.: I’m sure that when they know that there are going to be Arab parents for the 
handing over of report cards, they must practice in front of their mirror : “Yes, I’ll 
say this because otherwise he’s gonna take it badly”. We’re not bombs, we’re not 
going to explode. It’s possible to talk to us normally, we can understand. OK there 
might be some parents who don’t understand because they’re stubborn. Like when 
they say you’re son has bad grades. He can say it differently, that his son has some 
difficulties, and he’s not directly going to hit him. (…) Like my little brother. He 
doesn’t work. He does what he likes in school. He’s calmed down a bit now, but 
I remember his teacher would call me, or my mother in order to find out how he 
should talk to my father. I swear, I’m serious. I didn’t understand at first. It’s my 
brother who gave him my number. He said : “My teacher wants to talk to you”. 
He called me and said : “So what’s your father like?”. I told him to call my father 
directly and to tell him that his son was not doing what he should be doing. He’s 
going through all these different ways in order to find out how to talk to my father, 
when he can speak to him directly. I don’t know why they are like that, if it was a… 
We’re not all like that. If someone tells my father that his son is misbehaving, he’s 
going to talk with my brother and if it continues, maybe he’ll give him a little slap. 
Well, maybe a big slap. That’s all. He’s not going to throw him out of the window. I 
think they have too many strange ideas about Arabs. They go through forty million 
different detours, rather than saying things straight out. 

E. (second-generation French West Indies): With my father, it’s when they don’t 
know him that they say things straight out. During the class council, they were 
saying “Elodie this and Elodie that”, and then she realized that it was my father 
who was the parent delegate. So she made a face and shut up. And she even came 
to see me after and said, “I’m sorry, I didn’t know it was your father”.  

S. : It’s too obvious that they’re going to talk a certain way to a French parent and 
a different way to an Arab. Why don’t they just speak the same way to both? They 
never tried to find out how our parents are. “Oh yeah, he’s an Arab, so I’m going 
to talk to him more gently”, stuff like that. When in fact they can just talk to us 
normally.

(Group discussion with minority girls from the health and social services class, 
Paris site)

During the course of the research we were told by school personnel of several incidents 
of immigrant fathers who had slapped their child in front of school personnel during the interview 
concerning the student’s academic and behavioral problems. The principle of one of the schools in the 
Paris site spoke to us of a very uncomfortable incident involving a teacher who had slapped a minority 
student for his insolence. The principle called in the student and his father in order to apologize for what 
he regarded as the teachers’ unacceptable behavior only to be told by the father that the teacher had 
done the right thing. Because parents are only called in to schools when their children’s behavior is very 
unacceptable, and because immigrant parents are very sensitive to the negative representations of them 
as parents who are either much too lenient or much too severe with their children, they probably tend 
to overplay the role of the authoritative father in such situations in order to save face in front of their 
child and the teachers. This is rather traumatic for teachers, and one such isolated incident in a school 
can easily be upheld as an example that is then applied to all immigrant parents. It can also be refered 
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to by certain teachers to avoid facing the fact that they actually would rather not bother with calling 
in immigrant parents, with whom they often feel uncomfortable. 

The position of minority teachers in such situations is rather ambivalent. Their cultural and 
ethnic proximity to students and parents can be an advantage in terms of communication but also a 
liability, in the sense that they may feel that they have to make extra efforts to impose their authority 
compared to colleagues who better fit the traditional image of the teacher. A particularly interesting 
case was exposed to us by a vocational teacher who had emigrated to France from Algeria as a university 
student and who had experiences teaching in classes in the Parisian suburbs in which students tended 
to be very difficult. She spoke to us about how much her experiences had led her to change her attitude 
towards such students.

- I used to yell, I yelled because I thought that the teacher should represent 
authority and that you had to. Now it’s totally the opposite. Now I go towards 
the student, I even take them in my arms sometimes. I have learned. And then you 
understand that in fact often those students who are very tough, in fact they are 
hurting badly deep down inside. I also learned about that when I would call in the 
parents. As soon as I see a profile like that, I say I’m going to call in your parents. 
He says right away : “No, no, Madam”. And there I understand that behind it there 
is mistreatment, behind they’re hitting and not talking. He wants to assert himself 
outside so there is necessarily this behavior. I’ve had situations where students 
denigrated me. They insulted me. And then I would understand the reason for it. 
So when the mother arrives, she is not allowed to speak. There was this student, 
he would not let his mother speak, because he considered that she didn’t know 
how to talk. So I said to him : “If your mother speaks Arabic, I speak Arabic. If your 
mother speaks Kabyle , I speak Kabyle. If she speaks French, I speak French”. He did 
not want to let her express herself. So I kicked him out. And there I found myself 
facing a mother who burst into tears. She said : “How do you think he can respect 
you, respect me, when his father beats me”. I entered into another dimension. 
For him I am Maghrebian, his mother is a victim, so I am in the…. There. I am 
Maghrebian, so I don’t deserve anything else. And so I took some time, I went over 
things with him : “Do you agree when your father does this?” “No, I don’t agree”. 
And there he started to cry. And it was a totally different person that I was seeing. 
After that I got a lot of respect. 

While minority teachers occasionally conceded that their ethnic origins created a degree 
of complicity between them and minority origin students, they were very careful not to show any 
form of preferential treatment of students according to these criteria. The minority teachers whom we 
interviewed tended to be at least as staunch as their majority origin French colleagues about observing 
a form of republican neutrality and voluntary ignorance of students’ cultural and religious differences in 
the classroom. Many of them seemed particularly intent on limiting debates about racism or expressions 
of religious or national identities by students, since they believed this might encourage a form of self-
victimization or the rejection of those who do not belong to their group.  

- I don’t think schools are a place in which to talk about cultural differences. Why 
put the accent on that ? I don’t think we should be obliged to point to differences. 
There are those who succeed well and are of foreign origins. And that’s what we 
often don’t talk about, those who succeed. Because in the media, as soon as there 
is some incident in certain neighborhoods, they’re all talking about it. But young 
people who have become lawyers and doctors, nobody talks about them. 

(Teacher of minority origin, girls vocational school Bordeaux)
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- Does being of the same origin as students makes things easier ?

-Well, yes, sometimes. It depends on the student. There are students who are 
always in a position of victim. Who have an inferiority complex. It’s this inferiority 
complexe which manages most of immigration. It’s a psychological complex. So if 
I say to him : « you are grounded after class », maybe he will see it as being normal. 
If it’s someone else maybe he will see it like : « It’s because he’s racist or something 
like that ». That interpretation can exist. Then I say, when the student is always 
with the teacher, if the teacher knows how to communicate, they know each other. 
Once you know each other they don’t say these prejudices. 

-Do you ever feel racism on the part of students, of teachers ?

- Personnally, I don’t.  For me the word racism doesn’t exist in my mind. And I don’t 
want to introduce it. If I come and talk with a person and already I am telling 
myself she is racist, I’m telling myself that maybe she is racist, then I already have 
that prejudice and I’m going to interpret all of their acts in this way. 

(Teacher, Algerian migrant, non-vocational class, Paris)

-So do students talk about racism or discrimination ?

- We have already talked about it, in reference to insults in class. They don’t realize 
the extent of their words. And I tried to explain it to them. We spoke about racism 
and I tried to explain to them what it meant. And then again, the day they had the 
Egypt-Algeria match, it came back again. It’s really not my thing, but I had to talk 
about it because Layla came with her Algeria T-shirt. She was half crying. I said : 
« You have to stop this. You love your country, OK. But to expose it like that, you 
are exposing yourself, you are discrimating against yourself, saying I am different, 
I am Algerian, I’m not French. Here you’re in a secular school. We’re all equal. I 
supported Algeria, I watched the match, but I didn’t wear a T-shirt

(Teacher, Algerian migrant, vocational class Paris.) 

-And being of the same origin as students, is it an advantage, a disadvantage ?

- Oh la la ! I am not in the right position to answer this question, for the simple 
reason that it can only be a subjective judgment. I’ve always wondered what 
students think, what do parents think of my little accent, my… I would like to 
know someday what the objective judgment of this is. I think that competence has 
no color, no origin. I would even go further. These stories about racism have never 
been my preoccupation, frankly. Some might find it strange, but I just live with it. 
As I said I used to be at the head of a workshop crew, so I managed men with a 
certain level, with a good collaboration. 

- And do students talk about this with you ?

- No, no. As I say, the communication I have with students is purely professional. 
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I maintain a certain distance. I am very close to my students, but always in the 
trade. 90% of our communication concerns their futur and the profession. If they 
find me in class, in the lunch room or outside, we talk about life jokingly, but not 
in depth.

(Teacher, Sub-Saharan African migrant, boys vocational school, Paris)

Both in the individual interviews and in the group discussions teachers’ ethnic origin appeared 
to have no bearing on students’ opinions of them. Minority teachers, as well as majority origin teachers, 
could be found both among those who were well liked and respected and among those who were seen 
as the adversary or who were criticized for their poor teaching skills or for their unfriendliness. In fact 
one could say that their status as adults and teachers, and thus their social, generational and cultural 
distance from students, was sufficient to neutralize any kind of proximity which second-generation 
students might have felt with teachers who shared their ethnicity. 

While students are curious and openly question teachers on such taboo subjects as their 
ethnic and religious origins, they do not appear to have any particularly preference or dislike for 
teachers according to such criteria. Ethnicity plays no part in influencing students’ positive or negative 
perception of the quality of teachers. The same seems to be true in as far as teachers’ perception of 
students is concerned, particularly in the Paris site. Despite, or perhaps precisely because of, the very 
high concentration of minority students, teachers appear mostly indifferent to their students’ ethnicity. 
Distinctions such as the unequal distribution of ethnic groups across streams, which seemed obvious to 
us as outside observers, do not even register consciously in the minds of teaching and administrative staff. 
This is probably due in equal part to professional training and the deeply engrained republican ideology 
of « color blindness » and to the habit and practice of teaching to a predominantly minority population. 
The overwhelming visibility and diversity of students makes the issue a simple fact of everyday life, at 
least in the minds of those who have been working in such an environment for several years. 

3. Everyday life in and outside the schools

In this section we shall analyze the issue of intra and inter-ethnic relations between pupils as they 
manifest themselves inside and outside of the schools. These relations are intricately linked to 
other dimensions of youthful social relations such as gender, style, residential patterns, educational 
distinctions, etc. Indeed, very often during the interview process it was difficult to determine whether 
the interviewee considered ethnicity to be a salient feature of interactions, for instance when recounting a 
particular incident of conflict or cooperation taking place between pupils or between teachers and pupils. 

3. 1. Social and ethnic relations in school

During the individual interviews we asked whether students tended to have friends of their own ethnic origin 
or to congregate according to certain features such as national origin, color, religion. As a follow up question 
we usually asked whether they had ever witnessed inter-ethnic tensions or racism among students. While 
many students mentioned that there was a tendency for those who shared such features to hang out together, 
this did not hold true as far as individual friendships were concerned. Our observations as well as students’ 
testimonies revealed that as far as one on one friendships were concerned the norm was just as often as not 
for students to have a “best buddy” of a different ethnic group. In the same way, interpersonal conflicts and 
animosities took place just as often between two students of similar ethnic backgrounds as it did between 
two students who did not shared this feature. This distinction between individual and collective attitudes is 
a particularly salient feature of the adolescent population observed, particularly of boys. We often had the 
feeling that during the interview process we were speaking to a very different person from the one that we 
had observed during our day-long observations in schools. Students who were very extroverted and vocal in 
a group situation often turned out to be shy and reserved during the interviews, and visa-versa. 
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It is interesting to note that the tendency for Maghrebians or blacks in particular to congregate 
during recess or to stand up for their “own kind” was mostly described as a natural feature of social 
relations, particular by students of majority origin, and was not readily associated with any form of racism 
or inter-ethnic conflict. The following quotes describe quite well the apparently un-problematic co-
existence of a tendency towards collective ethnic groupings and of widespread inter-ethnic friendships. 
They are all from students enrolled in the Bordeaux schools, because the presence of a significant 
proportion of majority origin kids made the issue of ethnic relations more pertinent and also made it 
possible to compare the answers of minority and majority group pupils. 

Interviewer : Does the issue of ethnic origin interfere in your relations or not?

- Not at all. There are little comments about that… We tease each other sometimes 
about that, but as far as I’m concerned, not at all. There are sometimes very heavy 
comments! But not at all! In our class we can hang out with a Black, a Chinese, an 
Arab, there’s a British guy, the pure French guy, the this or that, the Spanish, the 
Portuguese…

Interviewer : It doesn’t have an incidence, no groupings according to ethnic origin?

- There are. There are. Those of Maghrebian origin, there are. We can’t hide it, there 
are. The quote : “Europeans”, there are. But after that, we can mix very easily all 
together. 

Interviewer : So it’s not actually racism on one side or the other?

- Not at all!

Interviewer : Is there any racism present in the school?

- Racism, no. Groupings like that, quote “racial” ones, there are.

Interviewer : What is the basis for them ? It’s the style, musical preferences, the fact 
that they were buddies before school in the “cité”?

- Because they were buddies before, it’s their way of dressing, the places they go. If 
they hang out in the same places they’ll necessarily tend to form groups. There is also 
skin color. You will see groupings of Blacks, of Arabs, of Spanish, French, any kind of 
origin. It depends. I remember last year during recess, there were big congregations 
of those from the Ivory Coast, black skinned people, who were rowdy, who laughed, 
and sang, and yelled and would tease. It happened last year, but in my opinion in 
the high-school everybody has a black friend, a Spanish friend, a white friend, a 
whatever… 

(M., majority origin, vocational class Bordeaux)
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Interviewer : Do you have a tendency to feel more solidarity towards friends who 
are Maghrebian, or Muslim like you?

- No. I don’t make any difference really… my friends are my friends, that’s all!

- And do you notice that in the high-school there is maybe more solidarity?

- Yes, maybe, I think maybe that people who are alike, assemble together. So we 
can see groups who are alike. For example Muslims, some prefer to be in the same 
group, but there are those who have no problem with that… 

(W., second-generation Algerian, vocational class Bordeaux)

Interviewer : Do you think that there is more solidarity between young people like 
you who have different origins?

- Yes, that’s for sure. We understand each other better, and we have more or 
less the same lifestyle, for example with my Arab girlfriends, we’re Muslim so we 
have more or less the same culture, so it fits better. But I have a friend who is 
Portuguese, her name is Samantha and we get along really well. She lives close 
to me, and even if we don’t have the same lifestyle, we feel solidarity. If ever she 
has the slightest problem we’re all there to help her. I wouldn’t say that because 
someone is Arab I’m going to help her more than someone else. At least for me it 
doesn’t work like that, maybe for others it’s like that. 

 (F., second-generation Turkish) 

-There’s a group of girls in our class, they’re Arab, and they get along well. They’re 
like a second family. I like that, I think it’s great. It’s not that they are a clan, but if 
someone hurts one of them, the others, they won’t fight, but almost… 

(S., majority origin, vocational class Bordeaux)

-You could say that, yes (that those of the same origin hang out together). Because 
there are often groups that form of people of the same color. It doesn’t mean that 
they don’t have white friends or other, but they feel more solidarity. I can understand 
that, it’s true. The Maghrebians are always together. But it doesn’t mean that they 
don’t mix. But it’s true that during recess they are together. Because at the same 
time it’s those who smoke, I noticed in this high-school, so they’re always together 
during recess. Most of them are just there smoking. 

(J., majority origin, vocational class Bordeaux)
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Interviewer : And when there were fights and conflicts last year, did others feel 
obligated to take sides ? Did it create clans in the class ?

- No. It’s not like clans. But like last year there were Arabs on one side and the others 
on the other. It’s not a clan, it’s just that we would sit together just to talk. When 
there were fights it was never like we’d confront each other. White or blacks it’s the 
same. 

Interviewer : It’s not a question of racism ? When you say that, it’s because you 
tend to feel solidarity, to be on the same side ?

- No. It’s just that we tend to create some affinities faster among ourselves than 
with others. 

Interviewer : But can this sometimes degenerate into racism ?

- No. There was no racism.

Interviewer : So what has changed this year ?

- What has changed is that since we know each other much better, now it’s all 
mixed. 

(M., second-generation Tunesian, vocational class, Bordeaux)

- I  never got into any fights last year. It was the Arabs amongst themselves who 
faught in the class. I never had any problems, but I didn’t like the bad athmosphere. 
But the Arabs were all the time together. I mean the Arabs are together, they come 
with us, we’re all the time together I mean. At recess we have fun together. When 
we have the workshop, we work together. Now it’s great, we do good work. Even if 
some students don’t work much, it’s a good athmosphere, it’s friendly. There’s no 
problem of racism. It’s not a problem of racism, it’s a problem of the way people act 
in class. One guy talks, the other guy interupts him, the other gets mad. There was 
never an issue of racism.  

(A., majority origin, vocational class, Bordeaux)

Interviewer : Are there groups in the class ?

- Yeah.

Interviewer : What is the criteria for being friends or not ?

- No criteria. Well, maybe, there’s Abdalah and Mehdi who are always together 
because they smoke. Then there’s Mohamed, Mahfoud and Raif, I don’t know if it’s 
because they’re Arab, but they come from the same neighbourhood. And all the others 
are more or less together. Then there’s me and Alexander, and last year another one, 
but we’re not really friends anymore. So the two of us are together because we smoke 
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and have the same trips.

Interviewer : Are there groups according to people’s origins?

- No. Even last year they would fight, I mean you can see Arabs fighting together. 
It’s not in relation to that. It’s true that there are always little jokes, for example 
about Arabs, but it’s not racism. You can easily get a joke about blacks, but in this 
high-school there’s no racism. We can say that the foreigners are on top. If we were 
in a high-school like Sainte Marie (private catholic), maybe it would be different. 

(H., mixte franco-african, vocational class, Bordeaux)

Interviewer : We observed the class all day and there were moments when it was 
tense. 

- No, it’s just for fun, it’s always like that. Like when we’re in the neighborhood, 
we laugh like that, and since there are several of us from different neighborhoods 
(projects), we’re always having fun like that. It’s our character to provoque each 
other, it amuses us. Sometimes teachers take it well and have fun with us, some 
don’t, it depends on the teacher’s personality. I’ve already been called « dirty Arab » 
and all, but I take it with a smile. But if a teacher hears that he’s gonna look for 
the fault in order to write a report on the student. Like (Portugese student), he was 
excluded because he made a racist joke about another student. Even if the other 
one laughed, the teacher looked for the little problem in order to kick him out. He 
got a report and was excluded. 

Interviewer : Tell me when is the moment when you are laughing and when it gets to be 
serious ?

- Basically the class is serious, but it’s always at a moment when the teacher is gonna 
say something that makes us laugh, that’s gonna make us think of a student from the 
class. For example, at a moment he will talk about Algeria. I come from there, and if the 
teacher says : « Algeria was colonized by the French », for example, the others are gonna 
laugh and say : « Yeah, you were slaves and everything ». And that’s when the problems 
begin. For some little thing like that. The teacher didn’t do it on purpose, he’s just doing 
his class. If for instance we take the book and there’s a picture that reminds us of another 
student, there’s always someone who’s going to mention it. And then between the two 
until the end of class it doesn’t stop.

Interviewer : But doesn’t it get bad sometimes ?

- No. Not between us, the guys from the cité, it never gets bad between us. It’s especially 
those who come from the country, they’re not used to it. So among themselves they get 
nasty. They want to act like us, but then they can’t take it like us. They say we’re the worst, 
but we understand when we’re joking. In fact the class is devided in two. There are those 
who want to have fun, and those who are strict with themselves. It’s like they’re afraid 
to have fun.

 (H., second-generation Algerian, vocational class, Bordeaux)
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Inthis last case the distinction between ’us’ and ’them’ is particularly salient, although 
references to residential categories and to distinctions regarding students’ behavior in class are much 
more explicit than references to ethnic origin. In the case of George Brassens, the boys’ vocational 
school in Bordeaux, these oppositions tend to overlap ethnic distinctions between whites and others, 
even though students and teachers alike rarely point to references to racial criteria explicitly.

In Notre Dame there also exists a distinction between students, often of minority origin, 
who come from low-income urban neighborhoods and students, almost exclusively of majority 
origin, who come from the more distant suburbs and small towns. This distinction does not structure 
relations among students as visibly as in the boys’ school located in the stigmatized suburb of 
Bordeaux. Probably because the school itself is located in a more privileged neighborhood in the 
center of town, and because most of the students are girls, the pressure to act out the persona of the 
oppositional youth is minimized. During class observations the tendency of the more undisciplined 
students to ostracize and make fun of those who do not fit this image was certainly much less 
visible than in Brassens. Several testimonies and observations gathered during the course of the 
study suggest however that such tensions are actually present in this school, albeit more implicitly. 
Two majority girls originating from small towns expressed their feeling of being marginalized by 
minority students whom they saw as practicing a form of reverse racism. The first student, one of 
the older more extraverted students from her accounting class, had previously been enrolled in a 
general academic stream in her home town, but had transferred to her present school after failing 
the same class for two years in a row. She spoke of the initial difficulties she had encountered to 
adapt to her new school environment and about what she regarded as latent anti-white racism on 
the part of minority students. The second girl, a very low performing student from the secretarial 
class, who appeared somewhat akward and introverted, spoke very hesitantly of an incident of 
harassment she had experienced  involving a minority girl from her school and a few of her friends 
from a nearby public housing project. 

- I don’t know if it’s Bordeaux or what, but I find that here there’s a lot of 
racism. I don’t know how to explain it… For example last year, the president of 
the Committee for student life had two pieces of paper with two names each. 
And I was in the foyer, I had just voted (for elections of student delegates), and 
next to me there was a girl who said : “These two are French. I’m crossing out 
these two”. I thought : “OK, I see”. I heard here that racism is the French against 
the Maghrebians, when in fact I never heard a French person say something 
about an Algerian, a Moroccan. Each time in the class I hear them say : “I’m 
not a dirty Frenchman, what do you think?” It tires me, it disgusts me. Back 
home it wasn’t at all like that. We acted according to what the person had in 
their head, not according to their physical appearance. We wouldn’t say : “I’m 
staying with him because he’s French, I’m staying with him because he’s Arab, 
I’m staying with him because he’s black”. It’s horrible here. That’s what I can’t 
stand here. 

-But when we watch you, we get the feeling that everybody mixes together. 

- In my class, when we make jokes about each others’ origins, it’s not mean. But 
after a while it’s a drag. It’s a change for me. I was in my little cocoon. In my 
class I can answer back because I get along well with them, because they won’t 
take it badly. But when I hear it outside, I hold back from saying anything, I 
prefer to ignore it. It’s not so often, but when I hear it it really enervates me. 
It’s because as soon as you say “racism”, it’s the French in relation to others. 
When in fact I never heard a French take anything out on others. That’s what 
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annoys me. Like those in my class, when they say : “Dirty French” and all that. 
It’s not mean. But it annoys me like when they say : “Why do you do that, 
you’re not a dirty French? Why do you do it correctly, even though you’re not 
a dirty French”. 

-Do you think there’s solidarity among those who have the same origin?

- Oh yes, oh yes. Like when I arrived here, there were for example blacks, they 
would only go and talk to blacks, even if they didn’t know each other, even if there 
were whites right next to them. They speak to the blacks because they are black 
like them. I never saw French people do that. Like when we went on the outing. 
I was sitting with a Moroccan friend, and a Moroccan girl came along and said : 
“And you, what are you?”. I said what I was and they kept talking. It’s things like 
that. 

(L., vocational class, Bordeaux)

- There are clans here I find. Of the same origins, who stay together, I find. It 
doesn’t bother me, on the contrary. I would like to know more people, I mean not 
different, but… Because I’m used to hanging out with… in my town there were 
only… French. Here there are all sorts of origins… It’s great. It changes the topics 
of discussion. They tell us about their souvenirs. How it is back there, how they are 
raised. It’s good. 

- And the atmosphere of your class, how would you describe it?

- There are two clans, I mean two groups. Those who work and the others. 

- And in the high-school are there disputes?

- Yes sometimes. Maybe racist words. I was involved in a… It was girls from (public 
housing area) who were looking for me, who came back several times in front of 
the high-school, in their car, in order to hit me. I just leave it… It’s not worth it. 
They don’t have anything else to do. If I have to I’ll go to the police, and then it 
will be over, they’ll be scared. 

-Why did they want to hit you?

- Well because I had looked at them in the street, but… pff… I don’t know. You 
just look at people in the street like that. I don’t know, I blocked their way without 
meaning to, and so there, they didn’t like it. Those girls are looking for fights. That’s 
all they have to do with their day. They would come in front of the high-school 
because they have a friend here. I would go out the back, because they would 
come and get me with their car. The surveillance people would look out and tell 
me if they were there. 

(J., vocational class, Bordeaux)
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During the end of year class council of the secretarial class at Notre Dame, teachers debated 
the case of one of the majority origin girls that we had interviewed and who wished to transfer to 
the accounting section. This student appeared particularly unmotivated by her present course of study, 
and all the teachers agreed that she did not have the profile to become a secretary. Her passion was 
theatre, and it was recognized that the only thing keeping her involved in school was her participation 
in the theatre group. While she appeared to have more academic potential than many other girls 
from this class, her emotional instability, her very boyish style and poor social integration in the class 
tended to set her apart from other students. During the first part of the discussion involving all the 
teachers of the class as well as the school head, those present had assumed that she wished to enter 
directly into the 12th grade of the present accounting class and discussed her case in view of this. 
Most participants agreed that she would be better off in accounting, but were somewhat reserved 
about having to make such a decision so rapidly, and complained about the fact that this student had 
voiced the request at the very last moment, without having given any previous notice to anyone. The 
major disagreement was between the two minority origin teachers present. The accounting teacher 
considered that the student had a sufficient level of knowledge in her subject to be able to transfer, 
while the litterature teacher, who obviously had a certain influence over other teachers and seemed to 
dislike this particular student, voiced severe criticism of her general attitude, which she found insolent 
and very negative. She considered that her request was unfounded and probably based on the desire 
to be with her friends from the theatre group. After hearing the student defend her case rather timidly 
and lamely, and requesting to repeat her 11th garde in accounting, the discussion shifted to the 
possibility of having her transfer into the 11th grade rather than the 12th grade accounting class. This 
class was considered particularly difficult and unfriendly by teachers due to the negative influence 
of a group of four or five minority boys, described as very “macho”, who tended to dominate and 
harass their female classmates. This issue had been regarded as sufficiently problematic to warrant the 
organisation of a debate about sexism during the course of the year in the presence of representatives 
of the local branch of a feminist organisation acting in defense of North African girls. The teachers 
who knew this class all agreed that the student was the kind of girl who would inevitably “clash” with 
this group of boys and would probably become a victim of their aggressive behavior. For this reason 
it was not conceivable to have her transfer to this class. 

The discussion ended when the head of the school stated that she would tell the student 
that she would either have to find another school with an accounting section willing to accept her, 
or remain in the secretarial class. She assurted that proposing a transfer directly into the 12th grade 
would set a precedent which might encourage other such requests in the future. At no moment was 
any direct mention made of the ethnic origin of any of the students involved11. Those present probably 
did not think at the time of the discussion that this issue had any bearing on the decisions being 
taken. Analysing the incident from the perspective of the research topic however, it seemed obvious 
to us that this student had been denied a possibility which could have had a significant impact on her 
future prospects and which moments earlier had appeared as a realistic option, simply because of the 
perceived menace constituted by the presence of a group of unruly  “macho” minority boys. 

In the Paris site no such distinctions appeared, either in the students interviews, or during in class 
observations. Precisely because most students are of minority origin and/or come from disadvantaged 
urban neighborhoods, social and residential differences do not overlap ethnic categories in these 
schools. The two schools in Paris appeared more as places which were relatively protected from the 
harsh difficulties of urban life. During the interviews students often mentioned problems relating to drug 
dealing, gang violence, police brutality and controls, very unconfortable housing condition, delinquency 
and muggings, which made life within the confines of the school appear relatively peacefull. Although 
the objective dimensions of social life are much harsher for students living in the parisian periphery 

12 It is only because we were sitting next to the class delegates who mentioned to each other the names of the group of 
boys in question during the discussin that we realized that they were of African and North African origin. 
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than they are for students from Bordeaux, from the point of view of their subjective self-image they 
are less affected by negative comparisons between neighborhoods, schools, social classes and ethnic 
groups. As we saw in the excerpt from the group discussion with boys from Georges Brassens, minority 
(and occasionaly majority) students interviewed in Bordeaux are constantly reminded of their low social 
status by the very fact they are much more frequently in contact with members of the middle class. Easy 
acess to the center of town, the fact that even in the least desirable schools and classes they remain in 
the minority, and the generally rather « bourgeois » identity of the city all combine to make social ethnic 
and residential distinctions more salient. In the Parisian suburbs segregation paradoxically shelter young 
people from confrontation with the « other » which may remind them of their disadvantaged status. 

In Pluritec, all the students interviewed and questioned stated that there was no racism in the 
high-school. This means that there are no particular conflicts or tensions between ethnic groups and that 
teachers are generally respectfull of and indifferent to students’ origins. In fact racial slurs, bantering 
and insults among students in reference to their ethnic origins are ever present in the exchanges we 
witnessed outside of class and to a lesser extent in class. Issues relating to religious affiliation and 
practice are also openly debated and respect for Islam is particularly salient. Most teachers consider 
that there is rather strong peer pressure during the period of Ramadan for those whose parents come 
from Muslim countries to respect the rules about fasting. Unlike in the schools in Bordeaux, the Muslim 
population is so predominant that it has become commonly accepted for students to be absent for a 
day or two during the major Muslim holidays. Even teachers are frequently absent during such periods. 
Many teachers of both minority and majority origin believe however that students have very limited 
knowledge about their cultural and religious tradition and that their attachment to Islam and to their 
ethnic origins is essentially symbolic. This is particularly true of students enrolled in the vocational 
streams, whom, as has been noted, exhibit particular pride in their ethnicity and are very quick to resort 
to racial stereotyping or to speak openly of each other’s ethnic or religious membership. 

The atmosphere in the general scientific class in this school is friendly and studious, regardless 
of the teacher or the discipline. A few students, who would certainly have been teased and rejected 
by many students from the other classes observed, such as the only white girl who happens also to be 
very obese, and a recent Romanian migrant whose general demeanor and extreme right wing political 
views are very out of caracter with the dominant norm, appear relatively well integrated into the group. 
In contrast to other classes observed, no students were seen laying their head on their desks, although 
several students seemed tired. Most students participated in class and tended to help each other during 
and after class. Many students study together in the library. The best, most vocal student, a North 
African boy, was seen explaining a particularly difficult lesson to his classmates during a study period. 

No particular pattern of ethnic differentiation either in the formation of friendships or in the 
treatment of students by teachers were observed in this class. The teachers observed appeared relatively 
strict and demanding (for instance one did not accept a student who arrived late), yet also available to 
answer students’ questions. Although they tended to solicit more readily the participation of the better 
performing students, no form of preferential treatment or student teacher opposition was observed in 
this class whose general attitude was considerably more studious than in the other classes observed. 

It should be noted that at the end of the lesson the mathematics teacher asked who among 
the students would celebrate the Muslim holiday of Aïd, which was to fall on the day of their next 
lesson. Seven students raised their hands. The teacher told them that although the school should not in 
principle allow for days off in such cases, they would nonetheless organise the lesson on another day. 
We were told that teachers of North African origin themselves often missed work on Muslim religious 
holidays. This represents a notable contrast with what was observed during the same period in the 
voccational schools in Bordeaux, where a few teachers were heard complaining about the fact that 
students increasingly missed school on Muslim holidays, and where the absence of a teacher for such 
reasons would undoubtebly have been frowned upon by the school administrations. 
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3.2. Social relations outside of schools

Very little material was gathered on students’ out of school lives since it was not possible to observe 
them together in other contexts given the dispersion of the sites and of the student population across a 
large number of residential areas and given the very long school days. During the individual interviews 
students were much more willing to speak in specific terms about their life in school than about their 
life outside of school. 

According to the material gathered from student interviews, only a few students could be said 
to be active members of an ethnic community that existed beyond the confines of their immediate 
or extended family and a few neighbors and acquaintances of similar origin. It is interesting to note 
that the few students who mentioned taking part regularly in community centered cultural and social 
activities were neither of Maghrebian nor of African origin. 

- I’m so proud. I don’t want to be pretentious, but I couldn’t have fallen better. 
Because the customs and origins which we have in the Comores… I don’t want to 
be racist, but say, if you put a Portuguese girl next to a girl from the Comores, and 
if you ask them what they have done during their lives, I mean their adolescence, 
you’ll see that it’s totally different. A girl from the Comores has a lot of prohibitions. 
When you’re young you ask yourself why all these rules, but when you really think 
about it, it’s good for us, it preserves us, it keeps us from doing a lot of stupid 
things. Our customs are great.  (..) I don’t hang out with girlfriends from the high-
school. Rather with cousins, or friends I met thanks to my origins, in the festivities 
from my country. 

(A., second-generation Comorian, non-vocational class, Paris)

- We have our own dances. Someone in the lycée is part of this association where 
we dance and everything. We showed the video of our dances to someone who 
works here and this person was ashamed of saying that he participated. Because 
it’s really strange and different. But in fact we’re really so proud to be Portuguese. 
Really proud. The Portuguese festivities are great and we all get together, because 
we aren’t all from the same schools and so we don’t get a chance to get together 
all the time. 

(V., second-generation Portuguese, vocational class, Bordeaux)

- I see only Serbs (outside of school). Because actually there are lots of us in the 
department. There are a lot where I live, about 400 Serbian families. Most of the 
parents know each other. And through the internet we got together, with skyblog 
and all. And there are several groups in France, it’s called folklore, the activities 
that Serbs do are called folklore dances. And we’re almost all of us signed up in 
these clubs. And every month they get together in these great parties, and you can 
meet people like that. In my town that’s how we all met. 

(U., migrated to France at age 8, vocational class, Paris)

- Well I say I’m Turkish. I feel more Turkish than French. I don’t know why, because 
I was born in France. I’m French, but I feel Turkish because I’ve always lived as if 
I were living in Turkey. Nothing has changed. Well apart from the fact that I’m 
a bit more integrated in France… For some it’s different but for me I live as if I 
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were in the home country. We speak in Turkish at home. That’s already a lot… But 
otherwise, the culture, the religion, the food… Lots of little details like that which 
make me feel that I’m not French at all. 

(F., second-generation Turkish, vocational class, Bordeaux)

In these exceptional cases there is a clear distinction between the majority society and the 
minority communities of which the students partake. In most cases however this is not the most 
salient distinction for students when they speak of their social relations. The relationship to majority 
society, as well as to one’s ethnic community or identity, is often mediated by other entities such as the 
neighborhood or the peer group. 

The fact that minority students have a tendency to have more friends who are of the same 
ethnic origin is more often the consequence of the socio-ethnic composition of their neighborhoods, 
their schools and their families’ acquaintances, than a result of their membership in a structured 
ethnic community, or of pressures for them to remain with their “own kind”. Even for parents, the 
tendency to have privileged relations with people of the same ethnic group does not exclude a form of 
social integration by way of neighborhood relations, or through acquaintances met at work. The main 
distinction seems to be between families who have a rich social network, be it ethnically mixed or 
community oriented, and those who have very limited social relations. 

For example, in my neighborhood, all the Malians or the Senegalese who live there 
come to my house all the time. My mother also goes to their house, even though 
they didn’t know each other before. They see each other in the street :  you say 
“hello, how are you?”, you get to know each other and then its : “where do you 
live?”. After seeing each other like that several times, you say : “Come by some day 
and have coffee”. (…) Everybody in my neighborhood gets along well. I remember in 
the summer time, my mother would make cakes, and tchev… it’s a Malian specialty, 
with rice… Blacks and Arabs and French people, everybody digs it. And my mother 
would go and give it around. 

(M., second generation Malian, vocational class, Paris)

The vast majority of students stated that their friends were of several different origins and 
that they had met them in their neighborhood or through primary or middle school. Some also spend 
time with cousins or friends of the family. This family centered sociability is particularly important for 
first generation immigrants and for girls. Here again, the most important distinction is not so much 
between those who are community oriented and those who are not, but rather between those who 
tend to stay home and have only a few close friends and those, less numerous, who spend much of 
their free time outside of the home with a larger groups of friends, often from the same neighborhood. 
The former tend more often to be girls and students who are enrolled in the more prestigious programs 
as well as recently arrived migrants, while the latter tend to be boys, often of North African or Afro-
Caribbean origin, living in public housing units. Contrary to what is often portrayed as urban minority 
teenagers’ “gang” centered social life, we found that most of the students interviewed spend more of 
their out of school time at home, or socializing with close family members, than “hanging out” with 
local neighborhood youth.

It should also be noted that some young people go through phases during which they tend to 
favor friendships with people of one ethnic group or another. This depends on the particular cultural or 
religious activities they have invested at that time. 

My friends’ origin is not important. I’ve had the experience of staying closed in a 
certain milieu of people of one origin, then of another, and of yet another. And I 
realized that when I saw all those people more together, it was better, it was much 
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more festive. Before I was always with Maghrebians, then always with Blacks, even 
though I’m not black I stayed with them. I also had a lot of Caribbean friends and 
some Japanese friends, and I realized that when we all got together it was more 
fun. 

(O., mixed ethnicity, second generation Maroccan, non-vocational class, Paris)

Personally I’m not too inspired by my origins. Some call me the corrupted girl… I 
may have Maghrebian origins, but I’m more often with Blacks or people of color, 
than with Arabs. (…) When I came back from Tunisia, at the beginning I was really 
into religion. And now I’ve put that aside, because I noticed that if you get into 
religion too young you don’t live. And during one summer I did a dance class for 
two weeks. The first week I wasn’t at all with the people, because I told myself that 
for the religion it’s not good. The second week I opened up, and I said to myself 
that my way of thinking doesn’t fit… I mean, I think the Muslim religion is great, 
its just that when you’re too young, when you’re more mature in your head and 
you’ve experienced things, I agree to pray and everything. I would never wear the 
veil, I’m against that. I’m for putting it in religion, but not before, because it would 
prevent me from doing lots of things. I wouldn’t be able to go out to discos and I 
love to dance. 

(A., second generation Tunisian, vocational class, Bordeaux)

Regarding students’ friendships, the norm tends to be a certain degree of cosmopolitanism. 
None of the students mentioned that their parents did not wish them to have friends of a different 
ethnic or religious group, although this doesn’t mean parents do not harbor any preferences or fears 
about their children’s social relations. Some students, particularly those who have emigrated recently or 
who are very religious, tend spontaneously to choose their best friends among their own ethnic group. 

The issue of relations between girls and boys is obviously a much more complicated and 
more divisive one. Not only are girls, particularly those who come from Muslim families, much more 
constrained than boys by traditional requirements which forbid them to have sexual relations before 
marriage, but the diffuse social pressures which prevail in many of the urban neighborhoods under 
consideration make it very difficult for young people in general to be open about dating for fear that 
their reputation will be tarnished in the eyes of the local community. We were struck, particularly in 
the Parisian schools and neighborhoods, by the absence of couples showing any of the visible signs of 
intimacy, such as kissing or holding hands, which are so frequent in public places where more middle 
class teenagers met. This does not mean that working class youngster of minority origin do not engage 
in adolescent courtships and affairs, but that this practice is exceedingly complicated for them to carry 
out. They are constantly obliged to deal with the double standard, which both condemns and celebrates 
seductive behavior particularly in girls. We encountered a very wide variety of attitudes ranging from 
complete chastity to brazen promiscuity, with most girls settling for the middle ground of entertaining 
more or less serious amorous relations, while at the same time taking great care to hide the fact from 
their parents, their brothers and their neighbors. 

The bits and pieces of information which we gathered during the interviews regarding students’ 
love life tended to confirm what had been apparent in the survey questionnaire results : i.e. that young 
people have boyfriends or girlfriends of a different ethnic origin than themselves just as often as not 
given the multi-ethnic composition of their schools and neighborhoods. While there may exist some 
social pressure from peers of from parents for young people, especially girls, to limit their relations to 
those of similar origins, this does not prevent a degree of inter-mixing which is usually interpreted as a 
result of the variety of personal tastes and preferences in the area of amorous affairs. 
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Its not that girls say they won’t go out with us because we are Malian or other, 
it’s because some girls have their styles. There are girls that we call “black guys’ 
chicks” for example, because they only go out with blacks, and there are girls who 
don’t and only go out with Arabs, that’s all. It’s the same with guys. There are 
guys who go for black chicks and guys who go for Arab chicks only. And there it 
is. It’s not racism. It’s a question of taste. It’s true that Saint Denis is a city where 
there are only people who hate girls who like Blacks. Because there are girls who 
say they prefer Blacks to Arabs. They say it’s because Blacks are more tender all 
that, and that Arabs are violent and all. Then people go on and say : “Yeah, you 
like blacks because this and that”. Then it’s true sometimes you hear “dirty nigger, 
dirty Arab”, but that’s just making fun, it’s just teasing, ‘cause we get along. It’s 
just humor. It’s the way people laugh together in Saint Denis. It’s precisely in Saint 
Denis... I don’t know if you’ve noticed... but in each neighborhood there’s a Black 
and an Arab who hang out together. 

(M., second-generation Malian, vocational class, Paris)

It came out during the group discussions with students that there exists a very strong double 
standard regarding what is considered as acceptable sexual behavior for girls and boys. There is however 
a general rule which apply to all young people living in the “cité” (ghetto) according to which it is not 
acceptable to be seen with one’s girlfriend or boyfriend in the neighborhood. This rule derives in part 
from traditional cultural values that condemn extra-marital sexual relations as immoral, but even more 
from local male peer pressure which portrays girlfriends as the potential enemies of male solidarity. In 
this sense teenagers appear limited in their amorous relations just as much by the constraints imposed 
by typical lower class peer group culture than by their parent’s traditional views. 

-L. (second-generation African) : In the neighborhood you’re not gonna walk hand 
in hand with your girlfriend, when you’re in love.

-H. (African father, white mother) : If my girlfriend gets out of school before me 
and says she wants to come in my neighborhood12, I say no way. She’s a bourgeois 
girl, if she sees this, she won’t understand. From what I see everyday here, I don’t 
want her to see. 

- M. (second-generation Portuguese who grew up in the toughest Parisian suburb): 
Because here there are people from little towns. Whereas in Saint Denis, they’re 
all from the neighborhood. And in the neighborhood you’ll never see a couple 
showing themselves, walking together. 

- H. : If the girl has a bad reputation, everyone will know in the neighborhood. 

- M. : In my old neighborhood it was a question of dignity. You don’t hang out with 
your girlfriend. If she wants to come she can, but it’s better to go see her at home. 
She doesn’t hang out in the neighborhood. Because over there, in the banlieue, life 
is harsh. And the harshest guys don’t have girlfriends. It’s simple, not at all. If you 
fall in love, you’re the little queer of the neighborhood.

12 This student actually lives in a rather middle class semi-rural town, but it referring here to “his” neighborhood as being 
that of the high-school. 
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- Because it’s not right to express feeling?

- M. : You fall into a world of…

- H. : .. in a world of gays (ironically)…

- M. : Then everybody in the neighborhood wants to sleep with your girlfriend.

- L.: That’s why. You don’t want people to show you off. Then they’ll start talking 
about her…

-And what about mixed couples, is it well regarded?

L. : I’ll tell you the truth. When I see a black girl with a white guy, I think it’s 
strange.

H. : A black girl, yeah. 

- And a black boy with a white girl ?

- H. : Normal.

- L. : Normal.

H. : When I see that, I imagine my sister with a white guy. I don’t like it. It’s not 
a white guy who can protect her. For me that’s it. Even if I know he does full-
contact, fu-gi-stu, but for me no. 

L. : If it’s a black guy it’s fine, he’s stronger.

-H. : No that’s not even it. But for example if in the street they are passing and 
they get whistled. I don’t know if he’s gonna stay in the car and leave instead of 
getting out and settling the problem. 

- L. : I think it’s for the same reason. I don’t know if it was my big sister, the little 
ones it’s not serious. It’s not racism, because I love them… But in the street when 
I see that, no.

- M. (majority origin well integrated in the peer group) : But why? I know a mixed 
black girl who is with someone from my family, they have lots of kids. It’s my 
uncle and he’s really well built, he plays rugby, so when you’re thinking protection, 
there’s no problem.

- L. : That might pass a mixed girl with a white. 

- H. : No, even a mixed girl, it wouldn’t, I don’t know. It’s always been different 
boys and girls. My father with a white girl I can imagine well. 
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- L. : Even I don’t dig black girls. 

The discussion group with minority girls from the health and social sciences class echoed many 
of the themes mentioned above : 

- S. (second generation Moroccan) : I know a guy from my cité (public housing 
complex), he was really in love with a girl, for a long time, and the girl she knew 
it, but since he’s from her cité they can’t go out together. Because he hangs out 
with her older brother, so he can’t, it just isn’t done. Then there was a dispute, the 
brother found out, and he said : “anyway you can’t fall in love because you’re part 
of a cite”. That’s what boys think, if you are part of your cité you have to defend it, 
and girls are there to break you. 

A. (second-generation African, not from a cité) : In junior high-school, a friend of 
mine wanted to go out with a boy, but his friends said no, she’s not good, so he 
didn’t. 

And when you have a boyfriend, is he really different when he’s with his friends?

S. : Yes, like when he sees you in the cité, even if you’re his girlfriend he’s gonna 
say hi the same as to everyone else. Or he might even take no notice of you, he’ll 
pass and then he’ll send you an SMS. 

And would you prefer that he came to see you?

S.: No ! No!

A. : I would prefer if he noticed me. 

So if he had come to kiss you in front of the others. 

S. : I would have torn him apart. 

Are there couples in the high-school?

S. : There’s only one. (Discussion about the fact that they are practically married)

Are they made fun of?

The North African girls : No.

A. : Are you kidding! All the time in their class the others are jealous… I say it’s 
great, they’re really in love. (Heated debate)

S.: When you see a couple in the high-school, you say OK they’re together that’s 
all. I’m not gonna be jealous. In the cité it’s not the same. In high-school it’s well 
seen to have a boyfriend, as long as you don’t expose yourself with him too much. 
In the cité it’s not the same. It’s like they’re little soldiers, they make me think of 
soldiers, when I see them. They aren’t supposed to fall in love, not supposed to 
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have a girlfriend, or just to sleep with them, that’s all. That’s their mentality. 

(Reading of excerpt from interview about Arab girls who go out with black boys)

- S.: There are Arab girls, or even French girls, who like blacks. And there are some 
Arab girls, if they go with black boys it’s seen as bad, by us. Even me, personally. 

E. (French West Indies, very fair skinned) : Even a white girl with a black guy. 

S. : In my friends there are those who go out with blacks. They say it’s just for 
fun, that later, for sure, they won’t continue. It’s for fun now, and later they’ll like 
Arabs again. I couldn’t go out with a black guy even though I have good friends 
who are. 

E. : I had a relation with a black guy, it lasted three years, and for three years 
people wanted to hit me because I was with him. Just because I was with him, 
because before that we were the best of friends. When I went out with him, it was 
over. I was seen badly. I was the local bitch because I was with him. 

Was it really a question of origins or of neighborhood? 

E.: Of origins. 

A.: I say it’s too bad, because it’s not because you’re Arab that you have to stay 
with an Arab. 

S.: I don’t know, it’s not my mentality, I don’t dig blacks. But it’s a personal choice. 
I don’t care if I see a mixed couple. My cousin married a Malian, as long as they’re 
happy. I’m not gonna say I don’t speak to her because she’s with a Malian. At the 
beginning her parents didn’t want it, but then they saw he was a serious boy, 
even if he’s black, he’s serious, he’s like us, so they accepted. If it’s a French, or a 
Portuguese, or something it’s less tolerated. 

What’s more important skin color, religion?

Everybody : Religion. 

When comparing the discourse of the group of boys from George Brassens to that of the girls 
from Jean Moulin, we see that the relationship between the high-school and the outside world of the 
cité, or local street life are somewhat inverted. In the first case the high-school functions as an entity 
which exacerbates students’ urban youth identity and pushes them to act out this trait. It is a space 
in which the social norms of the “ghetto” become references even for those who don’t actually live 
there. Indeed, we often had the impression that boys in this school felt that in order to be respected 
by their peers they had to adopt a certain posture associated with the stereotype of the urban ghetto 
youth, when in fact their out-of-school life was closer to that of ordinary lower middle-class provincial 
youngsters, than to students of similar socio-economic status who lived in the public housing complexes 
in theparisian periphery. In the latter context the high-school is a place where the rigid rules of the 
“ghetto” can be softened and circumvented to a certain extent, and where students feel less pressures 
from the peer group to conform to their local, ethnic and gendered identities. 
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One of the teachers at Pluritec mentioned a conversation she had overheard among her students 
which underscored the weight of the social pressures of juvenile street culture exerted on those who live 
in the surrounding public housing projects.

-In fact I just hear their conversations in the hallways and when they are settling 
down in class. The influence of the older kids (from the neighborhoods), and it 
really scares me. Because I often hear them say : “Yeah, because the older guys, the 
older guys from the cité”. It’s Sekou who said that, whose six foot two, big, black, 
and really well built, and who acts like the boss in the high-school, but clearly 
when you hear him talk, you see that it’s the older guys who control him. And I 
heard him the other day talking in the hallway and saying : “Well yeah, I wanted 
to do this, but the older guys told me to get in the car with them, and I didn’t dare 
say no, so I got in, and now I’m in deep shit”. And that sort of thing they don’t feel 
at all in the high-school, but when they’re in the neighborhood, they must feel a 
hell of a lot of pressure from some of the local youth.  
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4. Experiences of being “othered” and views on “ethnic” differences 

Throughout the qualitative fieldwork process we were repeatedly confronted with highly contradictory 
testimonies and ambivalent points of views on the existence of racism and discrimination in school and 
outside of school. At moments we had the feeling that the high-schools under investigation were well 
shielded from such problems and that ethnic tensions and race based inequalities were a very marginal 
aspect of the difficulties encountered by students and teachers alike. At others, we had the feeling that 
they permeated many aspects of students’ relations with each other and that they structured many of 
the interactions, which we observed inside and outside of class. This is certainly due to the fact that 
ethnic or racial tensions, animosities and conflicts almost never manifest themselves in a “pure” form 
independently of other dimensions of social relations involving distinctions based on factors such as 
residence, academic performance, attitudes in class, style, migration, or simply interpersonal affinities 
or animosities. In other words, it was impossible to interpret the testimonies and observations about 
conflicts and tension among students, or between students and school personnel, in terms of a direct 
causal effect between the ethnic origins of the individuals involved and the particular instance of 
rejection or opposition observed. In fact what appeared to the outside observer as the most frequent 
and often violent manifestation of racism, i.e. the use of insults and derogatory comments by students 
in reference to each others’ ethnic origins, was not regarded, at least explicitly, by the protagonists as 
expressions of racism. When questioned about their propensity to tease each other about their ethnic 
and racial origins, minority students in particular would say that it was precisely because they could not 
be suspected of actually thinking what they were saying (in other words of being racist), that they were 
allowed to say it. Those who might be suspected of thinking what they were saying, i.e. majority origin 
students, were only permitted, or only permitted themselves, to take part in such banter if they were 
particularly well integrated into the peer group, or were in some way viewed as honorary members of 
the minority group because of their residence in certain neighborhoods. 

In this section we shall examine three different manifestations of negative differentiation 
relating to ethnic origin and involving different types of social relations. Firstly we shall discuss the 
use of racial insults among students. This very widespread phenomenon ranges from mild and friendly 
teasing between mates to the collective and cruel harassment of designated victims. Secondly we 
shall discuss the issue of discrimination, particularly in relation to institutional practices by potential 
employers. Thirdly we shall analyze the experiences of “othering” which occur when students leave their 
local environment, particularly during school outings and class trips. 

4.1. From bantering to bullying : making light of ethnic differences or acting out racial 
tensions? 

In all four high-schools under investigation, we observed or were told about the way students had a 
habit of frequently joking and teasing each other in reference to their ethnicity, using terms which 
referred to each other’s country of origin, to stereotypes concerning immigrants « fresh off the boat », 
or to particular representations about the negative characteristics of various ethnic groups. This kind 
of bantering, most frequent among minority students, often expressed itself as a form of competition 
between groups in view of proving the « superiority » of one’s own community over that of the « adversary ». 
Throughout the fieldwork it appeared as a common feature of youthfull collective verbal exchange in 
the multi-ethnic urban neighborhoods in which the research took place. Majority origin students usually 
do not participate as actively as their minority peers, perhaps because they are more at risk of actually 
appearing to believe what they are saying, and thus of being accused of being racist by others. Majority 
and minority students are as likely to be designated by such jokes, although the stereotypes concerning 
the different groups are different. While Arab students are more readily portrayed as delinquents or 
terrorists, black students are portrayed as lazy and uncivilized, whites or, as students say the « French », 
are more often cast in the role of the nerd, the overly effeminate or spoiled rich kid. 

While students admitted that racial slurs, insults and jokes about each others ethnic origins 
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were a common feature of their daily exchanges, this was rarely interpreted as a form of racism. Indeed 
there is a very wide gap between what students regard as ordinary banter and what is deemed acceptable 
from the point of view of teachers. We were told for example about two incidences of very heated verbal 
exchanges in one class between two students, one opposing a Arab and a Black student, and the other 
a student from Madagascar and one of Portuguese origin. The latter incident ended when the teacher 
excluded one of the students and wrote a report accusing him of having proferred racial insults. In 
both cases when students were called to testify before a member of the school administration both the 
excluded students and their alleged « victims » denied that any unacceptable level had been reached, 
stating instead that the insults had only been exchanged in jest.

In the electro-technical vocational class in Bordeaux several incidences of what teachers saw 
as harrasment with racist overtones had been mentioned during the previous year’s class council or 
during individual interviews with teachers. Among the eight classes which we observed, this was the 
only one in which relations between students seemed to be so tense and volatile that the general 
academic performance of students had worsened significantly since the previous year when it had been 
presented to us as one of the better of the vocational classes of the school. The generally conflictual 
athmosphere of the class was said to be due to the transfer of several very difficult students from other 
classes in an attempt to mitigate their negative influence. These students were of a variety of ethnic 
origins (African, Portuguese, Turkish).

A first generation student from Africa, the only black student in this class during the preceding 
year, was said to have been continually teased in a very aggressive manner and often in racially 
derrogatory terms, mostly by a few Maghrebian students during the first year (10th grade). One of the 
most vocal majority origin students of this class confirmed during our interview that this student had 
indeed been among the few who were repeatedly victimized by others the preceding year, but referred 
only to the fact that he was cross-eyed and to the fact that he was the most studious and academically 
ambitious of the class, and not to his color or ethnicity. During the day of class observation another first 
generation student from Madagascar appeared to be particularly victimized, often in reference to his 
origins, by a group of students of both minority and majority origin. However, he adamantly rejected 
being regarded as a « victim », going so far as to confront the researcher in front of the rest of the class 
and reproaching her for having suggested through her questions to others that this was the case. The 
other apparent « victims » in this class were a white student whose gothic style of dress, anti-social 
attitude and habit of falling asleep in class sollicited constant and often cruel jokes from his classmates. 
Another majority origin student, also considered to be akward and « un-cool » by most of his classmates, 
was occasionally designated as a potential « victim ». In the cases of harassment observed in this school 
the « victims » and the « victimizers » alternated between being  minority or majority students. Although 
references to ethnicity were used to make fun of students in the same way as other significant aspects 
of their appearance or behavior might be, it did not appear to structure in any clear way the distribution 
of roles among members of the class.

It is interresting to note that similar incidents of repeated harrassment with distinct racial 
overtones could also be encountered in classes in the Paris site composed exclusively of minority 
students. 

- Well there is a real racism which exist between, blacks and Maghrebians, 
Maghrebian and this or that… Martinicans. It’s something really atavistic and 
engrained, but it doesn’t matter to them, they hang out together. They insult each 
other all the time. When you dig a bit deeper and put a little layer of education 
on it, it falls away. When I say it’s atavistic, I mean it comes from the families. It’s 
not their thing.

-When we say to the students : « but those insults are racist », they say « no, no, 
it’s just the way we talk ». 
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-Yes, it’s « we’re playing, we’re playing » until one day… We excluded one after a 
disciplinary council last week. It’s an anecdote, but he has been victimized since the 
beginning of the year. He’s black in a class where the mascot is more Maghrebian. 
So it’s just a game, a game, the little slaps, the little things. Like he buys a box 
of chewing gums and the other takes it and distributes it to everyone. So at the 
beginning of the week he starts to say : « Listen, that’s enough, I’ve had enough, 
I can’t stand it anymore. OK we’re playing, but I don’t want to play anymore ». 
He’s 17-18 years old. The other one doesn’t really understand and continues for 
the whole week. On Friday they’re on the soccer field, and one of the two is the 
arbitrator. Since the competition is also about soccer, there is a bad decision 
about arbitration. They start to fight. The teacher manages to separate them, 
and thinks it’s over. But in fact the black boy, who has been victimized since the 
beginning, takes his cell phone and calls four of his cousins, who came to settle 
the other guys case. Upon leaving the field, he was litterally attacked. Really 
badly. I tried to get him to file a complaint. I said : «but this is not normal ». 
He refused to file a complaint. So I decided to hold a disciplinary council for 
the one who has been victimized since the beginning, but who didn’t know 
how to make things stop. He could have gone to the head of student life, to 
the main teacher, he could have discussed things and said : « I’ve had enough. 
Do something ». That’s not the reflex, the reflex is to call his buddies. So when 
I make the decision in front of the victim, who was the perpetrator during the 
rest of the year, he says : «No Sir, why are you doing this, it’s too severe », so 
he’s feeling compassionate towards his « friend ». So I say : « Don’t you realize, 
if you’ve got friends and you decide to wait for him some evening… That’s how 
things degenerate ». So we’re in a system in which it’s that law which 
prevails. I didn’t think I would go as far as a definite exclusion. But he 
showed up and denied everything. Nothing had happened. I’m sure if I 
had cited the other one to testify, he also would have denied it all. He 
would have said : « Nothing happened ». And that made us so mad, to hear 
that, even though there were witnesses. At least one of the surveillance 
people said she had arrived and he was being kicked on the ground. So I 
said : « That means that you are denying entirely the seriousness of your 
actions ». We tried for a half an hour to make him move, but he wouldn’t 
budge. While if he had explained to me in front of the other that he was 
unable to make the guy understand that he had had enough, it would 
have been different.

(Head of school in Paris site) 

The refusal of students to refer to teachers or other school personnel in such situations 
says much about the peer pressure which they feel to minimize the ethnic dimension of inter-
personal conflicts and to deny processes of victimization, be they racially motivated or not. But more 
importantly, it testifies to their lack of trust of adult working in the educational institution, who are 
viewed negatively as representatives of an entity whose rules are alien to those which apply to the 
peer society. Those designated as « victims » are often students whose general demeanor, shyness and 
studious attitude set them apart from the rest, especially from the tougher students. While racist 
remarks and references to students’ ethnic origins are part and parcel of the process of victimization, 
they are a vehicule among others for the expression of power relations and youthful competition, 
rather than the actual source of conflict and anymosity between students. This form of aggressive 
victimization is found mainly in the vocational classes, in which students are tempted to compensate 
for their academic faillings by assurting their dominance in the realm of peer group relations. It is 
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not the ethnic origin of the victim or the perpetrator in and of itself that sets the pattern of such 
conflictual relations or that determines the distribution of roles, but rather the relative position of 
each within the peer group and their attitude towards teachers and schooling. 

Although most teachers expressed their disapproval of students’ tendency to tease 
each other about their ethnic origins and their frequent use of racial insults, it is obviously 
quite difficult for them to control this type of exchange once it has become a regular means 
of communication and confrontation among members of a class, especially given students’ 
systematic denial of the racist nature of such exchanges. There are teachers who tend to 
minimize the phenomenon or who consider that calling attention to it through sanctions and 
reprimands might actually exacerbate the problem, and others who claim to be intransigent 
of any minor expressions of racism on the part of students. One finds majority and minority 
teachers in both cases. 

- Do they speak about their origins with you?

- Yeah, they talk about that a lot. It can be a subject of discord. It’s “the dirty 
black, the dirty Arab”, I’ve heard that more than once. And Portuguese too. So 
it’s : “You stole because you’re an Arab” The Arab  equals thief comes back often. 
They throw insults at each other. For many it’s a joke, it’s really just a little joke, 
in the same way they would say anything else. Except that when you tell them 
that it’s actually racist, and that it’s them who are making racist jokes, they 
say : “Oh, it’s OK madam, where’s the problem!” No, they don’t see it that way, 
when in fact they are really racist with each other. The Portuguese is hairy, the 
Arab is a thief, and the blacks are lazy with bones in their noses… They are violent 
in their… I put an end to it directly. I say that has nothing to do in class and if I 
hear it again I’ll make a written observation and then an exclusion. And I’ll call 
their parents. Because it can happen very quickly with them. It can be something 
they use every two seconds. 

(Math teacher, female, majority origin, vocational class, Paris.)

- They fight a bit. They are not conscious of the words they say. They’re jokes. If the 
friend says it, it’s OK, but if it’s someone else, it’s not the same thing. It depends 
where it comes from.

- And how do you react to those jokes?

- They don’t say it during class. When they come in here it’s in order to work. If I 
hear something, even a joke that isn’t mean… I don’t like those little jokes, those 
little remarks, they are like sparks. Some teachers just let it go if students are 
having those disputes. Then it disturbs the class, it degenerates and sometimes it 
can lead to fights. I tell them they shouldn’t become too familiar :“You’re friends, 
and there you’re laughing. After a while those kinds of jokes, that humor becomes 
tiring, and then maybe you will be in conflict with each other”. 

(Engineering science teacher, male, North African migrant, non-vocational class, 
Paris) 
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-They’re very harsh with each other. At the same time, for them, it’s a way to have 
fun. They can call each other bastards, and so on and laugh about it. For them, it’s 
just for laughs. I can’t stand that type of language. They can really be hurtful, even 
among Maghrebians, like : « You’re tunesian, you’re Moroccan ». And when there 
are soccer games, it’s crazy, there’s no tolerance, really, it’s serious. But for them 
it’s a game. Those insults, dirty this and that, they don’t enter my class. As soon as 
I hear that, I kick them out. They provoke me sometimes by using insults in Arabic. 
I always react in the same way : « I understand perfectly what you’re saying, so 
out it is ». They say : « Oh, Madame, we didn’t know ». I’m more tolerant with cell 
phones than regarding insults. 

(Vocational teacher, female, North African migrant, Paris) 

4.2. Perceiving and voicing experiences of discrimination individually or collectively 

In individual interviews it appeared quite clearly that most students did not wish to portray themselves 
as victims of “othering” and that for this reason they were very circumspect in their answers to direct 
questions regarding their personal experiences of racism or discrimination. It should be noted here that 
only 20% of our survey sample population answered positively to the question of whether they had ever 
experienced discrimination. Similarly, relatively few of the students interviewed offered testimonies 
about having personally been a victim of racial discrimination in school or outside of school. Several 
students specified that while they had not “yet” experienced any discrimination because they were 
still in school, they expected that such a thing might happen to them someday. Particularly in Paris, 
students feel relatively protected against discrimination by the simple fact that both in school and in 
their neighborhood they live in a highly multi-ethnic environment and are seldom confronted with the 
majority group alone. The instances of discrimination which students described to us often involved 
older family members. 

- Yes in fact it did happen to me. It’s the thing I couldn’t remember. There’s a bus 
driver, an old guy, once he called my sister a “bitch”. Because my sister wanted to 
get on the bus, and there were a lot of people waiting, and he said : “Come on hurry 
up!” and my sister said : “It’s OK we’re moving forward!” and he answered, “Shut 
up bitch!” So she told me about this and I said : “why didn’t you say anything?” 
But she said she couldn’t because it was too crowded. So after a few months he 
started again. My sister came to the bus stop and asked him at what time he would 
be leaving and he said : “Can’t you read, it’s written on the thing”, he could have 
answered calmly. She got on the bus and he said : “Don’t look at me like that or 
you’re gonna get it!” and my sister was alone in the bus so she didn’t say anything. 
And in the morning he went right passed me twice, because my sister and I look a 
lot alike. So I missed my bus and I was late for school twice because of this. And 
my brother went to see him, and it seems that he held him by the collar. It’s his 
girlfriend who told me, because my brother wouldn’t. But he put some pressure on 
him. Since then, we don’t say hello, or anything with this old guy. I get on and I 
don’t say anything and it’s fine. We spoke to the director about the bus thing, and 
he said that if it happened again to call him. And I spoke to another bus driver who 
told me that he had already forbidden a women with a headscarf to get on the bus 
and that he didn’t like the young people from my neighborhood...

(F., second-generation Turkish, vocational class, Bordeaux.)
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- It was when I was looking for an employer for my plumbing internship and I 
called a number, I don’t know why I got rid of it, so I called and I introduced myself 
and all of a sudden the guy asks me : « what’s your origin ? » and I said Malian, 
and he said : « We don’t want any » and bang, he hung up. (...) It’s like once there 
were these cops, they lived in my mother’s neighbourhood, when I used to live 
there. I was going to buy bread and there were these three cops in plainclothes. 
But I recognized them, because you can recognize cops from Saint Denis. And I 
was walking and they were coming my way and they left me a little passage way 
and I turned aside... And you see the cop he gives me a big shoulder punch. It was 
to provoke me. I could have responded, but I thought, if I react, I’ll end up in the 
cell. It’s not worth it.  

(M., second-generation Malian, vocational class, Paris.)

- We’ve been living in our little apartment for ten years, and for ten years we’ve 
been asking for a bigger one. And when we see that there are people who’ve been 
there for less than a year, well it’s my opinion, just because they are French, they 
get an apartment much more easily. I never saw an Arab who told me : « yeah, I 
have an apartment from the municipality. (...) 

(B., second-generation Moroccan, non-vocational, Paris.)

-It happened to my uncle. He’s got tons of diploma, really he’s so smart. He asked 
to be a sports instructor, not in a high-school, in a club. He went to see the guy 
who did the interviews. I remember that morning when he was leaving my aunt’s 
he was real happy because the guy had told him over the phone that there wouldn’t 
be any problem. When you see my uncle you can tell he’s an Arab, he’s dark and all. 
He went, and when he came back my aunt asked him how it had gone. He said it 
didn’t work because the guy told him that since it was a club, there were students 
who were afraid of Arabs and they had prejudices, and that he preferred not to 
take my uncle so that my uncle wouldn’t have any problems, while my uncle he 
would have really wanted to. 

(R., second-generation Algerian, non-vocational class, Paris.)

- Yeah, a cousin of mine, she sent a CV and everything and the lady said OK it’s 
fine. She went to the interview and when she got there the lady said I can’t take 
you, I’ve found someone else. 

(K., first generation Senegalese, non-vocational class, Paris.) 

- Racism against Blacks, it’s always, it’s history in fact. Some people are still like 
that, the racists, the Whites against the Blacks. In the metro for example there are 
people, it’s funny looks, they move away. They ask themselves what you’re doing 
here. 

(B., 2nd generation Malian, vocational class, Paris)
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- Last time in the tramway there were people who were studying Islam and they 
clashed real violent, it was crazy. Because they are in tenth grade, in the general 
class and they’re studying Islam right now and they said some real bad stuff... 
They said : « they’re all terrorists and in the Koran there’s stuff written to make 
bombs ! » They went real far (laughs). So yeah, racist stuff we hear them. 

(S., second-generation Tunisian, vocational class, Bordeaux.)

- It was in primary school, even in junior high-school, even here, even if for them 
it’s just a joke. But still when you say to an Arab ’You’re an Arab”  it’s going to 
bother him somehow. And when I was little I didn’t see that too good. It was : ’Why 
are you black? Why is he different?’ And the parents would say : ’Because he’s not 
from here’. I think that when that comes from parents it’s not right. It’s how the 
parents were brought up. It doesn’t come from the kids. 

(H., mixed Franco African, vocational class, Bordeaux.) 

In a face-to-face interview situation, and in answer to direct questions on racism and 
discrimination, most students spontaneously portray the problem as being relatively marginal or 
exceptional in their lives. Only two or three students spoke of racism as an even present diffuse reality 
permeating many of their relations with members of the majority group. Most students seemed rather 
to be very cautious and reticent to interpret, for instance difficulties encountered in finding placement 
for apprenticeships, as being a result of discrimination. The occasional encounter with overt forms of 
racism and discrimination on the part of adults, such as those described above, come as somewhat of a 
shock to many students, while the banter and racial jokes which are common practice among their peers 
are part and parcel of their daily lives and rarely a cause for offense. 

When asked during individual interviews about possible instances of racial discrimination on 
the part of teachers, students were also quite circumspect in their answers. Although many students are 
very critical of teachers for appearing to be partial to certain students and for what they see as an unfair 
use of sanctions, even minority students who feel that they have been signaled out as troublemakers 
rarely formulate this in terms of ethnic preferences or animosities. Rather surprisingly, the few students 
who answered positively to the question of whether or not they believed teachers to be racist, did not 
all point specifically to preferential treatment of majority origin students by majority origin teachers. 

-Would you say that teachers sometimes treat students differently depending on 
their origins?

-I wouldn’t say according to their origins, but according to the student. Then again 
racism can exist with teachers, but it’s not… I don’t want to make a judgment. But 
I would say that it’s more according to the student. For example, it happened to 
me last year, a little bit this year too, when I would talk just a little, they would 
reprimand me, my teacher would reprimand me severely, while at the same time 
the others were talking and they wouldn’t get anything. The teacher just looked 
their way, but didn’t say anything. And that really bothered me, I took it badly.

(M., second-generation Tunisian boy, vocational class, Bordeaux.)

-Even if we’re not the only ones in the class to say something, we don’t all get the 
same sanctions. For example for me the new thing is to exclude me. And I’m gonna 
get a report and another person who does the same thing isn’t gonna get anything. 
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Because, it’s like I’m registered.

(L., second-generation African boy, vocational class Bordeaux.) 

- For example, this morning I arrived late with a friend of mine, a black girl. There 
was a girl, an Arab, Sagida, shearrived five minutes after us. We didn’t dare knock 
on the door. We know the teacher, the history teacher. She can’t stand us, we don’t 
know why. So the other student arrives and says I was with the CPE (student life 
personnel), she says “I” like that. And the teacher says : “How about you?” We 
said it was the bus, and she shut the door without trying to understand. While the 
other she went in without any problem. Because she’s Arab.

(A., second-generation Comorian girl, non-vocational class, Paris. )

-Sometimes there are even teachers who are racist. If you tell them they’re gonna 
find a philosophical excuse to justify it. Frankly, I’ll tell you, all the teachers in this 
high-school are racist, even the students are racist. Here if you bring back a black, 
an Arab, a French, it’s true I’m serious, no one wants to say that. The student is 
gonna say, I didn’t do anything but the teacher doesn’t like me. Teachers are gonna 
look at you strangely, they’re gonna ask you for your notebook, for no reason, 
and not the others. When you ask them, they’ll say that’s not it. Frankly, when I 
look at the origins, and I see a French… No not even that, a white, it depends on 
the teacher, let’s say an Arab teacher, well if it’s an Arab student whose doing 
something wrong she’s not going to say anything. It’s the roots and everything. 
If it’s a French student, she’ll say : “Give me your notebook”. It won’t be in a way 
like she’s showing that she’s racist. It will be like I’m the teacher, give me your 
notebook and that’s it. Frankly there’s racism. 

(R., second-generation Algerian girl, non-vocational class, Paris. )

Students appeared much less reserved about voicing their feelings of being discriminated 
against when they were in a group situation than when they were questioned about it individually. 
This may be due to the fact that when they are together they are able to laugh about the issue and to 
parody the role of the victim, thus distancing themselves from the problem and turning their position of 
inferiority into an advantage in the eyes of members of the peer group. 

- L. (second-generation African): For example he has tons of privileges, because his 
name is Marc and he’s got blue eyes. Really, you can do stuff, that if I asked they’d 
insult me and put me down. 

-So you think it’s due to skin color, it’s because Marc is white?

- L. : No, I wouldn’t say it that way, but I don’t know what he’s got that’s special. 
For example if we’re doing something in class and he says “Sir can I go out for a 
minute please”. The teacher says “Oh, of course” and he’ll even show him to the 
door. “Sir, could I have another disjuncture please?”, he’s gonna be able to go out, 
to go and use the computer, to do all sorts of stuff, and I’ll never get my thing. 

-Doesn’t it have something to do with the grades?
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-M.(majority origin boy):  No. It’s the understanding that does it. I say it’s the 
understanding I have with teachers. It’s different from the one you have. 

- L. : But I’m calm, really I’m calm, I’m in my corner and I’m real calm. And the 
teacher is gonna say I don’t know what to me, and I won’t say anything. Have you 
ever seen me try to pick a fight with a teacher? 

- M. : No.

- L. : I usually don’t say anything, and if he wants to kick me out he does, even 
though I don’t say a thing. I take it upon me, and he doesn’t even try to find out 
what happened. He kicks me out immediately. 

- So there isn’t any explanation about why a teacher prefers so and so and not so 
and so? 

-M. :  You can tell by their expression. I say it’s the expression. 

-H. (half African, half white):  No but there’s a teacher that no one can stand, it’s L. 
Because he’s the teacher whose really a loud mouth. When we’re having disputes 
among ourselves he’s gonna want to participate and then we’re gonna start to 
fight and it just takes off. And the only one he defends it’s you Yann (majority 
origin new student, the most studious of the class). Last time I made a mistake and 
Yann immediately did the same. And he yelled at me. And to Yann he said “Oh, it 
doesn’t matter”. I said : “Wait a minute, this is favoritism”. And he says “Of course 
not”. I say “Stop it. You’re yelling at me and he doesn’t get anything”. 

-And isn’t that linked to your results?

- H. : No because Yann only beats me by half a point. So the results no, the 
behavior yes. 

- M. : It’s everything, it’s a lot of things. 

- L. : What’s your last name by the way (very cool and ironically)? 

- H. : Oh … Dumond (jokingly).

- L.: Dumond !

- H. : Tell us yours so we can have a laugh? 

- L. G (African sounding name) ! It’s a really common name isn’t it!

Students have a very different way of speaking of racism and discrimination when they are 
speaking individually of their own personal experience, or collectively as a group. While it appears as 
a source of shame to reveal oneself as a victim or to point to particular “aggressors”, on the contrary 
it can be a source of collective identity and even of pride to be a member of a stigmatized category to 
which others belong and to point to an adversary also embodied by an abstract category. The indignity 
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which may come from having been signaled out as a victim by someone who holds more power than 
oneself is transformed into a form of shared indignation when it becomes possible to speak about “Us” 
against “Them” in more general terms when referring for instance to the “French”, the “bourgeois”, the 
“rich”, those from the center of town or from the countryside. During our initial trial group discussions 
with male vocational students from Brassens we were struck by the fact that minority students almost 
entirely dominated the discussions about the scenarios and tended to act out the role of the “victims” 
of racism in a manner which made it very difficult to determine whether they actually believed what 
they were saying or whether they were simply endorsing a role for our benefit and that of other students 
present. 

For teachers it is very difficult to ascertain whether the difficulties which minority students 
occasionally encounter in finding internship placements are the result of racial discrimination by 
employers or the consequence of other factors such as their limited efforts, inappropriate behavior or 
collective tendency to act out the role of the “victim”. Teachers are often torn between their desire to 
help students to overcome the problem, which most of them acknowledge as a real albeit relatively 
limited one, and their reticence to give too much importance to this phenomenon for fear of de-
motivating students and of contributing to their tendency towards collective self-victimization. 

- So when they look for internships, are they confronted with problems of 
discrimination? 

- They do mention that. At the beginning, I was totally on their side saying : “yes, 
I understand, it’s inadmissible”. And in fact you realize that it’s not necessarily 
linked to their origins. It’s that they showed up at the employers’ saying “Yo dude, 
can you give me an internship”. And that in fact the problem was with the way 
they presented themselves rather than the person they are. In fact most students 
find an internship in the area. They can’t make me believe that around here they’re 
victims of racism. Maybe yes, one case out of twenty, maybe it can exist. I mean 
most of the employers are just like them. Now it’s true that if they go into Paris 
into a fancy neighborhood, if the guy shows up and his name is Mamadou, he’s not 
welcomed in the same way as say Julien. That’s for sure. So they claim that, but 
they are so bad at looking, we have to spend three years teaching them how to find 
an internship. When we do a test we say : “Go ahead, show me how you introduced 
yourself”. When they explain it, you understand why the guys won’t accept them. 
So it’s more the problem of presentation of the person than of his origins. And I tell 
you 80% of our students find an internship in the area, so it’s not linked to their 
origins. It’s not possible.

The obstacles linked to racial discrimination in the workplace are probably more widespread 
in Bordeaux than in the multi-ethnic working class neighborhoods of the Parisian periphery. They also 
appear to be more prevalent for students who are training to work in the service sector (with the 
exception of certain fields such as health work), rather than in the industrial sector, although testimonies 
from school personnel are very contradictory given the often hidden nature of the phenomenon and 
their tendency to ignore a problem which they feel completely powerless to combat. 

During the group discussion with North African fathers living in the working class suburbs of 
Bordeaux the issue of racial discrimination in employment came up spontaneously when several of them 
denounced quite strongly the widespread discrimination which they believed employers of both the 
private and the public sector practiced against second and third generation youth in the area. When we 
asked them whether they tried to prepare their children to deal with such obstacles, they were just as 
adamant about their belief that talking about the problem with their children would only worsen their 
case. They felt more strongly than teachers both the reality of racial discrimination and the necessity to 
discourage their children’s tendency to view themselves as victims of racial stereotyping. In effect these 
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fathers’ position tended to reflect the ambivalent position of teachers who are also torn between their 
awareness of discrimination and their educational principles that value individual merit, motivation and 
efforts. 

4.3. Leaving the confines of the “ghetto” and seeing oneself through the eyes of the “other”

As we noted previously, minority students in Bordeaux are confronted with representatives of the 
dominant group on many different occasions and particularly within the confines of their schools and 
classes. In such a context, one’s classmate or one’s next door neighbor can easily represent the “other” 
and daily interactions constantly offer students occasions to test their identity and to assert their 
membership in categories of one sort or the other. In the segregated schools of the Parisian periphery, 
on the other hand, students live in an environment in which even the few majority origin youth 
tend to be regarded as “one of us” since they have usually grown up in the same urban environment 
as minority pupils. While white middle-class French society appears as a rather remote and distant 
entity, the considerable diversity of the student population creates modes of distinction which produce 
multiple figures of the “other” according to much more varied and complexes shades of differentiation 
than those which are readily perceived by the dominant society which tends to view the “ghetto” as 
a homogeneous entity. 

When asked about whether their students spoke about their experiences of stigmatization 
or rejection several teachers from the two schools in the Paris site noted that it was only when they 
went on outings that this became an issue. When students are confronted collectively with the outside 
world their difference becomes particularly salient and they become acutely conscious of their identity 
as “ghetto youth” (jeunes de banlieue). 

- Something which was particularly noticeable in certain classes, in the vocational 
ones in particular, was that what was rare was the “Gaulois” as students would say. 
But in fact among them, it wasn’t a problem. Between them it wasn’t a problem, 
that there were classes with a majority of either West Indians or Africans. And I 
remember a visit to the Futuroscope which was funny, really funny, because it’s 
precisely when we go somewhere else that they are stigmatized. That’s why the 
real problem is to take them out. I often go to the theatre with my students, 
and I love the theatre Gerard Philippe (in Saint Denis). Precisely because we’re 
among ourselves. I’ve witnessed awful scenes. One of the rare times that I took 
my students to Paris, not to the Comedie Française, but to the Athénée at Saint 
Lazare, we went to see a play. Which spoke about racism in fact. At the end of 
the show, since there were lots of classes in the audience. It wasn’t my students 
who were misbehaving. But there was a lady who went to see my students, 
because, of course they’re all black. And so people like that shouldn’t go to the 
theatre. I wasn’t there, but my students came to tell me about it. I was talking 
with someone from the Theatre and I didn’t find the lady afterwards, in order to 
tell her just what I thought about her. But those looks, they exist all the time. 
We don’t feel them so much because they are not addressed to us. But it’s all the 
time, all the time. When they go into the Metro, people move away. 

(Literature teacher, majority origin woman, Paris site. )

- It’s really the thing which comes back all the time. They feel stigmatized, when 
we go to the movies, when we take them in to Paris to see an exhibit, they 
feel like people look at them differently. But they overplay the 93 (code for the 
department of the Seine-Saint-Denis) when they go to Paris, and it drives me 
crazy. Once we went to Rolland Garros, and I said to them : « OK, you have to take 
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off your caps, pull down the leg of your pants ». In the metro I say : « Stop talking 
ten times louder than everybody else. Your wear on you the fact that you come 
from the « banlieue », but you do it on purpose . You can’t complain about the fact 
that other people look at you. You do everything for them to look at you ». « Yeah, 
but he’s staring at me ». « But it’s normal, you’re the only one they can hear ». 

(Sports teacher, woman, majority origin, Paris site.)

- If you look at Saint Denis and the area and how mixed it is. For this reason they 
aren’t victims of racism here. They talk about it when we go to Paris for outings, 
where it’s happened tons of times. So you’re carrying around 24 big guys who are 
often pretty loud because they’re real happy and excited. So it just so happens that 
they’re Black and Arab and everything, and it’s true that people stare at them. In 
fact they stay in the stereotype of Saint Denis, with their sneakers and 
sportswear with hoods. So obviously they’re noticed in Paris on the Champs 
Elysees, everybody stares at them thinking : “What is this group showing 
up here?”. And so you hear them : “Hey Madam, they’re saying that 
because I’m Arab, I’m Black”. And I say : “No boys, it’s just because there 
are 24 of you yelling together, and if you were white it would be the 
same thing. It’s just that you’re very loud”. I saw in fact when we were 
in a park for lunch during an outing… There were three kids on a bench, 
who were laughing, but that’s all, there were only three of them. When 
they are 24 I understand, but there the cops went straight for them, 
because clearly they were the only Blacks in the park. And we came over 
and said : “Wait a minute, they’re ours”, “Oh, OK, it’s just that their drink 
cans were not picked up”, and the kid said : “I just put it down here 
while I’m sitting in the bench, and I’ll throw it away later”. So there are 
reactions when they go to Paris where they feel… and I think that in 
fact they’re afraid. It was the same thing when we go to Saint Nazaire, 
every year we notice it. When we arrive they say : “But Madam, they’re 
gonna be scared. We come from the 93. They think we’re delinquent and 
they’re gonna be afraid of us. They’re never gonna let us go into the 
tabac store on the corner”. And I say : “Yes they will. You just have to 
go in and say hello, and be polite, say thank you, good bye”. So then 
they say “Hello, thank you, good bye”, and so everything goes well, and 
they say : “Oh it’s true, in fact, it’s OK”. But they always tell themselves 
that they won’t be accepted. I can understand that, because it’s true that 
when you walk around there, there isn’t a Black or an Arab around, so 
they think “How am I going to be seen?”. 

(Technical design vocational teacher, majority origin, Paris site.)

Here again, we see the interplay between objective acts of stigmatization and the 
subjective dimensions of students’ self-perceptions and collective behavior which anticipate 
and occasionally provoke reactions which may not be motivated by racism, but which are 
easily interpreted as such by students. It is a real challenge for teachers to take a stance 
in such situations and to distinguish between the real and the imagined processes of 
stigmatization, to acknowledge the reality while at the same time remaining true to their 
role as educators. 
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5. Identities, identity strategies, and ideas about adult life

Many of the dimensions of students’ identity have already been addressed in the previous sections 
concerning intra-ethnic and inter-ethnic relations, peer groups relations and the impact of in 
school and out of school contexts on the salience of ethnicity. We shall limit this section to a 
discussion about a few aspects of students’ identity, which are essential to the manner in which 
they define themselves and others and which often appear problematic from the point of view of 
school personnel, since they refer to values and norms which are often in contradiction with those 
upheld by the schools. Firstly we shall present the testimonies gathered about how students relate 
to their ethnic or national identity and to the dominant French identity, and analyze the composite 
and changing nature of students’ multi-faceted identities. Another aspect of youthful  identities, 
which was repeatedly presented as the most fundamental element in determining students’ feeling 
of collective belonging regardless of their ethnic origins, is the neighborhood or local residential 
identity which is most strongly felt by those who have grown up in public housing areas, commonly 
referred to as “les cités”. Finally we shall analyze the issue of religious identity, particularly Muslim 
identity, which is widely shared by minority youth, regardless of the extent of their religious practice 
or of that of their families. Religious identity is a very complex issue, which we cannot analyze 
in depth here. We will limit the discussion to those aspects of religious practice that appears to 
be most problematic with regard to the very secular ideology governing the French educational 
system. 

5.1. Ethnic and national identities as second nature or as ever changing constructions

Similarly to the issue of victimization the answers which students gave to questions concerning 
their ethnic identity tended to vary depending on the manner in which the question was formulated, 
whether in terms of ethnic pride, of cultural belonging, or of citizenship. 

The French version of the survey questionnaire included a question on whether or not 
students “felt French”. Three answers were possible : yes, no, occasionally. 

Less than 15% of students answered “no” to this question, and more than half answered 
“yes”. Girls tended more often to feel French than boys. Unsurprisingly, the majority group students 
were those who declared feeling French most often (81%), followed by the “other immigrant” group 
(52.5%), the Maghrebians/Turkish group (45%) and the Afro-Caribbean group (36.5%). Close to 
20% of the “other identity” group answered “no’” to this question13, against just under 14% of our 
selected minority groups, and 5% of the majority group. While social status and contextual variables 
differentiating our population according to the site, the school, the class or stream did not have 
any significant impact, generational distinctions proved to be very important. Students who had 
migrated themselves were least likely to declared that they felt French14, while minority students 
whose parents were born in France or had come as children were the most likely to do so.

In most of our interviews with minority students we asked them whether they felt proud of 
their ethnic origins. Similarly to what was observed in the survey results, the vast majority answered 
“yes” to this question, regardless of whether or not they had strong links to their parents’ culture 
and ethnic community. We also asked students whether they had ever thought that their lives might 
be easier had they been born as members of the majority group. Most of them answered that it had 
never occurred to them to think such a thought. Students’ ethnicity appears to be such an obvious 
part of their identity and of their everyday lives that they do not spend time brooding over such 
questions, which for this reason appeared somewhat incongruous to them. 

13 Those of European origin were much more likely than those of Asian origin to answer negatively

14 This probably explains the low percentage of Afro-Caribbeans who answered “yes” compared to the Maghrebians
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I just live with it in fact! No, I’m just fine as I am, I’m proud of my origins... If 
someone asks me about my origins, I just say I’m Algerian... But otherwise I was 
born in France. I’m Franco-Algerian. I’m of French nationality, but I’m Algerian. I 
think it’s balanced. 

(W., second-generation Algerian, vocational class, Bordeaux)

No, I never told myself that (it would be easier to be something else). I’m proud 
to be Moroccan, I’m proud to be me. If I work, if I do this and this and that, I’ll 
succeed. Even when I’ll have French citizenship, I’ll stay Moroccan. 

(N., first generation Moroccan, vocational class, Paris.)

I’m French, but also Algerian. Well, I have a French side, which is more important 
than the Algerian one. But I do have Algerian origins, so it’s not a problem. 

(L., mixed parentage, non-vocational class, Paris.) 

I was born this way, and that’s all, I have to live with it. It’s not by not being proud 
that I’m not going to be Black, isn’t it? I’m here, I’m Black, I could have been white, 
I could have been Arab, and I’m always the same person. It’s not the color that 
makes for respect. It’s what you’ve go inside, it’s what you show. That’s all. 

(M., second-generation Malian, vocational class, Paris)

Proud, proud... Already, in order to be proud to be Moroccan you have to have done 
something good. I’m proud to be Moroccan, just like a French person is proud to be 
French. What’s there to be proud of? If you have no reason to be proud, it’s stupid 
to be. 

(M., second-generation Moroccan, non-vocational class, Paris.) 

Pride isn’t really my thing. I mean, I see a lot of people who claim their country : « I 
represent this, I represent that », while the guy doesn’t even have papers from his 
country. He’s got French papers and all. Frankly, it’s not something I take to heart. 
I feel neither French, nor Moroccan, nor American. For me, representing a country 
without having a good reason to do so is stupid. A president, if he represents a 
country OK, he’s a president, it’s normal. But a guy who goes once a year to his 
country and who says he represents it, it’s stupid. They just do that to make trouble 
and to look down on others, to give themselves some pseudo superiority. 

(O., second-generation Moroccan, non-vocational class, Paris)

Most minority students have some familiarity with their parents’ country of origin and with 
their language, although true bilingualism is relatively rare. It is most common among students of 
Portuguese, Eastern European, Turkish or Asian origin, and among recent immigrants. It is more limited 
among our selected minority groups, whose parents mainly come from countries in which French is 
the official language, or at least a significant second language. Those who assert their ethnicity do so 
more in symbolic terms than through traditional cultural practices. We noted, for instance, that the 
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victory of the Algerian football team over the Egyptian one during the African cup was the occasion 
for considerable pride and celebration among students attending the schools in the Paris suburbs in 
particular, while support for the local French team is virtually non existent. 

During the group discussions the variable and contextual dimension of students’ ethnic identity 
was much more apparent than in the individual interviews, perhaps because the discussion took place 
between students who could thus compare their experiences. 

-M. (second-generation Malian) : I live in France but I feel both : I feel Malian and 
I feel French. I have the same rights as the French. I feel a bit more French than 
Malian to tell you the truth, because for example when I go to Mali, they say : 
“what, you’re a little French guy”. Here they don’t say : “You’re Malian”. If you’re 
born here, even those who aren’t, in their country they’ll call his French.

-T. (second-generation Algerian) : I feel French intermittently, and I feel Algerian 
intermittently. I feel French when I’m in school, when I work. When Algeria was 
qualified, on the Champs Elysées I was Algerian 100%. But when we’re looking for 
work, that we put on a suit and have our CV…

- U. (first generation Serbian) : And when it’s France and Algeria playing soccer, 
what do you feel?

- T. : Algrian, because it’s origins come first. For me it’s a new leaf that’s starting 
in relation to my family. There was my family behind, all the Algerians behind, so 
France-Algeria I can’t ask myself any questions, I’m Algerian first. But for sure 
when I have to integrate into French society, I can’t show up with an Algerian 
tag. Already you’ve got the face, already the fact of having foreign origins bothers 
people sometimes, so if I show up saying : “I’m Algerian and I’d like to work in your 
French company”, it’s not going to work, for sure. 

-And how about when you’re home in your neighborhood?

- I feel African, because I talk to Moroccans, Tunisians, Senegalese, and Malians… 

-And not other origins?

- I don’t reject anyone, but you have to say, the truth is that in a gang of ten you’ll 
have four Arabs, four Blacks, one French and one Chinese. 

- And how about you two (two second-generation Asian students)

- Both : I feel both. Me too.  

- M. : I agree with him. When I’m in my neighborhood at home I feel Malian, I 
speak my language, I eat what we eat back home, and also what we eat here in 
France. Some people say : “Yeah, Malians only eat rice. I eat rice but also Arab 
couscous, French fries, everything.

(Group discussion with minority boys, boiler making metalwork vocational class, 
Paris. )
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- R. (second-generation Algerian) : In France we feel more Moroccan and in the 
home village we feel French. ( to E. second-generation French West Indies)  Do you 
feel French?

- E. : I am French. Martinique is part of France darling. 

- A. (second-generation from Benin) : I feel a bit more French because I live here, 
I go to school, I grew up here.

- S. (second-generation Moroccan) : Oh no, I don’t feel French. Even though I 
was born here. I don’t know. When you’re in the home village, there they tell you 
“You’re French”, but it’s only for two month of the year, and the rest of your life 
is here. 

-Do you feel more Moroccan for example a home, or at school?

- S. : That’s for sure. At school I feel French, because the education is French, but 
at home and in the neighborhood it’s more the origins that stand out.

- A. : No, my parents haven’t transmitted too much, so I feel more French. At home 
we speak French, so it’s just normal. 

- S. : No, at home I speak Arabic. 

- And are there strong distinctions here between those who come from different 
types of neighborhoods?

- S. : Yes, for example someone who comes from Paris, it’s like someone who comes 
from the countryside for us. They don’t have the same mentality as we do. 

- A. : How do you know? You mean they speak proper French and you don’t 
(ironically). 

- R. : They’re gonna stare at you like you’re a savage. 

- A. : You guys are crazy. 

- S. : Haven’t you ever experienced that in the home country (bled), for example if 
you tell a guy that you come from the 93 (number of the Seine Saint Denis) and 
he tells you that he comes from Paris and he’s gonna talk like a nerd. He’s gonna 
be scared of you. Like when you go over there and you meet several people, let’s 
say on the boat, it’s not the same when you say that you come from the 93 or if 
you say you come from Paris, it’s seen as much better. When they talk they think 
they’re better than us. 

- R. and A. : It depends on the person. Are you sure you’ve already spoken to a 
Parisian?
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- S. : There are people who judge us according to where we live, they say : “You 
live in the 93, you must be a delinquent, stuff like that. They’re scared, they think 
we’re gonna eat them. 

(Group discussion, minority girls, Health and social sciences non-vocational class, 
Paris site. )

5.2. Local neighborhood identities as resource and stigma

In the above extracts we see that identification with the neighborhood can both reinforce and transcend 
ethnic boundaries. In their peer group made up of urban youth, those of European origin are distinctly in 
the minority, especially in the Parisian suburbs. This encourages the association between the local peer 
group communities and ethnic, racial or religious dimension of these teenagers’ collective identities. 
Yet, we also see that when they are in contact with people from their home country (le bled), their 
local urban identities as well as their French identity tend to become much more salient and thus to 
undermine their feeling of belonging to the imagined community of “compatriots” from their country of 
origin, which is so strongly asserted when they distinguish themselves from members of the dominant 
society. 

When distinguishing amongst themselves students refer more readily to their neighborhoods, 
the major distinction being between the jeunes des cités (“ghetto” youth) and the others, which is often 
seen as a determinant of their style of dress and of their behavior in class. In fact urban identities function 
as an implicit mode of social, ethnic, generational and even academic distinction. They synthesize all 
the various dimensions of their identity, while at the same time permitting a degree of mixture between 
various ethnic groups, since membership is acquired and not transmitted. Many students’ feelings 
towards their local identities are highly ambivalent. They are at one and the same time the major source 
of a sense of belonging for young people who feel far removed from their parents’ sense of community 
as well as from the dominant French identity. At the same time the stigma attached to the image of the 
“ghetto youth” combines all the processes of differentiation and exclusion that impede their prospects 
for social integration. 

When you have teachers who tell us : ’Now go back to your neighborhoods (cites)’. 
I’ve been told that lots of times. Some say that all the time : “Go back to your cités. 
We’ve had enough of you, you don’t belong here, go back to your hammocks.” 
Stuff like that. (In junior high-school) a teacher never said that, if he said that he 
knew he’d be in for it, because there were only kids from the neighborhood. If you 
said that you’d be afraid. But here, since there’s a majority of people from… Most 
students here, they don’t come from the ’cité’, they come from far away. But to 
come from the ’cité’ doesn’t necessarily mean you act crazy. Some guys from the 
’cité’ act very serious. But with the teachers it makes a difference in the way they 
see us. Several in this school see us very badly the ’jeunes de la cité’. I remember 
last year on the first day of class, there was me and Hichem. The first day no one 
knows you and they have you fill out a form : name, number of sibling, what town 
you come from, what junior high-school. And one teacher, she saw it, and I’m from 
C. and I learned latter that she lived there too, and that’s why she said that. She 
said : ’OK you, I’m gonna tell you right away” She said : ’you’re a kid from over 
there who likes to have fun like all the others. You, you’re just a little flea to me’. 
She said ’flea’ (with a gesture of distain), or something like that, and ’just keep 
out of this school’. She said : ’I don’t trust kids like you, who try to act smart, and 
come to the high-school to show off’. Right from the first day. That’s what annoyed 
me here, right from the very first day. (…) Although I have to admit, basically, it’s 
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the ’jeunes des cités, who have the most fun, but there are a lot of them who like 
school… 

(H., second-generation Algerian, vocational class, Bordeaux. )

While the preceding excerpt may well be an exaggerated rendition of what actually transpired, 
the point here is to show to what extent cultural, racial or social distinctions are subsumed by residential 
categories and by the opposition between those who come from the cité, which can be loosely translated 
as the ’ghetto’, and those who do not. 

Students’ local urban identities can be a factor of division and conflicts among them when 
they are expressed in reference to the specific neighborhood in which they live or have grown up. 
Yet they can also become a means of federating the variety of ethnic groups, national origins and 
neighborhood based communities into a wider category encompassing all those, for instance, who come 
from the “9-3” (Seine Saint Denis department) or from the “right bank” of the Bordeaux agglomeration. 
In Paris students often write “93” on their personal belongings or sign their homework or their writings 
on the blackboard with a little code mark designating their neighborhood or their department. In its 
broadest form the local dimensions of students’ identity clearly function as a means of pointing to 
socio-economic distinctions and class based inequalities, even if young people rarely refer to such 
issues in any explicit way. Indeed, the students interviewed do not readily identify themselves and 
others based on the traditional factors of social differentiation such as parental income, occupation 
or educational level, even though they often seem very sensitive to expressions of condescension and 
snobbism coming from teachers or from people who live in more privileged environments. Students 
rarely qualify themselves as being “poor” or “underprivileged”, yet they readily refer to “others” as being 
“bourgeois” or “rich”. 

5.3. Muslim identities: from symbolic religiosity to cultural conformism

Religious Muslim holidays, such as Ramadan or the various Aïds, are occasions during which students 
tend to assert more openly their ethnic pride. In the Paris site in particular there is a considerable 
amount of peer pressure for students of Muslim origin to “show off” their religiosity during these 
periods. On such occasions religious affiliation seems more akin to respect for youthful standards of 
what is “cool”, than to an organizing principle of one’s life. The fact that religiosity is more symbolic 
and externally determined among most students belonging to the second and third generation is made 
more obvious in contrast to the few cases we encountered of first generation students from Muslim 
countries. For these students, respect for religious norms and principles were obviously an integral part 
of their daily lives. Although these students may belong to the same ethnic or religious community as 
their second-generation peers, their general attitude and outlook is distinctly different from that of 
most of their classmates. Saïd, a Moroccan student aged 18, who arrived in France at age 14 without 
speaking French, and who is by far the best student of the most selective class of our sample, described 
this difference as he saw it : 

Here in France I see Moroccans or those of foreign origin, I mean those who 
originate from Muslim countries, I see that those students have a problem with 
education in the family, because their attitude outside of the home... I see parents 
who are strict, they try to educate like in their country, to respect the traditions, 
to respect religion, to respect certain rules, but for the children, when they are in 
France, there is freedom of expression... If he doesn’t want to respect these rules 
or religion, or if he sees that his parents are putting pressure on him, at home he 
is very respectful, and outside he does what he wants as long as his parents don’t 
see him. I’ve received an education from the beginning in Morocco. Because for 
us, the Muslim community, religion plays a very important role, because suppose a 
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child is born and his parents are dead, and an aunt takes care of him... If he simply 
respects religion, it means that between the ages of 10 and 12 he will know the 
way to the Mosque. So if he knows that way, there won’t be any problem. Just 
with his lessons at the Mosque, leaving the national education aside, we’ll see that 
that child will be well educated compared to a child who doesn’t even know about 
religion. (...) My friends are Muslim like me, an Algerian, a Tunisian, a Mauritian, 
it’s mixed. That’s why I say the country doesn’t count. Why are we friends? Because 
religion has brought us together, it’s very important. Here, in class, I see students, 
Muslims, it bothers me to see them this way. I give them advice sometimes, but 
sometimes they come out with a joke which is not really useful and which hurts 
the appearance of their behavior. We have to show the example of our religion. 

(Saïd, first generation Morocco, non-vocational class, Paris.) 

In the high-schools the reactions of school personnel and teachers to expressions of ethnic 
and religious Muslim identities range from discrete accommodation to outspoken opposition in defense 
of secularism (laïcité). In the Paris site, the general tendency of teachers is to adapt to the presence 
of a predominantly Muslim student population, by for instance avoiding the organisation of exams 
and testing during important holidays. Yet such accommodations are never advertised as a form of 
multi-cultural awareness or as voluntary recognition of the importance of religious membership among 
students. This general tendency does not preclude the occasional expression on the part of teachers 
of more radical attitudes for or against religion. During group discussions students mentioned the 
case of one or two teachers whom they viewed as being particularly intolerant of visible signs of 
ethnic or religious membership, while several teachers in the Paris site mentioned cases of substitute 
or temporary teachers of North African origin whose behavior was seen as disrespectful of Republican 
principles either because they had been “proselytizing” among students, or because they had exhibited 
their religiosity in some obvious manner, by for instance, praying in school.

All the teachers questioned fully adhered to the aim of maintaining the Republican ideal of 
neutrality and secularism and generally viewed students’ tendency to assert their ethnic, national or 
religious identities as a negative trend and as a potential source of trouble. It is interesting however 
to observe that in most of our exchanges with teachers on the subject, their assessment about the 
manner in which Muslim students’ expressions of religiosity in school should be handled depended on 
whether they considered students’ attitude to be “provocative” or “oppositional”. They did not refer to 
a general rule or principle which should be applied across the board regardless of the individuals or of 
the particular context. In response to a question about how he handled students’ assertions of their 
ethnicity and the frequent teasing among students about this issue, a male majority origin teacher who 
is among the most well liked of one of the schools in the Bordeaux site described an incident which had 
provoked some debate among teachers : 

- It can become communitarianism. And we’re afraid of that. We’re very afraid. 
Students can come into conflict with each other. Anyway, I see it clearly in the 12th 
grade class here. There are several girls who are of Moroccan, or Tunisian origin, 
and the majority of Algerian origin. And I can see that they tease each other. There 
is the solidarity among Maghrebians for sure, but as soon as they can make fun of 
each other they do. It stays friendly, but we’re touching on something… like when 
we make fun of the Belgium. I think we shouldn’t try to make anything more of it. 
And if we stigmatize too much, it’s not good. I know that in that class there are 
four girls, two of them speak Arabic since they are learning and passing an exam. 
I know that in relation to certain teachers who tended to be rigid about this, they 
would speak Arabic on purpose. They never did that with me. They never tried to 
put me in a difficult situation. But it was provocation. It was done on purpose. I 
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don’t say that things are always fine. Sometimes we can get into conflicts, but I 
always try to maintain a dialogue. I don’t want to make any difference, they are 
the same, and so I try to tell them that everybody has a place. Because they try, 
I don’t know if it’s because they are missing something, but they occupy all the 
space. And they walk all over the others, so I have to tell them to calm down. And 
all four of them are often in the center, the real center, since we were talking 
about the center and the periphery. They are in the center of the class and they 
form a block the four of them, and all those around them have a hard time to 
express themselves. If we don’t slow them down a bit, they are very virulent, in 
their participation, their attitudes. They tried to come to school in traditional dress, 
with the djellaba, the tchador. Because three of them, as soon as they are outside 
they put on the tchador. There isn’t any problem since they don’t ever wear it here. 
But once, it must have been for the end of Ramadan festivities, they wanted to 
come in their festive outfits. Well it so happens that we made them change here. 
It was a big debate, but there... Even though it turned out that there is nothing 
religious about the djellaba, it’s just festive. Except that the problem was that they 
had done this in a very provocative manner, and that they had claimed it a bit as a 
distinguishing sign linked to religion. That’s why we asked them to take it off here. 
So you see, they are often in this kind of provocation. And it’s particularly true of 
students of Maghrebian origin, much less with those of black African origin. Much 
less. 

(Humanities teacher, male, majority origin, vocational school, Bordeaux. )

During the second round of group discussions which we carried out with students from the 
observed classes, we read this excerpt to them and asked them whether they thought it was justified 
for teachers to have forbidden the girls to enter the school wearing their traditional outfits. Most of 
the students present were very critical of any attempt on the part of school personnel to regulate 
the manner in which students dressed, regardless of whether there was any religious connotation to 
their choices. The wearing of the full burqua was regarded in essence as a personal choice similar for 
instance to the gothic style which a few students adopted. From the students’ perspective the first 
argument in defense of traditional Muslim dress was therefore not so much that of respect for religion 
or the recognition of cultural differences, but rather the respect for individuals’ liberty to choose their 
personal style of dress. Students also appeared very sensitive to applications of the secular principle 
that tended to signal out Muslim students. When asked directly what they thought of the fact that in 
France expressions of religious faith were banned from school, they tended to support the principle. Yet 
they felt quite strongly that this principle was not equally applied to all. In other words, the students 
developed their arguments in reference to the ideals of individual liberty and of equal treatment, and 
not within the framework of a debate about the relative value of secularism and religion or in references 
to any kind of multicultural ideal. 

- U. : I have a Serbian soccer shirt. You’d think she was (Literature teacher, not 
interviewed) racist. She kicked me out of class for that. She called in my mother 
for this. If I had worn a T-shirt marked France, I’m sure she wouldn’t have said 
anything. I swear, she told me I wasn’t allowed to wear it, to come to the high-
school with it. She said : “Since you don’t agree, I’m going to call in your mother”. 
Since my mother was late, in the end she dropped the case. 

- A. (second-generation Asian) : I had a friend who wore the Christ’s cross, she had 
it showing visibly. And this same teacher told her to hind it a bit. 
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- M. (second-generation Malian): I don’t understand why they can’t wear it. I for 
example if I’m Malian, or Christian, or Serbian, or whatever, I can dress the way I 
want. I don’t see what could be the problem in class. You’re not bothering anyone. 
It doesn’t hurt anybody. It’s not like you’re carrying a gun. 

- U. : We’re not provoking anybody with it. We wear it for ourselves.

- M. : For example, if you have a necklace, it just pleases you. If he wants his cross, 
it pleases him. But kicking his out for that, no… 

- U. : When I was in junior high-school there was a Tunisian girl, she would come 
with her traditional dress. It didn’t bother any of the students. It was only the 
teachers who were opposed to that. For us it wasn’t a problem, she could dress 
any way she wanted. 

- T. : I say it’s OK if your not allowed to wear the djellaba into class, but inside the 
high-school, no. 

- M. : I say they aren’t bothering anybody. 

- U. : It’s like the baseball caps. When we go into class we take them off. 

- M. : It’s not only the veil, if she’s a Christian, she’s following her religion, it’s none 
of my business. I don’t see why it bothers teachers. But about those girls, if they 
speak Arabic, that’s not right. If for example with Tarik we start to speak Arabic, 
the others don’t understand anything, so it’s going to hurt them. 

- U. : When I meet a Serbian in the high-school I do, but it’s not on purpose. We 
speak a bit in Serbian and a bit in French. 

- M. : There’s a Malian in my class, he speaks Malian like me, but we don’t speak it 
in front of everybody. Well, sometimes if we want to make fun of someone we do, 
we drive him crazy. But for religion, you have to let people live. 

- But in France the idea is that religion should stay out of school, because schools 
are a secular place. 

- T. : They’re not praying in the classroom. 

- U. : The cross stays on her. She’s not going to go and hang it on the blackboard.

- And what about during Ramadan? Do you think that schools should adapt during 
this period? 

- T. : No.

- U. : Yes for sports. Look when you arrive and you’re dead. 
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- T. (quite adamant) : We don’t ask anyone to take this into consideration. I 
remember when I was younger teachers would say : “Oh I know it’s Ramadan, 
you’re a bit more tired”. But I didn’t ask anybody for anything. They would make an 
effort, but that’s not when we ask them, it’s not about that. It’s about the veil and 
all that. Now they don’t want the veil, so they shouldn’t make believe that they 
are making an effort about this. The teacher would say “You’re tired”, but strangely 
enough I wasn’t, I was in better shape than usual. I’m not speaking only of Islam; 
I’m speaking of all religions.  

- M. : I think it’s called fasting for Christians. It’s the same. I remember at the 
beginning of the year Miss (previously mentioned teacher), I was doing Ramadan, 
I was tired, I wasn’t bothering anyone. I said : “Excuse me, can I go and rinse my 
eyes? Madame I’m tired, it’s normal I’m doing Ramadan”. And she started telling 
me : “What? You shouldn’t do Ramadan in that case!”.

- U. : It’s true, she was really aggressive. 

- M. : She kicked me out and all. 

(Group discussion with boys, vocational boiler-making and metalwork class, Paris 
site.) 

-R. (second-generation Algerian) : I say he’s exaggerating. I don’t see why these 
girls who wear the tchador are going to go and brag about it. Nobody’s going to 
do it on purpose to provoke, that doesn’t exist. I say it’s teachers who make things 
worse, when there is no reason. Just because there is a law which says religion, 
religion… I say that in the high-school there are people who wear a big cross, and 
nobody tells them anything. 

-S. (second-generation Moroccan) : This year too there are people who come, 
they’re Gothic’s, and they have crosses, and they draw them on stuff, and do crazy 
things, and no one says anything. If it were an Arab, or an Arab who comes with 
Fatima’s’ hand, or in a djellaba, they’re gonna say “Yeah, it’s not right, because 
it relates to religion”. They should just stop. Last year I wore a Koranic plate as a 
pendant, and the lady told me to take it off. She wouldn’t let it go, and told me to 
take it off. It was a secretary who wanted to kick me out. My mother said : “Kick 
her out but she isn’t going to take off her plate.  

- R. : Last year I had a teacher, his name was … I hope he’s gonna hear this. There 
was a girl in my class, she was Colombian, she had a big cross on her. You could 
really see it, and the teacher didn’t say anything. If it had been us… We even talked 
about this in class. We said : “We have the right”. It was a history teacher, and 
we had studied something on religion and we talked about this. And we said if it 
was forbidden that she too should hide her cross, she should put it in her T-shirt. 
And there he said : “Oh, but she’s allowed.. and so on and so forth”. If it had been 
one of us, he would have told us to take it off. He would have said “Go see the 
principle”. 

- S. : It’s true, after that they say : “Why are you trying to provoke us?”. But it’s 
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normal if we feel that there are differences among us… the Muslims, the Arabs. 

- R. : I’ve noticed, those who aren’t Arabs, they have too many ideas about Arabs, 
that they do terrorist attacks and blow up bombs, stuff like that. They put everyone 
in the same bag, because we’re Arabs we blow up bombs. 

- The problem for you is not that they forbid religious signs in school?

-R. : No, no. That’s normal. 

- It’s that the rule is not the same for everyone?

-E. (second-generation from French West Indies) : It’s how they say it. It’s more 
tolerated to be Christian than it is to be Muslim. 

- S. : That’s right. Thank you.

- R. : And she’s Christian. It’s crazy. 

- S. : If as soon as we entered school they took off all the signs of religion, of Jews, 
of Christians, Muslims. That would pass. But the Jews who have the star of David 
there…

- E. : You’ve got a lot more chance of having the cross. Here for example I have the 
cross (on a chain), and they’re not gonna say anything to me, but if I have Fatima’s’ 
hand, they’re gonna ask me to put it away. 

- S. (first generation Moroccan) : The thing is that Fatima’s’ hand doesn’t mean 
you’re Muslim.

- R. : If a girl is veiled and she comes to the high-school and shows her religion… 
It depends on how they are going to ask her to take it off. Because if they say 
: (authoritatively) : “You have to take it off because it’s written in the law, and 
so on and so forth, and you aren’t allowed to show your religion, your faith”, 
then it’s normal they provoked her. But if they come and see her and say (more 
understandingly) “We’re in a high-school which is secular…” she’ll take it off. If 
they say that, I’d take it off directly, I’m not going to make trouble. I’d take it off in 
the high-school, and as soon as I go out I’d put it back on. But if someone comes 
and gives me a big talk for hours, about so on and so forth, I’d take it off for two 
minutes, and put back on in his class. 

When the same excerpt was read during the group discussion with North African fathers15 we 
were rather surprised to see that they spontaneously sided with the teachers against the students whose 
attitude they readily considered as a form of provocation that deserved to be sanctioned. Although we 
do not have much information about these men, we can safely say that most of them are practicing 
Muslims, since they had come from the Mosque on the evening of the discussion and were observed 

15 All but one of the 10 fathers were from North Africa. The discussion was not recorded. The present excerpt is therefore 
based on notes taken during the exchange. 
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saluting each other in the traditional Muslim manner. None of the North African fathers present 
questioned or criticized the law forbidding girls to wear the veil in school. Although their position 
may not be representative of all Muslim migrants, it tends to support the idea that second-generation 
students’ religiosity is much more symbolic and intermittent that their parents’ more traditional 
religious practice, which is more culturally grounded and more accommodating for this very reason. 
These fathers’ reactions also tended to stress how much the opposition between students and teachers 
and the students’ feeling that they were not treated fairly with regard to their ethnic and religious 
identities was part of a broader generational divide and of a more general feeling of social, residential 
and academic marginalization from dominant society. 

- Father 1 (Black African migrant) : Apparently these students wanted to bother 
their teachers. But I think that there is some exaggeration on this issue of 
religion with all these laws. Even the French Islamic Organisation, the Muslim 
representatives in France, the Imams, say about these issues of the veil : “Let us 
settle the problem ourselves”. I think that the intrusion of politics in such issues 
just complicates things. 

- Father 2 (North African) : I’m against those girls. That’s not right!

- Father 3 : They should call in their parents and tell them what they are doing. 

- Father 2 : The burqua is not written in the Koran. It comes from Afghanistan. I 
don’t like that. It bothers me that a woman should dress like that. In the Maghreb, 
in Morocco, we don’t have that. 

- Father 4 : About my daughter, one day her teacher calls me from her high-school, 
and the headmaster says to me : “You’re daughter wears the veil”. I said (very 
surprised) : “Really?”. So I asked her “Is this true”. She said “Yes”. And I asked her : 
“Why do you wear that thing like that?” And I forbade her to wear it in school. And 
two weeks later, the headmaster calls me and says : “Your daughter is playing cat 
and mouse. She puts it on and off in the bathroom”. So I told her : “It’s finished. I 
don’t want you putting that thing on in school. Before going in you take it off16”. 

The distinction which John Ogbu makes between primary cultural discontinuities and secondary 
cultural discontinuities may help to understand the gulf which often exists between the first generation 
immigrant parents’ religious identity and that of their children or grand-children (Ogbu, 1983). While 
the former are disposed to adapt their practice to the requirements of French secularism without feeling 
that they are betraying their faith or attracting the disapproval of their peers, the latter often assert 
their religiosity in opposition to representatives of the dominant society and under pressure to conform 
to the collective identity of their peers. 

It is only in reference to their choices concerning their future spouse that students mentioned 
any form of parental pressure to conform to religious requirements. Most of the Muslim students 
declared that they would marry someone of the same religion, although not necessarily of the same 
ethnic origin. While North African girls tended more often to state that they themselves wished to marry 
a person of the same religion and similar ethnic origin, their male counterparts more often stated that 
they probably would, because it would be “simpler” and would be better accepted by the family. 

16 The previous head of Brassens spoke to us at legth about the case of this father, a very qualified manual laboror with high 
ambitions for his children. His son is one of the few minority students who succeeded well in the optics class. She mentioned 
with disappointment the fact that the oldest daughter had chosen to wear the veil against her parents’ wishes. 
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It’s always better if you bring back someone of the same origin. It creates less 
hassle with the in-laws, with the children, their names and their education. It’s 
always better. If in the end you bring back something else, well after a while they 
have to accept. Some families won’t accept. But most of them will. 

(T., 2nd generation Algerian, vocational class, Paris)

Minority boys are at once freer to entertain relations before marriage with girls regardless of 
their origin (as long as they are discreet about it), and more disposed than girls to accept the necessity 
of marrying someone of their own group in order to “please the family”. As an exception to this, it is 
interesting to note that three out of the six African girls who were interviewed explicitly stated that 
they would prefer to marry outside of their ethnic group (preferably a white man), following their own 
mothers’ advice. 

In most cases however parents want to see their daughters marry someone from their 
community, although the contours of what actually constitutes that “community” may vary considerably 
depending on the particular feature which is considered important (religion, national origin, ethnicity). 
Girls’ responses to this obligation vary widely, ranging from those who have completely integrated 
this rule as their own desire, to those who are quite convinced that they will marry outside of their 
community, regardless of their parents’ wishes.

Never ever would I marry someone who isn’t Muslim. Never in the world. 

(N., migrated from Morocco at age 13, vocational class, Paris)

My mother worries a lot more about me than about my brothers. About my friends, 
and the fact that I might go out with boys, that I might come home pregnant. For 
boys it’s different. But I accept it, if she asks me to do that. She’s afraid for me 
because she loves me. 

(B., second-generation Moroccan, non-vocational class, Paris.)

Anyway I know that if he’s not Muslim my parents won’t accept it. They won’t 
accept it even if I love him with all my heart and everything. My father is always 
finding excuses, he want me to marry an Algerian. And I told him what if I don’t 
love him. And he said that when I married your mother I didn’t know her, and that 
love comes after marriage, not before. 

(R., second-generation Algerian, non-vocational class, Paris)

Sometimes it’s really a drag. Like going out with a guy, that’s something we can’t 
do, they don’t want to see you with a guy. They tell me that I can’t go out with 
a boy at my age, that I have to wait. But I’ve already gone out with a boy, I have 
a boyfriend. They really give me a hard time. I see when my father is away, my 
mother is more relaxed about it. Well she’s not really accepting, she doesn’t let me 
go see him. She knows I will go see him, but she doesn’t say anything. She acts like 
she doesn’t know. But my father, he really musn’t know. 

(K., migrated from Senegal a few years ago, non-vocational class, Paris)

My brothers go out at night and I never see them. We each do our own thing, but 
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they watch what I do. But I won’t let them get their way. It’s gonna be hard but… 
I want to get married with someone of another religion, but afterwards it’s gonna 
be difficult. I’m the one who will lead my life, not them. 

(S., second-generation Algerian, vocational class, Paris )

I’d like either a Spanish man or a Frenchman, but I don’t want to get married with 
a Black guy. They’re not tender, they’re annoying. My mother is Catholic. For my 
mother the guy who comes to ask for marriage, he should have money, a lot of 
money. She said one day that I should find a guy who’s at least an airline pilot. 
She said it would be good if you found a guy who has money, so that you won’t 
be broke. 

(T., second-generation Zaire, vocational class, Paris)

As we have already mentioned the material gathered on students’ aspirations and projections 
for adulthood are very limited and vague, compared to those concerning their present lives and their 
everyday social relations. In this sense the issue of their choice of future spouse appeared to be of 
much more immediate and concrete concern to minority students than issues relating to their future 
employment prospects or their residential plans. As one of the people in charge of student life in a high-
school in the Parisian suburb stated : 

- I think that among students of quote “French extraction” this discussion is not 
necessary, whereas it goes through all of the other students’ households. All of 
them must ask themselves at least once whom they will want to marry. Since they 
may have heard their mothers who might have gotten married at 14, and also 
since sexuality is not allowed, and flirting is not allowed, they project themselves 
quite early on. I’ve bumped into students going to the cinema with their boyfriend 
in Paris, while they never would go to Paris, but it’s in order to hide. 

The contradiction between the widespread practice of ethnic mixing in friendships and to a 
certain extend in adolescent courtships, and the continuing pressures to conform to the role of the 
“good girl” and to avoid outright conflicts with their parents, lead many teenagers of minority origin 
to develop complex strategies aimed at circumventing very strong social pressures without seeming to 
oppose traditional cultural and religious norms. 

As we noted in chapter 3, all students, especially those enrolled in vocational classes, worry 
to some extent about whether or not they will eventually find work, yet such concerns remain very 
vague. They are a source of anxiety, but do not result in any distinct individual or collective career 
strategy other than that which consists in aiming for the highest possible degree within the limits 
imposed by their educational trajectories and academic results. For this reason we can say that students’ 
educational “strategies”, to the extent that they can be regarded as such, are much more influenced by 
dominant French society, which places an inordinate amount of weight on educational qualifications 
when determining future employment prospects, than by any particular tradition, collective strategy 
or community networking. Except in the case of those few students who clearly benefit from their 
community’s monopoly over a certain economic sector, which is not the case for most of our selected 
minority, ethnicity and the immigrant community do not seem to influence most students’ future plans 
in any clear way. In fact, when we asked teachers and school personnel whether they detected any 
particular tendencies in terms of students’ choices of programs and desires for future employment 
according to ethnic origin, they were usually at a loss to point to any particular trend that clearly 
differentiated ethnic groups from each other. The families’ social status, their length of residence in 
France, the students’ academic performances, the number of siblings, were all factors which appeared 
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to weigh much more heavily on students’ trajectories than any community based strategy. The group 
of North African fathers whom we met seemed ambivalent about what they believed to be the best 
strategy for their children’s’ economic success, since they obviously wished their children to pursue their 
studies as long as possible, preferably in the more general academic streams, while at the same time 
admitting that enrollment in a specific vocational trade, such as plumbing or construction, might turn 
out to be more effective for finding immediate employment given the present economic crisis. 

6. Conclusion

Our qualitative analysis of the upper secondary school system reveals processes of marginalization 
that weigh heavily on the future prospects of socially disadvantaged youth in general, and minority 
youth in particular. Throughout this study we were able to observe how much the issue of the 
social integration and exclusion of minority youth is intricately linked with residential inequalities 
and with the existence of neighborhoods which are often regarded as quasi-ghettos, even though 
they are in fact ethnically very diverse. An important finding of the study with regards to the issue 
of urban segregation was to show that young people suffer at least as much from the negative 
image associated with their schools and neighborhoods, as well as from the social pressures exerted 
by peers who most conform to the roles and reputations associated with such neighborhoods, than 
they do from the objective disadvantages of their residential situation, such as limited access to 
cultural resources, urban insecurity or poor living conditions. Indeed, while the minority students 
encountered in Bordeaux appear much less exposed than their Parisian counterparts to the ills of 
urban life such as gang violence, police brutality, limited geographic mobility and overcrowded 
living conditions, they also seemed more deeply affected by the stigma associated with their inferior 
position relative to that of young people living in more middle class areas and who attend more 
prestigious secondary schools. 

Similarly, the objective dimensions of the schools observed, such as their resources, the 
quality of the infrastructure, the employment and training opportunities they offered, the stability 
of the teaching staff, do not necessarily determine their reputation and the general sentiments 
of attachment or rejection, of comfort or discomfort, which students express when they speak 
about their high school experience. Because we are dealing with an age group that is engaged 
in a process of identity construction and who which is very concerned with what others think, 
and because most of the students encountered feel interiorized by their failure to conform to the 
standards of academic success set by the very elitist French school system, they strongly aspire to 
be respected and accepted both by peers and by adults. The content of their course of study or 
their chances for future employment seem to weigh less on students’ judgments of their school 
experience than the general atmosphere and cohesion of the school, the degree of solidarity among 
classmates and the benevolence of teachers.

Pluritec and Notre Dame, the two schools in our sample in which students clearly feel 
most at ease and in which social relations are relatively pacified, have managed to foster a sense 
of belonging and trust by developing an in school social life and exchanges among teachers and 
students which are not only centered on academic issues. These are the schools in which extra-
curricular activities, exchanges with parents, outings and the awareness of students’ often difficult 
home life situations, are the most developed. In these schools, students thus feel that they are not 
judged solely according to their position within the hierarchy of classes and streams, or according 
to their performance and their behavior in class. They also feel that the school is a space in which 
they are likely to find support and help dealing with difficulties that are not strictly academic. One 
might say that an important aim of these schools, or at least of a significant proportion of their 
staff, is to create a space for even the lowest performing students and to attempt to reconcile 
those who have been negatively selected by the system with the educational institution and its 
personnel.

In Brassens and Jean Moulin, student-teacher relations appear much more tense and 
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volatile and peer relations more competitive and aggressive than in the other two schools. In 
these schools more stress in laid on the formal and academic dimensions of schooling, teachers’ 
concerted work is relatively limited, and relations with parents mainly take place on an individual 
basis when a student is failing academically or causing disciplinary problems. Here, adults appear 
mainly as questionable authority figures, to be either feared or contested, and whose treatment of 
students is often regarded as unfair or condescending. Although students may have very different 
appreciations of individual teachers, they hold a generally negative view of school personnel. In 
such a context conflicts and power relations between students are exacerbated as a response to 
their feeling of inferiority and according to a logic that adults are at a loss to understand and to 
control. In Brassens, where most students are boys, and where there is a clear hierarchy between 
classes and streams, low performing students, particularly those of minority origin, are tempted to 
adopt a very oppositional stance and to impose the values of a peer group street culture which 
denigrates those students who most conform to teachers’ expectations and who are identified as 
“outsiders” for a variety of reasons of which ethnicity is not necessarily the most salient. 

Although instances of bullying and victimization among students are present to a certain 
degree in all of the schools observed, they are most pronounced in these schools in which student-
teacher relations are most aloof and formal and where students feel judged by teachers mainly 
according to their academic positions and performances. Ethnicity or race does not appear as a 
cause in and of itself of interpersonal or group conflicts between students, but rather as a vehicle 
through which they act out competitive relations and express identifications and distinctions which 
are in flagrant opposition with institutional norms and values. While we could detect no direct 
relation between the level of verbal or physical violence among students and the ethnic or social 
composition of the student body or of a particular class, it appeared quite clearly that the general 
atmosphere of the school and the more or less cohesive nature of student-teacher relations had 
an impact on these phenomena. 

Inside of the schools, ethnic identification of self and others, inter-ethnic tensions and 
demands for recognition of cultural or religious differences seem very much to be a function of 
the manner in which students relate to their schooling and how they feel about themselves as 
students. Students from the least desirable classes and those who feel most constrained in their 
educational prospects tend much more than students in the more prestigious programs to refer 
openly to their ethnic, national or religious origins as a source of pride and to denigrate their peers 
using racial terminology. This does not mean that the higher performing students have a weaker 
ethnic or religious identity than those who have been negatively selected, but simply that they do 
not feel the need to assert such an identity as a means of compensating for their inferiority within 
the educational hierarchy and that it remains relatively independent of their educational experience 
and of their view of themselves as students. 

The fact that a significant proportion of students enrolled in the vocational programs 
have been negatively selected at the end of junior high-school as well as the general disregard 
for vocational education within the French educational system create the conditions for the 
development of anti-school behavior and resentment towards teachers. Students frequently experience 
transition into a vocational stream as a form of “punishment” inflicted upon those whose academic 
performance and behavior do not fit the norm. This sentiment is particularly pronounced among 
the descendants of migrants from the African continent who have suffered disproportionately from 
de-industrialization and the economic crisis and who overwhelmingly view schooling as the only 
means for their children to escape from their inferior condition. Their disappointment and feelings 
of failure are proportional to the hopes and aspirations placed in the school system. 

A better articulation between vocational programs and the job market and the development 
of apprenticeship programs that offer real training and employment opportunities would undoubtedly 
serve to improve the attraction of such streams. It would also be beneficial to improve communication 
between representatives of the educational institution and immigrant families who, while they place 
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great store on schooling, have very little knowledge of the actual workings of the system and of 
the range of existing programs and opportunities. Increased communication with parents would 
also serve to dispel many of the misconceptions that teachers often have of families who appear 
so far removed from the dominant cultural norm. Throughout our fieldwork it appeared that the 
distance and lack of communication between school personnel and parents created a space within 
which students could develop strategies that were detrimental to school success. The fact that 
parent-teacher exchanges often take place in a formal context, under the gaze of students and in 
response to some failure to conform to the norm, means that each party is tempted to over-play 
their “official” role as disciplinarian rather than engaging in a dialogue with the aim of unraveling 
the often complex processes which lead students to become disengaged with their studies or to 
display oppositional behavior. 

The school experience of minority students reveals many of the problems inherent to the 
functioning of the French school system, such as negative selection, limited communication with 
parents, the lack of integration between in school training and the reality of the job market and, 
last but not least, the entrenched belief that social and professional destinies are almost entirely 
dependent on academic credentials. It also reveals some of its successes. 

Based on the existing literature and on our fieldwork observations we can safely say there 
exists no tendency towards outright racial or ethnic discrimination of minority students in terms of 
grading, of tracking, or in terms of the treatment of students in class. Although some teachers may 
harbor racist sentiments or hold negative stereotypes of minority students, they clearly appear as 
exceptions to the norm. We were struck much more by teachers’ voluntary ignorance of the issue 
and by the almost total absence of any mention or discussion about students’ ethnicity in normal 
everyday school interactions and official discourse. Perhaps because the focus of the research was 
precisely the issue which is most ignored by schools, we often had the feeling that institutional 
representatives were literally blind to certain differences which appeared very flagrant to us, such 
as the unequal distribution of ethnic groups across streams or the over-representation of minority 
students among school leavers or the lowest performing students of certain classes. 

To the extent that these realities are not the consequence of in-school discriminations, 
this ignorance may serve a positive function of maintaining alive for students and teachers alike 
the idea that success is not dependent on factors such as ethnicity. Yet however much they try, 
schools cannot shield themselves entirely from the realities of the outside world and from the 
effects of ethnic discrimination in the workplace, residential segregation and heightened anti-
immigrant sentiments. While the shared values of republican neutrality and color-blindness prevent 
teachers from expressing individual judgments of students based on considerations about cultural 
or ethnic differences, it does not prevent students from voicing their feelings of injustice or their 
difficult relationship to authority in terms or racial or ethnic discrimination. The contrast between 
a student body for whom ethnic, racial and religious distinctions are an integral part of social 
interactions and a vehicle for expressing a range of feelings and opinions about ones self and 
others on the one hand, and the Republican school culture for whom such references remain largely 
taboo on the other hand, creates a real cultural divide between students and teachers in the most 
disadvantaged urban schools. As we have seen, such schools can serve as a safe-haven for those 
who are most exposed to the harsh realities and strict social controls of the “ghetto”. Yet they 
can also exacerbate students’ feelings of exclusion and lead to forms of bullying among students 
that can be viewed as a way of inversing the dominant hierarchies and norms of success though 
a process which transforms the victim into the victimizer. The problem of this often invisible form 
of youth violence, which is much less spectacular than the highly publicized urban riots and local 
gang fights, concerns both majority and minority students alike and should be treated by school 
personnel as a real problem. Not only can it lead to early school dropouts and to student transfers. 
It also undermines institutional efforts at maintaining or reinforcing the social and ethnic diversity 
of the student body. 
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